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Abstract
The hydroxyl radical (OH) plays a decisive role in tropospheric chemistry. Reactions with OH
provide the dominant path of removal for a variety of greenhouse gases and trace species that
contribute to the destruction of the ozone layer. Accurate determination of global tropospheric
OH concentrations [OH] is therefore a very important issue. Previous research at the global scale
has focused on scaling model-calculated OH concentration fields using a single so-called titrating
species, either CH 3CC13 or 14 CO, and the data usually come from one measurement network.
Therefore, the estimation of [OH] relies heavily on the accuracy of the emission estimates and
absolute calibration of the observed mixing ratios of that single species. The goal of this thesis
is to reduce the dependence of estimating [OH) fields on a single species and thus to improve our
knowledge of global OH concentrations and trends. To achieve this goal, we developed a multiple
titrating gases scheme which combines all the possible available surface measurements of CH 3CC13,
CHF2C1 (HCFC-22), CH 2FCF3 (HFC-134a), CH 3CFC12 (HCFC-141b) and CH 3CF 2C1 (HCFC-
142b) from both AGAGE (Advanced Global Atmospheric Gases Experiment) and CMDL/NOAH
(Nitrous Oxide And Halocompounds) networks.
The optimal estimation of the global OH concentration and its trend is accomplished through
a Kalman filtering procedure by minimizing the weighted difference between the predicted mixing
ratios from atmospheric chemical-transport models and, for the first time, all the measurements of
the various titrating gases simultaneously. A two dimensional land-ocean-resolving (LO) statistical-
dynamical model and a 12-box model are used to predict the concentrations of the titrating gases.
These two models are computationally efficient, and suitable for repetitive runs and long term
integrations. The eddy-diffusive transports in the 12-box model and the 2D-LO model are tuned
optimally by using the Kalman filtering and CFC-11 and CFC-12 data before the estimations of
OH are carried out. Three different techniques (content method, trend method, and time-varying
OH method) are used to perform the Kalman filtering. These three methods optimally fit different
features of the measurements and have different sources of errors. Errors in the measurements,
industrial emission estimates, and chemical-transport models are included in great detail for the
OH estimation problem. The random measurement errors and mismatch errors are included in
the noise matrix in the Kalman filter. For other random errors from the emission estimates and
chemical-transport models, we use the Q-inclusion method which specifies the random model errors
explicitly in the state error matrix Q inside the Kalman filtering. For systematic errors in the
calibration, model, and emissions, we use the brute-force method which repeats the entire inverse
method many times using different possible values of the measurement sensitivity matrix in the
Kalman filtering.
Using multiple gases, both CMDL and AGAGE data, two chemical-transport models, and
selected content and trend results, our best estimate of the global mean tropospheric OH concen-
trations is 9.4+2 x 105 radicals cm-3, and our best estimate of the linear OH trend is -0.5±tL1.0%
per year over the 1978-1998 time period. Methyl chloroform data give the heaviest weight to the
overall estimations. This is because there are more CH 3 CC13 measurements than for any other
titrating gases, and the industrial emission estimates of this gas are the most accurate. The de-
rived OH estimations agree statistically with previous studies taking into account the fact that the
negative OH trend derived here relies heavily on the 1993-1998 CH 3 CCl3 data. For example, a
global mean OH concentration of (9.7 ± 0.6) x 105 radicals cm- 3 and an OH trend of 0.0 ± 0.2%
per year over the 1978-1993 are reported in Prinn et al. (1995).
As far as the major sources of error in the OH estimations are concerned, we find that, using
individual gases separately, the uncertainties in absolute calibrations, rate constants, and industrial
emissions estimates are important sources of error for all five titrating gases. The measurement
errors and the initial a priori guesses in the Kalman filter are also important sources of error for
the three newer titrating gases (HCFC-141b, HCFC-142b, and HFC-134a) because of their very
low mole fractions as well as the short measurement records for these gases. Combining multiple
OH titrating gases together, we find that errors in industrial emissions contribute the most to the
uncertainty in the OH estimation problem.
We also find that incorporating random model errors (other than mismatch errors) using the
Q-inclusion method generates satisfactory agreement for best guess estimates with the approach in
which Q = 0 in the Kalman filter. However the Q-inclusion method provides an estimate of the
effect of random model error. Newer titrating gases generally yield OH estimates comparable to
those from CH 3 CCl3 but with larger uncertainties. One of the exceptions is using HCFC-142b data
with the content method, which yields a physically impossible negative OH concentration because
of the underestimates of emissions for this gas. However, the trend method using HCFC-142b data
still delivers reasonable OH estimations, because the trend method is not sensitive to systematic
errors. The measurements of the newer OH titrating gases can be used effectively with appropriate
techniques to ultimately replace the use of CH3 CC13 (which is disappearing from the atmosphere),
provided estimates of their emissions are improved. This is particularly true for HCFC-142b. In
addition to the OH estimations, a time-varying adaptive-Kalman filter is also utilized in this thesis
to deduce monthly emissions of HCFC-141b and HCFC-142b. We find that the current industrial
estimates of HCFC-142b need to be at least doubled, and the emissions of HCFC-141b need to be
increased by 20 to 30% to achieve the best agreement with observations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The hydroxyl radical (OH) plays a critical role in tropospheric chemistry. It is the chief oxidizing
agent in the lower atmosphere. Hydroxyl radicals are produced in daytime primarily from the
photolysis of 03 in the presence of water vapor:
0 3 + hv (A < 320nm) - O(D) + 02
O( 1D) + H 20 -+ 20H
and secondarily by the reaction of hydroperoxy radical (HO 2) with nitric oxide (NO), followed by
the reaction of HO 2 with 03 and the photolysis of H20 2 . The most important sinks for OH on a
global scale are its reactions with CO and CH4 which are relatively well-mixed gases that limit the
lifetime of OH to less than 10 seconds.
Reaction with OH provides the dominant path of removal for a variety of hydrohalocarbons,
hydrocarbons, and CO, as well as for the conversion of NO 2 to nitric acid and SO2 to sulfuric acid.
The global abundance of OH also determines the atmospheric residence time for many industrial
compounds, including both the gases contributing to the destruction of the ozone layer and to
the greenhouse effect. For a hydrohalocarbon with a tropospheric lifetime of 10 years, up to
20% of its surface injection can be transported into the stratosphere (Derwent and Volz-Thomas,
1990). The shorter the tropospheric lifetime, then the smaller the fraction of injected emissions
reaching the stratosphere. Thus, an accurate and quantitative assessment of the impact of a given
hydrohalocarbon on stratospheric ozone requires a thorough understanding of its tropospheric OH
destruction rate.
There exist several ways of determining the tropospheric concentration of hydroxyl radicals.
The first method is the direct instrumental measurement of OH. As we know, concentrations of
tropospheric hydroxyl radicals [OH] are highly variable in space and time, e.g. essentially zero at
night and rising to several million per cubic centimeter in summer daytime of polluted air. This is
expected because OH production is determined mainly by 03, water vapor, and UV-B radiation,
which are extremely variable in the troposphere. For example, UV-B radiation is affected by solar
zenith angle, clouds, surface reflections, and the overhead ozone column. Direct measurements of
OH have not been very accurate until recently. However, even with these direct measurements it
is still difficult to extrapolate local experimental values to a global scale, which is often required
in the estimation of the rate of tropospheric scavenging of man-made pollutants. The second
method for OH determination is using chemical transport models (CTMs) to compute the average
concentration of OH. The chemically related input parameters of CTMs are the following: solar
radiation flux, temperature, and concentrations and rate constant of all the species with which OH
is to react. The third method is deriving the weighted global average OH concentration through a
tracer gas budget (the gas is often called the "titrating" species). It is quite clear that only those
trace gases which are destroyed almost completely by reaction with OH and whose sources are
known well enough are useful for this purpose (Singh, 1977 ; Weinstock, 1972). Radiocarbon 14CO
which is made both naturally and anthropogenically and 1,1,1-trichloroethane (methyl chloroform
or CH3CC13), which is totally man-made, are the most often used species for this method.
For the calculation of [OH] using chemical-transport models, a thorough understanding of OH-
related chemical mechanisms and accurate measurements of the concentrations and temperature-
dependent rate constants of all the OH-related compounds are required. Unfortunately, these re-
quirements have not yet been satisfactorily met. Therefore, the calculated [OH] differs significantly
from model to model. For example, the tropospheric OH concentrations used in Prinn et al. (1995)
are from three different models, namely the MIT 3D (Golombek and Prinn, 1993), AER 2D (Ko et
al., 1992) and GISS 2D (Douglass et al., 1989) models. The differences between these three models
for [OH] in some boxes are as large as 50%. A fourth method, which combines the second and the
third method, has been used to avoid some of the above difficulties: first calculate [OH] fields using
a chemical-transport model which allows appropriate inclusion of climatological parameters such as
temperature and sunlight intensity, and second predict the mixing ratios of those trace gases that
satisfy the requirements of the third method. Then, an optimization procedure is followed to scale
the absolute OH concentration by minimizing the difference between the model-predicted and the
observed concentration of those trace gases, such as CH 3CCl3 (Prinn et al. 1983, 1987, 1992 and
1995) and 1 4CO (Derwent and Volz, 1990; Volz et al, 1981; Mak et al, 1992).
Previously, all the research using the third and fourth methods has been based only on a single
species (e.g. CH3CCl3 or "CO). The measurement data also usually come from one observational
network. Therefore, the estimation of [OH] relies heavily on the accuracy of the emissions and
especially, on the absolute calibration of the observed mixing ratio of that single species. For
example, in Prinn et al. (1995), the deduced CH 3CC13 lifetime, OH concentrations, and trends differ
considerably from those values reported in Prinn et al. (1992), because of a significant lowering
of the measured absolute concentrations of this gas based on the development of new standards.
The goal of this thesis is to reduce the dependence of the estimation of [OH] fields on a single
species and thus to improve our knowledge of global OH concentrations and its trends. To achieve
the goal, we develop a scheme using multiple titrating gases. It combines all the possible available
surface measurements of five OH titrating gases: CH3 CCl3, CHF 2Cl (HCFC-22), CH2FCF 3 (HFC-
134a), CH3 CFCl2 (HCFC-141b) and CH 3 CF 2 C1 (HCFC-142b) from two observational networks:
AGAGE (Advanced Global Atmospheric Gases Experiment) and CMDL/NOAH (Nitrous Oxide
And Halocompounds). This new method provides, for the first time, optimal estimates of the
absolute OH concentrations by minimizing the difference between the model-predicted mixing ratios
and the observational data for several species at the same time.
The thesis is divided into several chapters. The optimization method which combines infor-
mation from both measurement and chemical transport models used in this work is a Kalman
filtering technique. Thus, Chapter 2 addresses the basic fundamentals of the Kalman filter and
its application in estimating OH concentrations. This includes justification of the linearity of the
system in this OH concentration inverse problem, description of the three methods which utilize
different information from the same data set to do the estimations, and finally discussion of the
sources of various possible modeling errors which will be taken into account by the optimization
scheme. Chapter 3 addresses the issue of data analysis which is another important part of the
OH estimation problem. We first discuss the industrial estimates of the global total emissions and
the distributions, then we present the measurement data from the AGAGE and CMDL networks,
and finally we address the different re-analysis techniques for the in situ and flask measurements.
Chapter 4 presents the OH estimation studies with a coarse two-dimensional transport model. It
first discusses the simulations of the titrating gases with this model, and then the estimations of
the global OH concentrations and the linear trend are discussed thoroughly. The uncertain factors
(random measurement errors and systematic model errors) in the estimations are also analyzed in
depth using the brute-force approach. Chapter 5 considers another inverse problem: global emis-
sion deductions for CH 3CFC12 (HCFC-141b) and CH3CF 2Cl (HCFC-142b), assuming we know
OH concentrations well. The estimations are accomplished by using a time-varying Kalman filter.
Chapter 6 explores the "Q-inclusion" method for dealing with random model errors in Kalman
filtering. This technique integrates the random error from the chemical-transport model into the
filter directly. A detailed discussion about the filter behavior and the OH estimations with this new
feature are presented. Chapter 7 studies OH estimations with another chemical-transport model.
It first briefly introduces the model (the MIT two dimensional LO model) which has detailed tropo-
spheric chemistry. It then discusses the model configurations specific to the titrating gases, followed
by the OH estimations with this model. A summary of the major conclusions and findings on the
global OH concentrations and trends, as well as some suggestions for future work based on this
thesis, are given in Chapter 8.
Chapter 2
Inverse modeling methodology
2.1 Basic estimation methods
In geochemical sciences, a wide range of scientific problems involve determination of the sources
and sinks of chemical species from regional to global scales. To estimate these surface source fluxes
or sinks of trace species, researchers have applied several inverse methods, such as: trial and error
(Tans, 1991), Green's Function (Enting and Mansbridge, 1989), synthesis (Fung et al, 1991), and
Kalman filter optimization (Cunnold et al., 1983; Prinn et al., 1992; Hartley and Prinn, 1993).
"Trial and error", the simplest technique, requires no more mathematics than the forward
problem. One simply carries out many forward runs of the model with varied model parameters.
Those runs whose predictions lie well within the error limits of the observations are regarded as
possessing reasonable estimates of model parameters. If one wants to deduce parameters with a
periodic variation in time or space, such as the emissions of CH 4 or CO 2 which have strong natural
sources and sinks, the "Green's function method" is a good choice. Basically this uses the classical
least-square optimization in functional space. The "synthesis method" combines the forward and
inverse calculations together, fixing the relatively well-known elements in the state vector, while
tuning the others. These tuned variables are constrained by several observational conditions.
The "Kalman Filter" method is one of the so-called optimal estimation methods that uses
measurement information to give a minimum error estimate of the variables of interest, taking into
account the accuracy of the observations, the nature and accuracy of the chemical transport model,
the initial conditions, and any prior knowledge of the behavior of the variables. The advantage of
the Kalman filter is that it can deal with a multi-element state vector, does not require the state
vector elements to be periodic, and can provide automatically an estimation of errors in the state
vector and how these decrease with use of each observation. The major requirements of the Kalman
filter are: a perfect model of the system, an a priori estimate of the state vector and its associated
error, and a linear or quasi-linear system. The first requirement is difficult, but the other two are
not difficult to achieve in the problems addressed in this thesis.
2.2 Kalman Filtering
2.2.1 Introduction
The Kalman filter is an estimator for the linear-quadratic-Gaussian problem, which is the problem
of estimating the state of a linear dynamic system perturbed by Gaussian white noise by using
measurements linearly related to the state, but corrupted by Gaussian white noise. The resulting
estimator is statistically optimal with respect to anyuadratic function of estimation error.
The Kalman Filter is named after Rudolf E. Kalman who proposed this formalism in 1959. Since
its first application in the trajectory estimation and control problem for the Apollo Project in 1960,
the Kalman filter has been applied in many fields of engineering, science, and economics. But its use
as a tool is almost exclusively for two purposes: estimation and performance analysis of estimators
(Grewal and Andrews, 1993). For estimation problems, the Kalman filter has been widely applied
in the process control of chemical plants, flood prediction of river systems, tracking of spacecraft,
and navigation of ships. In the atmospheric chemistry field, this filter has been applied in the
estimation of sources of greenhouse gases and ozone-depleting gases, such as CFC-11, as well as
sinks of some gases such as the problem addressed here in this thesis. For the analysis of estimation
systems, because the Kalman filter uses a complete description of the probability distribution of its
estimation errors in determining the optimal filtering gains, this probability distribution could be
used in assessing its performance as a function of the "design parameters" of an estimation system,
i.e. the design of a measurement network in atmospheric chemistry, such as the locations of the
measurement sites, which is discussed to some extent in Hartley and Prinn (1993).
2.2.2 Linear Dynamic System
The goal of this thesis is to estimate global OH concentrations using global measurements of its
titrating gases. As stated earlier, the Kalman filter is an estimator for the linear estimation problem,
so we first need to evaluate whether or not the system that we are using to do the OH estimations
is linear.
The dynamic system we are considering here is usefully examined using the Lagrangian form of
the mass continuity equation of the OH titrating gases (CH3CC13 , CHF2 Cl, CH2FCF3, CH 3CFC12,
and CH 3CF2 Cl) integrated along a back trajectory from s' = 0 to observing site s' = s (Prinn,
1999)
qE z z ds'
z = z(s) - z(0) - ( (kOH[OH])z - ____ - ____ V (2.1)j\M Lceme Locean/ V
0
where z is the mixing ratio of the titrating gas, E is the net surface emission per unit grid volume,
kOH is the temperature-dependent rate constant for the reaction with OH, M is the total atmo-
spheric mass in the grid volume, q is the ratio of molecular weights of trace gas and air, V is the
Table 2.1 Rate constants and associated uncertainty (NASA,1997).
A E/R±(AE/R) kOH(298K) 6 k(298)
CH 3CC13  1.8x10- 12 1550±150 1.Ox10-14 1.1
CHF2Cl 1.0x10- 12  1600t150 4.7x10- 15  1.1
CH 2FCF3  1.5x10 12 1750+200 4.2x10-15 1.1
CH 3CFCl2  1.7x10- 12  1700±150 5.7x10- 15  1.2
CH 3CF 2Cl 1.3x10- 12 1800±150 3.1x10-15 1.2
instantaneous wind speed tangential to the trajectory, Locean is the lifetime of the titrating gas due
to the ocean deposition, and Lehem is the lifetime of the gas due to reactions other than with OH
such as photodissociation in the stratosphere.
This system is linear in z provided [OH] is independent of z. As we stated earlier, the major
sinks for hydroxyl radicals in the troposphere are its reactions with CH 4 and CO. Thus variations
in the concentrations of the titrating gases considered here will not affect the OH chemistry on a
large scale. Therefore, [OH] is not a function of the concentrations of the titrating gases.
Now let us look at the source and sink terms of these titrating gases one by one. The source
term consists solely of anthropogenic emissions of these five titrating gases with the majority of
the injection in the middle latitudes of the northern hemisphere. The major chemical sink of these
gases is reaction with OH:
OH + CH3 CCl3  -+ CH 2 CCl3  + H2 0
OH + CHF2C1 - CF 2 Cl + H2 0
OH + CH2FCF 3  -+ CHFCF 3  + H2 0
OH + CH3CFCl2  -+ CH 2CFCl2  + H2 0
OH + CH3CF 2C1 -+ CH 2 CF 2 Cl + H2 0
The rate constant koH (cm3 mol 1 sec-1) and its uncertainty 6k are (JPL, 1997):
koH(T) = A exp ((-R) (T,))
6k(T) = 6k(298) exp ( }) -( ( ) |
where T is the temperature (K), E is the activation energy, A is the pre-exponential factor(cm 3
mol 1 sec-1), R is the gas constant, and 6k(298) is the uncertainty of the rate constant at 298K.
The values of A, (E/R ± A E/R), k(298), and ok( 2 9 8 ) are tabulated in Table 2.1.
The titrating gases can also react with chlorine atoms. Considering the extremely low concen-
tration of Cl in the troposphere, which is less than 1% of the concentration of OH (WMO, 1995),
and also the slower reaction rates of Cl with the titrating gases considered here (JPL, 1997 ), we
should be able to safely treat reaction with chlorine atoms in the troposphere as a negligible sink
for the titrating gases.
Once the titrating gases are transported into the stratosphere, they are destroyed by UV pho-
Table 2.2 Total stratospheric lifetimes of the titrating gases
Lstratos (years) 12-box model NASA (1998) Kanakidou et al. (1995) MIT 2D-LO model
CH3 CC13  37 45 54 34
CHF 2Cl 131 306 214 191
CH 2FCF3  248 377 389 320
CH 3 CFC 2  116 81 90 92
CH3CF 2Cl 152 372 357 260
tolysis and reactions with OH and O('D). The total stratospheric lifetimes of the five titrating
gases, defined as the total atmospheric content of the species divided by its stratospheric loss, are
listed in Table 2.2. Here we compare the values used in the two models that are used to perform the
calculations in this thesis, as well as the lifetimes from the 1998 WMO Ozone Assessment (Kurylo
et al., 1999 ) and from Kanakidou et al. (1995).
Oceanic uptake is another possible sink for the titrating gases. Basically, the deposition to the
ocean breaks into the following processes (Butler et al., 1991; Kindler et al., 1995; Kanakidou et al.,
1995): transport from the free troposphere to the marine atmospheric boundary layer, transport
through the oceanic sublayer and oceanic mixing layer, and finally loss in the deeper ocean due to
hydrolysis. The last process is the most important for the titrating gases considered here. Table
2.3 lists the oceanic lifetimes (total atmospheric content divided by oceanic uptake rate) calculated
in Kanakidou et al (1995), this work using the MIT 2D-LO model (Wang et al., 1998) and flux
measurements in Butler et al (1991) and Lobert et al. (1995). Compared to other sinks, oceanic loss
is a small sink for CH 3CCl3 and negligible for the other four species. A detailed parameterization
of oceanic consumption is given in Chapter 7 where the MIT 2D-LO model is discussed.
Table 2.3 Oceanic loss of the titrating gases.
Locean(years) Kanakidou et al (1995) Butler et al. (1991) & This work
Lobert et al. (1995)
CH 3 CC13  63 59-128 86
CHF 2Cl 986 700 548
CH 2FCF 3  N/A N/A 5280
CH 3CFC12  1856 N/A 1018
CH 3CF 2Cl 1455 N/A 1105
In summary, the dynamic systems involving the chemical and physical processes of the five
titrating gases are essentially linear. These systems consist of the time evolution of emission,
transport, tropospheric OH oxidation loss, stratospheric loss, and oceanic consumption for each
species. The last process is only important for CH3 CC13.
2.2.3 Linear stochastic system
The goal of this thesis is to estimate the tropospheric OH concentrations. We specify the global dis-
tribution of OH concentrations but not its magnitude in time and space and define it as [OH]O. We
then estimate the global factor to multiply [OH] values to best fit the titrating gas concentrations.
We also estimate the linear trend in the OH concentrations.
The Kalman filter represents the dynamic system in a state-space notation (e.g. Gelb, 1989;
Grewal and Andrews, 1993). In section 2.2.2, we identified the various important chemical and
physical processes for the titrating gases and represented them using a deterministic model where
the state of every component of the system is presumably represented and propagated explicitly.
\ Another approach is to treat the underlying dynamics as a random process and focus on the
statistical properties of the system. Here, in the Kalman filter we combine both the statistical and
deterministic mechanics of our dynamic system, which represents what we know about the system
and also our uncertainty about what we know. If the chemical transport model is perfect, then z
as defined in equation 2.1 provides the exact definition of the observable z*. However, observations
of the quantity z* will in general have random errors v. Hence we can express observations as
z* = z* + v (Prinn, 1999). Parameters to be estimated are put into the so-called "state vector"
x*. Usually, we define x* as the net chemical production and we could also include the global OH
scaling factor in x:
qE z* z* z*
z* = - - FOH - (2'2)
M LOH Lchem Locean
Then equation 2.2 becomes:
z*(s) - z*(0) = z*: + V (2.3)
In discrete form (s/- > j) equation 2.2 becomes
z*= hjx"* + v (2.4)
Next, we express the measurement equation 2.4 in vector form for multiple observing sites (at each
time step k)
Zk = Hkxk + Vk (2.5)
We note that the above derivation of the measurement equation is based on the Lagrangian
transport model and the state vector refers to the net chemical production at the positions j along
the back trajectory. However, the transport models used in this thesis are Eulerian, and the state
vector usually refers to the current net chemical production at the model grid points j. As discussed
in Prinn (1999), it is necessary to define x = x* - x*,f and z = z* - z*,f in the Eulerian case.
Here z*,e is the mole fraction computed in a reference run using the best available estimates x*ef
of the net chemical production. This formulation can be justified using a Taylor expansion even
when the state vector is defined to be other than the net chemical production (e.g., the estimation
of emissions of CFC-11 by Mahowald, 1997). To do so, it requires x,ef to be very close to its
true value. This can be achieved in practice using multiple runs of the optimal estimation process
where x*,e is the best estimate from the immediately previous run (Prinn, 1999). In this thesis,
we specially define x* to contain the OH scaling factor FOH and the linear OH trend, and we carry
out the multiple runs automatically in the Kalman filtering.
We also allow for known (<bkxk_1) and random forcing (w) for the state vector using the system
model equation:
Xk = <IkXk-1 + Wk-1 (2.6)
The relevant variables at each discrete time step k are:
x = n x 1 state vector
z = 1 x 1 measurement vector
<D = n x n state extrapolation (transition) matrix
H = 1 x n measurement sensitivity matrix
w = n x 1 zero-mean random variation (Gaussian sequence)
V = 1 x 1 zero-mean random measurement noise (Gaussian sequence)
and their expected values are:
E(v)=O; E(w)=O
E (vvT) = R, 1 x l matrix
E (wwT) = Q, n x n matrix
The measurement sensitivity matrix H has elements hi = Z, which represent the sensitivity of
the observable at the ith measurement site to the jth unknown in the state vector. We use the
chemical transport models to calculate this H matrix. For an n-variable state vector, we need
to run the chemical transport model n + 1 times, with one reference run using an a priori best
estimate of x* and the other n model runs using values of x* with one element slightly perturbed
from its reference value.
Measurement errors are both random and systematic. Random errors include instrumental
precision and the effects of atmospheric random variability on instrument response. Systematic
errors include instrumental calibration and nonlinear instrumental response. However, only random
errors can be included in the measurement equation 2.5, since the Kalman filter requires errorsto
be random,with a zero mean value and measurement errors uncorrelated with state errors. Chapter
3 further addresses data analysis.
The modeling eror comes from the fact that we use an imperfect model-computed H to replace
the true measurement sensitivity matrix H. We know that all the existing chemical-transport
models are more or less imperfect in their formulations of transport and chemical processes. There
are basically three approaches to address this modeling error issue (Prinn, 1999). One is to express
H as the sum of its reference model-computed H and an error H, and then add this modeling
error to the measurement error in Eq. 2.5 (Mahowald et al., 1997). Note that we will use () to
represent estimates and () to represent the errors on the estimates of true values of the variables
in this thesis. A second method (brute-force) is to repeat the entire inverse method many times
using different possible values of H (Prinn et al., 1995). In this thesis, we use the brute-force
approach to analyze systematic model and calibration errors. We will use both the 12-box model
and MIT 2D-LO model to compute in detail the error in the deduced OH scaling factors due to
the systematic model errors.
The third method (Prinn, 1999) that is used to analyze the random model errors makes use of
the state-space notation of the system of interest as utilized in this thesis. As shown in Eq.2.6, the
random variations w are explicitly expressed with time dependence. We can consider the forcing
of the random variations as random errors from chemical-transport models which produce errors
in <b or x or both in Eq.2.6. In this thesis, we assume <D = I so w is interpreted as the random
error in x due to model errors contained in H. In this case estimates of w can be obtained from
multiple model runs in a Monte Carlo sense using the following procedure:
" Define the probability distribution function (pdf) of the uncertain model parameters, assum-
ing Gaussian distributions
" Run the chemical transport model with different sets of random values at each time step,
sampled from the pdfs of the uncertain model parameters
* Calculate the measurement sensitivity matrix Hm for each model run m
" Calculate the modeling error using
Wm=Hm zm - He Zbest (2.7)
where the subscript m represents the m tf model run and the subscript best represents the
model run using the best estimates of those uncertain model parameters.
" Ideally, random modeling error is normally distributed and has zero mean, i.e. w ~ N (0, Q),
and if not the bias is subtracted to ensure the zero mean.
A detailed description of this approach for assessing random model errors will be discussed in
Chapter 6 for inversions using a 12-box model, since running 20,000 Monte Carlo runs for each
month with a 20-year integration in time would be a significant computational burden with more
complicated transport models.
2.2.4 Discrete Kalman Filter
We are now ready to discuss the Kalman filtering on the linear stochastic system defined in the
previous sections. The Kalman filter is one of a class of optimal linear estimators for the so-called
linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) estimation problem, as the system is linear, the cost function
is quadratic, and the random process is Gaussian. Generally, there are three types of estimators
for the LQG problem: predictors use observations strictly prior to the time that the state of the
dynamic system is to be estimated, filters use observations up to and including the time that the
state is to be estimated, and smoothers use observations beyond the time that the state is to be
estimated. We will discuss a discrete Kalman smoother in the next section as we will use it in
emission estimations of certain hydrochlorofluorocarbons.
Following the approach in Gelb (1989) let us define the estimate of the state x at time step k
as ik = X+k. Suppose that a measurement has been made at time step k, and we wish to update
our prior estimate xk (-) of the state x at time tk using this measurement. We can propose the
new estimate ik (+) to be a linear function of the prior estimate - (-) and this new measurement
zk:
Xk (+) = K (-) + KkZk (2.8)
and seek to specify the matrices K' and Kk. Combining the measurement equation 2.5 with the
demands that measurement errors be random with a zero mean (E[vk]=0) and that the estimations
be unbiased (E[i]=O), we can easily prove that (Gelb, 1989)
K' =I-KkHk (2.9)
and thus Eq.2.8 becomes
ik () = k (-) + Kk [Zk - HkA (-)I (2.10)
with the corresponding estimation error as
ik (+) = (I - KkHk) 5 ( + KkVk (2.11)
and its covariance matrix as
Pk (+) = E [i (+) xik (+)T] (2.12)
If we insert Eq. 2.11 into 2.12 and demand that measurement errors and state errors are uncorre-
lated Gelb, 1989), i.e., E [ik (-)vT] = E vkik (-)T = 0, we can rewrite Eq.2.12 as
Pk (+) = (I - KkHk) Pk (-) (I - KkHk) T + KkRkKT (2.13)
We now use the criterion of optimality to determine matrix Kk. Assuming that we will know
the statistics for both z and x, i.e., the probability density functions p(x) and p(z), according to
Bayes' theorem, we can evaluate the a posteriori conditional density function, p(xlz) and, after
some manipulation (Gelb, 1989), define the cost function as
Jk= E [ik (+)T S ik (+)] (2.14)
Because the optimal estimate of x is independent of S (Gelb, 1989), we choose S = I, which results
in
Jk= trace [Pk (+)] (2.15)
To find the value of Kk which minimizes the cost function Jk for the minimum vaTiance Bayes
estimate, we take &Jk/&Kk = 0 and solve for Kk,
Kk = Pk (-) H T[HkPk (-) HT + R1 (2.16)
Substituting Eq.2.16 into Eq.2.13, we obtain the optimized value of the updated estimation error
covariance matrix PK (+),
Pk () = (I - KkHk) Pk (-) (2.17)
So far we have described how to update our estimates of the state vector and the error covariance
matrix across a measurement using a Kalman filter. We can also extrapolate these quantities
between two measurements using our knowledge of the linear dynamic system as described in the
previous section 2.2.3:
Xk () = 4Ic 1k_1 (+) (2.18)
Pk (-) = _ (+) 4r_ 1 + Qk-1 (2.19)
Figure 2-1 displays the timing diagram of the various variables and quantities involved in the
discrete Kalman filter equations, and we summarize the equations in Table 2.4.
Let us now look at how the two types of error, measurement and model, affect the behavior of
the filter, particularly the covariance matrix PK and gain matrix Kk. Some of the effects are quite
intuitive, but others need a little more discussion.
Figure 2-1 Timing diagram of the state updates across a measurement and the state extrapolation
between two measurements of discrete Kalman filter (Gelb, 1989).
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The effect of measurement errors on the Kalman gain can be seen from inspection of Eq.2.16.
Considering two extreme cases, one with no measurement noise and the other with indefinite large
measurement noise, we then have:
Kk = Hr k, with Rk = 0
Kk = 0, with Rk -- 00
When the measurement is perfect (Rk = 0), the filter considers the information contained therein
highly valuable and hence computes a large gain matrix and therefore a large change in its estimation
of the state vector. In the meantime, when the gain matrix reaches its maximum value Hk 1, i.e.
KkHk -+ I, the error covariance matrix goes to zero. If the chemical transport model is perfect and
the system is linear, then this implies we have found the "true value" of the state vector and there
is no need to do further observational updates. On the other hand, if the measurement is extremely
noisy (Rk -+ oo), the filter finds the information contained in the measurement totally useless.
Thus, there would be no "gain" to the state update at all, and its associated error covariance would
not decrease from its previous value before using this measurement information (Pk (±) e Pk (-),
as KkHk ~ I ). In other words, the confidence of the estimation about the state vector would
not be increased at all. In reality, measurement error never approaches those two limits, but our
analysis still applies. The larger the measurement noise is, the less information the data contain,
Table 2.4 Discrete Kalman filter equations
System dynamic model: Xk= 4lkXk + Wkl, Wk N (0, Qk)
Measurement model: Zk = HkXk + Vk, Vk N (0, Rk)
Initial condidtions: E [0] =:Zo, E [ioij] PO
Independence assumption: E [WkVT] = 0, for all j,k
State estimate extrapolation: Xk ()= lxk-1
Error covariance extrapolation: Pk ( = k-lPk 1+ 1 + Qk-1
State estimate observational update: Rk ( = Rk (-) + Kk [Zk - Hkik
Error covariance update: Pk (±) = (I - KkHk) Pk
Kalman gain matrix: Kk = Pk (-) HT [HkPk T ± Rk]
implying a smaller gain, a smaller update on the state vector, and a smaller decrease in the error
covariance. Therefore, we see the importance of the measurement noise and the distortions it could
create if an erroneous Rk is used.
The effect of random model errors, when simulated with Wk, on the error covariance is quite
straightforward: the larger the random modeling error, the larger the size of the Qk matrix, and the
more pronounced the effect of the disturbances as reflected in the size of the gain matrix, the larger
the error covariance increases. For the case where the state estimate errors are relatively large
and the measurement noise is small, the filter would consider that each piece of the measurement
contains valuable information. Therefore the difference between the actual observation and the
predicted concentration will be used as a basis for strong corrections to the estimates. This implies
that the ifiter will lose the information it gathered from all previous observation data. In this case
the filter has a short "memory".
2.2.5 Discrete optimal smoother
Suppose that we have measurements running from time step 0 to N and we want to optimally
estimate the state vector at time step k, where 0 k <eN. We can run the optimal filter forward
using the measurements from time step 0 to time step k and produce the estimate f(k) , and then
run the filter again but in the backward direction using the measurements from time step N to time
step k and produce the estimate rb(k). Finally, we combine the estimates from the two filters. This
is the basic idea for using an optimal smoother. There are several types of smoothing, but here
we emphasize fixed-interval smoothing, in which the initial and final time steps 0 and N are fixed
and the estimate kjN is sought. The Rauch-Tung-Striebel smoother, often cited, does not involve
backward filtering but instead integrates the solution of the stochastic system equation backwards
from time step N to 0. This smoother utilizes all the filter solutions and must be used after all the
measurements have been collected. It is an off-line smoother and relies on accurate filtering. Table
2.5 summarizes the equations for the discrete Rach- Tung-Striebel smoother (Gelb, 1989)
Rom Table 2.5, we see that if the state vector is constant in time with no model error Qk
present, e.g. ou = I and Qk = 0, then we have Pkcb(-) = Pk(+) Under this condition, in Table
Table 2.5 Discrete optimal smoother equations
Smoothed state estimate kIN = Xk(+) ± Ak [k+1|N - k+1(~]
where Ak = Pk()b k+1--
for k = N - 1, XNIN = XN(-)
Error Covariance PkIN = Pk(+) + Ak [Pk+1|N - Pk+1(-)] Ak
for k = N - 1, PNIN = PN(+)
2.5, we will have Ak = I, X'kjN = Xk(+) and PkIN = Pk(+). In other words, the state is not
smoothable, meaning that smoothing offers no improvement over filtering.
2.2.6 Three methods for estimation
In this thesis, we determine the global hydroxyl radical concentrations using three different methods
that optimally fit different features of the measurements and have different sources of possible errors.
These techniques are denoted the "trend" method, the "content" method, and the "time-varying-
OH" method. The state vector x* contains different variables for each method.
The "trend" method focuses on optimally fitting the measured rate of change of the relative
concentrations. It is insensitive to absolute concentrations. The state vector includes an OH scaling
factor, FOH, and floating factors, (j, for different trace gases and different networks. We assign
a different floating factor for each trace gas at each measurement site. Any discrepancy between
atmospheric content estimated from measurements and from model predictions is used to update
these floating factors (. These floating factors account for different absolute calibration scales
for each measurement network as well as possible errors in the latitudinal distributions of surface
emissions. The trend method has the advantage of being insensitive to absolute calibration errors.
The "content" method focuses on optimally fitting the measured absolute concentrations of
trace gases in the atmosphere. It is sensitive to absolute calibration. Its state vector includes a
scaling factor to estimate the weighted temporal and global average OH concentrations.
The "time-varying-OH" method is used to determine the linear trend in hydroxyl radicals for
certain time periods. The state vector includes one variable representing the percentage OH trend
and n others representing temporal and global average OH concentrations deduced from each
trace gas from each network. The number n is determined by how many gases and how many
measurement networks are used to do this type of OH estimation.
Chapter 3
Data Analysis
In this chapter, we will describe in detail the available measurements and emission data of CH3 CC13
(methyl chloroform), CHF 2C1 (HCFC-22), CH2FCF3 (HFC-134a), CH 3CFC12 (HCFC-141b) and
CH 3CF 2Cl (HCFC-142b). The observational data analysis is broken into two categories: in situ
and flask measurements.
3.1 Database for Methyl Chloroform
Methyl chloroform is a purely anthropogenic compound. It is widely used as an industrial vapor
degreasing solvent, particularly in the sheet metal industry which supplies automobile manufac-
turers. After destruction mainly by reaction with OH in the troposphere, CH3CC13 is transported
into the stratosphere and depletes the ozone layer by releasing its chlorine atoms. According to
the 1990 amendments to the Clean Air Act and the Montreal Protocol, methyl chloroform could
no longer be made in developing countries after the year 1996. In 1996, it was allowed only for
feedstock and essential uses (WMO, 1988). Considering the time lag between the production and
release to the atmosphere, the emission of this compound to the air would be expected to be zero
in the year 2005 (WMO, 1998)
3.1.1 Emissions
The emission estimates of methyl chloroform were obtained from the reported production surveys.
To obtain estimates, several steps are necessary: 1) collect production and sales data, 2) categorize
the sales into various end uses, and 3) estimate the time delay for release to the atmosphere from
each end use (Fisher et al., 1994). For methyl chloroform production totals from 1971 to 1993, the
survey participants believe that this survey accounts for at least 97% of CH3CCl3 production in
the world. The end use categories are determined according to the time scale of expected emissions
to the atmosphere. The three categories used are immediate release, I, (in less than 6 months),
medium release, M, (between 6 months and 1 year) and slow release, S, (more than 1 year). The
Figure 3-1 Industrial emission estimates of methyl chloroform from 1978 to 1998.
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global annual emission rate of methyl chloroform for years 1970-1994 is calculated from production
using the following emission function:
emission (year t) = 0.99 x (0.75 x I(t) + 0.25 x I(t - 1) (3.1)
+ 0.25 x M(t) + 0.75 x M(t - 1)
+ 0.00 x S(t) + 0.75 x S(t - 1) + 0.25 x S(t - 2))
The factor of 0.99 accounts for manufacturing losses, incineration, and incarceration (Prinn et al.,
1995). To include the non-reported production, we increase the annual emissions by 1.5% (±1.5%)
for the years 1978 to 1998. The results are shown in Figure 3-1. The distinct geographical pattern of
the emission of CH3CC13 is also shown in this figure. It is clear that the Northern Hemisphere pro-
duces and uses the vast majority of this compound. Emissions from 1995 to 1998 are from Midgely
and McCulloch (pers. comm., 1997 and 1998). Emissions after 1998 are assumed to decrease lin-
early to zero in 2005. Emissions for years 1950-1969 are taken from Prinn et al. (1987). The
emission estimates from AFEAS used a slightly different definition of CH 3CC13 end use categories.
Figure 4-19 (in Chapter 4) shows that the emissions calculated here are a little bit larger than the
AFEAS estimates before 1981, but there is very little difference between the two approaches after
1981. We will include this difference as an emission uncertainty in estimations of the global OH
concentrations.
Figure 3-2 Global surface measurements locations of ALE/GAGE/AGAGE (stars) and
CMDL/NOAA (pluses).
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3.1.2 Measurements
Measurement data for methyl chloroform used in this thesis come from the ALE/GAGE/ AGAGE
and CMDL/NOAA networks. In the AGAGE global network program, continuous high frequency
gas chromatographic measurements of a large number of biogenic/anthropogenic gases are carried
out at globally distributed sites. The program, which began in 1978, is conveniently divided into
three parts associated with three changes in instrumentation: the Atmospheric Lifetime Experi-
ment (ALE), which utilized Hewlett Packard HP5840 gas chromatographs, the Global Atmospheric
Gases Experiment (GAGE), which utilized HP5880 gas chromatographs, and the recently initiated
Advanced GAGE (AGAGE). AGAGE uses two instrumental systems: a new fully automated sys-
tem from the Scripps Institution of Oceanography containing a custom-designed sample module and
HP5890 and Carle Instruments gas chromatographic components, and a new fully automated system
from Bristol University containing a cryogenic preconcentration module and HP5973 quadrupole
mass spectrometer.
Figure 3-2 shows the current station locations of AGAGE stations: Cape Grim, Tasmania (41'
S, 1450 E), Cape Matatula, American Samoa (140 S, 171' W), Ragged Point, Barbados (130 N, 590
W), Mace Head, Ireland (530 N, 100 W), and Trinidad Head, California (410 N, 124 0W). Stations
also previously existed at Cape Meares, Oregon (450 N, 1240 W), and Adrigole, Ireland (520 N,
100 W). The current Mace Head station replaced the Adrigole station, and the station at Trinidad
Head replaced the Cape Meares station. All ALE and GAGE data have been recalculated according
Figure 3-3 Monthly mean concentrations and standard deviations for CH 3 CCl3 during 1978-1998
at the six ALE/GAGE/AGAGE stations.
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to the current AGAGE calibration standards, thus creating a unified ALE/GAGE/AGAGE data
set based upon the same standards. Monthly mean mixing ratios used for this inversion study
were computed from the daily individual measurements, typically 4 times daily at each site for
ALE, 12 times daily at each site for GAGE, and 24-36 times daily at each site for AGAGE (Figure
3-3). Note that the pollution events have been filtered out of the data used in this thesis. The
standard deviations associated with the monthly mean concentrations represent true atmospheric
variability, as well as instrumental precision. It is clear that the concentration of CH3 CC13 has
decreased significantly since 1991 under the impact of the 1990 Montreal Protocol. The latitudinal
gradient of concentration between Ireland and Tasmania decreased from about 40 ppt prior to the
Montreal Protocol to almost 0 ppt by mid-1998. The amplitude of the standard deviations in
the northern hemisphere, as well as the annual cycles in Ireland/Oregon/Barbados/Tasmania, has
decreased accordingly. As discussed elsewhere (Prinn et al., 1992), the Samoa data are sensitive
to the ENSO (El Nino-Southern Oscillation) events: Samoa data are in phase with Tasmania
during El Ninio and out of phase otherwise due to the apparent modulation of cross-equatorial
transport by ENSO. However, because of the reduction of CH3CC13 emissions after the Montreal
protocol, the discernable effects of ENSO on the Samoa site has decreased considerably as the
interhemispheric gradient has tended toward zero. For CH3 CCl3 , we use data with an updated
absolute calibration from that used by Prinn et al. (1995). Specifically we increase all concentrations
by 2.5%. Due to further fine tuning of the AGAGE calibrations, the final recalibrated AGAGE
Figure 3-4 Observations of methyl chloroform by NOAH/CMDL from 1990 to 1998.
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CH 3CCl3 measurements may differ very slightly from those used in this thesis.
Another important source for the measurements used in this thesis comes from CMDL /
NOAH (the Nitrous Oxide And Halocompounds Group). CMDL began its real-time measure-
ments of methyl chloroform in 1990 at the following five global stations (Figure 3-2): Pt. Bar-
row, Alaska (71.323'N, 156.609'W), Cape Matatula, American Samoa (14'S,171'W), Mauna Loa,
Hawaii (20'N, 156'W), South Pole, Antarctica (90'S, 25'W) , and Niwot Ridge, Colorado (40'N,
106 0W). The stations are distant from the source, and the in situ measurements are currently
being made once an hour. Figure 3-4 shows the mixing ratios and standard deviations measured in
real-time by CMDL at the five stations as well as the flask measurements made by at Cape Grim,
Tasmania. It is clear that we see the same declining concentrations of methyl chloroform and the
diminishing gradients after the Montreal protocol as we observed from the AGAGE measurements.
There have been some intercomparisons done between the two networks (P. Fraser, per. comm.,
1998). Up to November 1994, five intercomparisons were made. CMDL has two different standard
scales. The ratio of the old CMDL scale to the AGAGE scale is 1.057±0.08, and the ratio of the
new CMDL scale to the AGAGE scale is 1.108.
3.2 Database for Chlorodifluoromethane (CHF2 Cl)
Release of the purely anthropogenic hydrochlorofluorocarbon chlorodifluoromethane (HCFC-22,
CHClF 2 ) to the atmosphere occurs primarily through escape from refrigeration and air condition-
ing, and to a lesser extent from aerosols and plastic foams. While the Montreal Protocol (WMO,
1988) and its subsequent amendments and adjustments have severely restricted and ultimately
banned the consumption of a wide range of ozone-destroying chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and re-
lated compounds, restrictions on CHClF 2 and other HCFCs have been forestalled because these
compounds are destroyed significantly by reaction with hydroxyl radicals in the troposphere and
are thus responsible for much lower fluxes of reactive chlorine precursors to the stratosphere than
the CFCs. However, because they still contain chlorine and have the potential to destroy strato-
spheric ozone, they are viewed only as temporary replacements for the CFCs. Current international
legislation has mandated production caps for HCFCs in the future; production in developed coun-
tries is prohibited after 2020 (Simmonds et al., 1998). CHClF 2 is at present the most widely used
hydrochlorofluorocarbon. It is the substitute for chlorofluorocarbon (CFC)12.
3.2.1 Emissions
The methodology of collecting production and sales data, categorizing sales into various end use
classes, and determining the time scale of release to the atmosphere from each end use is analogous
to that of methyl chloroform stated above. Following Midgley and Fisher (1993), the end use
categories for CHClF2 are:
" short term emission ( < 1 year) : aerosols, blowing agent for open cell foams and extruded
foams;
" medium-term emission ( 1-10 years): refrigeration and air conditioning;
" long term emission ( > 10 years): blowing agent for closed cell thermoset foams.
The global CHClF 2 emissions for 1970-1997 are obtained from the emissions estimated using
the above release categories for the CHClF 2 produced by companies reporting to AFEAS (AFEAS,
1997), augmented to account for the non-reporting companies by multiplying them by (1 + b)
(Midgley, 1989). Here, b(±ob) is the ratio of non-reporting to reported HCFC-22 production
which was 0.0996 ± 0.0315 in 1991 (AFEAS, 1992), 0.1105 ± 0.029 in 1990 (AFEAS, 1991), and
0.1023 ± 0.0181 in 1989 (AFEAS, 1991) and assumed to be so in all years prior to 1989. The
emissions from non-reported companies after 1991 are estimated to be 0.068 i 0.003 (McCulloch,
per. comm. 1999).
All emissions prior to 1970 are extrapolated backwards using a quadratic polynomial subject
to the totals prior to 1970 from AFEAS (1997). Note that it is the total prior to 1970 rather
than the exact sequence of emissions that affect results for 1978 onwards. Emissions for 1997 were
obtained from A. McCulloch (per. comm., 1999). The emissions after 1997 are estimated using a
cubic polynomial fit to 1970-1997 emissions extrapolated forwards. Finally for the breakdown of
total emissions by semi-hemisphere we use the AFEAS (1997) reported percentage sales by region
for 30'N-90'N, 00N-30 0 N, and 0OS-90'S for 1980-1995. The apportioning of the two southern
Figure 3-5 Industrial emission estimates of chlorodifluoromethane (HCFC-22) from 1970 to 1998.
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semi-hemispheres is assumed to be the same as for CFC-11 (Hartley and Prinn, 1993) for 1989-
1990 (and we use the 1989 apportioning also for 1990-1995). The percentage emissions by semi-
hemisphere prior to 1980 were taken to be the same as for 1980, and the percentage emissions
by semi-hemisphere for 1996-1998 were taken to be the same as for 1995. The semi-hemispheric
emissions are shown in Figure 3-5.
3.2.2 Measurements
Measurements of CHClF 2 from the AGAGE network are available from archived air collected in
Tasmania and in situ measurements at La Jolla, California. Samples of clean background baseline
air have been collected at the Cape Grim Baseline Air Pollution Station on the west coast of
Tasmania beginning since 1978. Approximately 87 samples of whole air have been pressurized
by cryogenic trapping and archived in 35-liter electropolished stainless steel cylinders or in silane-
coated aluminum cylinders (Miller et al., 1998). Measurements of the concentrations of CCl2F2,
CC13 F, CC12FCClF 2, CH3CCl3 , CCl4 and CH4 in the archived samples carried out over a period
of several years after collection showed excellent agreement with in situ measurements made at
the time of collection by the AGAGE gas chromatographs at the station. This confirms that the
archived samples are representative of the background air at the site (i.e., air of oceanic origin
that is free of significant effects of local or regional sources), and that their compositions were not
significantly altered during storage.
Figure 3-6 Polynomial fits to Tasmania HCFC-22 flask measurements and La Jolla measurements.
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The Cape Grim samples were collected on specific days and at infrequent intervals separated
often by several months, with estimates of instrumental precision oij typically based on three to
five measurements of each flask. Considering the overall lack of measurements of CHClF 2 compared
to the ample observations available for methyl chloroform, a polynomial fitting scheme to both the
mixing ratios and associated standard deviations was designed specifically for this compound. To
produce a continuous data set for mixing ratio, denoted as X,, we fit each raw data set using
least squares regression to a cubic polynomial and define the polynomial value in the middle of each
month as the monthly mean (Figure 3-6). To obtain an estimate of the standard deviation o-, we
first use the Student's t-distribution to correct the reported standard deviations of the archive tank
measurements for the inadequate sample size. We then add an estimate for the contribution to the
standard deviation due to atmospheric variability by equating the standard deviation 'ae observed in
AGAGE at Tasmania for 1,1,1-trichloroethane (CH 3CC13), expressed as a fraction of the monthly
mean, to the same quantity for CHClF 2. This is justified because te, is generally dominated
by atmospheric variability rather than instrumental precision, and CH 3CC13 , like CHClF2 is of
purely industrial origin and dominated by northern hemispheric sources. Moreover, as will be
discussed later, because we have in situ high frequency measurements of these two gases at La
Jolla, California, we can directly compare the ratios of the standard deviation to the monthly
means of CHClF 2 and CH 3CC13 . The results show that CH 3CC13 is indeed a good proxy for the
variability of CHClF 2. Specifically the CHClF2 standard deviation is defined by
8= t?/n + X2,2 (3.2)
where n is the number of analyses done for a particular subsample, gin is the standard deviation
of the archive tank measurements, t, is the "Student's t" value for n, x is the monthly mean mole
fraction for CHClF 2 and ate is for the month in which the archived sample was originally taken.
Values of a range from 0.31 ppt to 1.66 ppt randomly over the period (1978-1998), and atmospheric
variability dominates o. Next we take account of the fact that we are replacing the actual data
by a polynomial fit, by including the standard deviation are. of the actual data, X, relative to the
polynomial fit, Xpoy, into the overall standard deviation, 0 mod. Specifically,
Umod a2 res (3.3)
Because we now have a continuous polynomial-derived set of the mixing ratios, we also need a
continuous set of monthly values (apo0 y) for Umod. For the reference run of the inversion study,
the percentage standard deviation is simply assumed to be constant and equal to the time average
value of '--
Umod
Upoly = ('moa O ) Y (3.4)
where the brackets (()) denote the time average.
With regard to the error analysis of the OH estimations to the assumed upojy, which will be fully
addressed in Chapters 4 to 7, we first note that simply multiplying Upoly by a constant factor affects
the uncertainties but has negligible effect on the optimal estimates of the derived quantities using
the Kalman filter. However, the optimal estimates are affected by a change in the time variation of
ap.1y. To assess the sensitivity of the inversion results to a different choice of temporal variation in
1p.1y, we therefore define two other simple polynomial variations denoted Up.1i (+) and apoly (-).
These are chosen to lie within the envelope containing the individual amod values and result in
greater weight being given to the early data for upoly (+) and the later data for poy (-), relative
to the reference case.
oy () =PoLy 1 ti o (1) (3.5)
where t is time, to (= 20 years) is the duration of the whole record, tm(= 10 years) is the mid-point
of the record, and e (i) is the constant factor required to ensure (upoly (i)) equals (upoly). Figure
3-7 shows the polynomials: (1) apoly, (2) 6poly (+), and (3)opoly (-), as well as the individual values
of emod (dots).
Flask measurements of CHClF2 were first carried out by SIO at La Jolla, California (33 0N,
Figure 3-7 Polynomial fits to the standard deviations 0 mod (plus). Please refer to the text for the
three cases.
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117'W) in late 1992 with higher temporal density sampling from early 1994 to April 1995. These
samples were collected during periods of onshore winds and generally when measurements of other
anthropogenic gases indicated the absence of local pollution. In 1996, this flask sampling was
augmented by in situ automated measurements at a frequency of about 36 times per day (Miller
et al, 1998). Because the La Jolla site is subject to frequent pollution events, baseline episodes in
the in situ CHClF 2 records were defined by a filtering algorithm developed at SIO (Miller et al,
1998). The algorithm tests the mean-6 criteria, as well as wind direction and velocity criteria. The
monthly means for 1992-1995 are computed from the flask measurements taken in each month, and
the associated standard deviation includes both the instrumental precision and the variation among
the flasks. However, if the number of flask measurements within a month is less than nine, the
standard deviation is considered inadequate for representing atmospheric variability, since there are
roughly four independent air systems passing by each month with each one requiring at least two
measurements. The standard deviation in these cases is therefore replaced by the average values
of the standard deviations for all the in situ data, expressed as the fraction of the monthly means,
multiplied by the monthly mean in the inadequately sampled month. The 1996 data are a mixture
of in situ and flask measurements in the first two months. Equating the flask means with individual
in situ data would result in over-weighting the latter. Hence, we weight each flask mean by the
average number of measurements, i, in baseline episodes in the in situ record. As done for the
Cape Grim site, we then fit the calculated monthly means using a cubic polynomial (Figure 3-6)
Figure 3-8 Monthly mean mixing ratios and re-analyzed standard deviations of HCFC-22 at
NOAH-CMDL stations
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and fit the standard deviations using the same procedure as described in Eq.3.2 to Eq.3.5 but with
tm equal to 2.09 years.
Flask measurements of HCFC-22 have been also carried out by NOAH-CMDL since late 1991
at all seven stations of the CMDL flask program (Figure 3-2): Pt. Barrow, Alaska; Cape Matat-
ula, American Samoa; Mauna Loa, Hawaii; South Pole, Antarctica; Niwot Ridge, Colorado; Alert,
North West Territories, Canada; and Cape Grim, Tasmania. Flask pair means are measured in the
NOAA Boulder laboratories by using gas chromatograph-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) system. The
flask measurements are usually taken at a frequency of once to 5 times each month. The reported
standard deviation by CMDL is an indication of agreement within a flask pair. We thus follow the
same augmentation procedures (equations 3.2, 3.3) as done for the SIO flask measurements at Tas-
mania described above, to increase the standard deviations for the flask measurements to account
for inadequate sampling and meteorological variability. In situ methyl chloroform measurements
from CMDL at each corresponding flask measurement site are taken as proxies to account for me-
teorological variability. Because no such in situ measurements are available at Alert, Canada and
Cape Grim, Tasmania, we instead use the in situ measurements from CMDL at Pt. Barrow, Alaska
and the in situ measurements from AGAGE at Cape Grim, Tasmania for this purpose. Figure 3-8
shows the monthly mean mixing ratio and adjusted standard deviation of HCFC-22 at CMDL sta-
tions. No polynomial fittings are performed for these measurements as they are sufficiently frequent
on a month to month basis.
Informal exchanges of flask air samples and standards in 1994-1995 between the National Center
for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), the University of Bristol, England, and the Scripps Institution
of Oceanography suggests that consistent results (within 5%) can be obtained by chromatographic
analysis of air. Additional intercomparisons between CMDL/AGAGE at Tasmania in 1998 shows a
ratio of 1.014 ± 0.006 for the two networks (P. Fraser, per. comm. 1999). However, we will assume
5% calibration errors for this gas in the inversion studies.
3.3 Database for HCFC-141b, HCFC-142b and, HFC-134a
In addition to chlorodifluoromethane (HCFC-22), 1,1-dichloro-1-fluoroethane (HCFC-141b), 1-
chloro-1,1-difluoroethane (HCFC-142b) and 1-chloro-1,1-difluoroethane (HFC-134a) are the three
other widely used replacements of chlorofluorocarbons following the Montreal Protocol. These three
compounds have grown rapidly, and the growth of HFC-134a has even been exponential (Simmonds
et al., 1998).
3.3.1 Emission
As the interim substitutes for CFCs, the main role of HCFC-142b is to replace CFC-12 in closed-cell
foam blowing applications. HCFC-141b partially replaces CFC-113 (CC12FCClF 2) in solvent and
cleaning applications and mainly replaces CFC-11 in closed-cell foam blowing applications. With
no potential for ozone depletion, HFC-134a is currently the substitute for CFC-11 and CFC-12
in air conditioning and refrigeration applications and will be the replacement for HCFC-22 in the
future (McCulloch, 1994b).
AFEAS (1997) reported the global emissions of the three compounds for the following time
periods: 1981-1996 (HCFC-142b), 1991-1996 (HCFC-141b), and 1990-1996 (HFC-134a). The emis-
sions from non-reporting companies for HFC-134a are almost zero (Midgley, per. comm. 1997)
and the emissions from non-reporting companies for HCFC-141b and HCFC-142b after 1991 are
0.068 i 0.003 (McCulloch, per. comm., 1999) . There is basically no production for HCFC-141b
and HFC-134a before 1991 and 1990, respectively. However, the production of HCFC-142b began
in the mid 1960s, albeit with small amounts (P. Midgley, per. comm. 1998). We thus take a linear
polynomial extrapolation backwards from 1996 with zero emissions in 1965. Emissions in 1997 for
the three compounds are further obtained from McCulloch (per. comm., 1999). The emissions after
1997 are estimated using polynomial fits to the reported emissions extrapolated forward: a 5th order
polynomial fit to 1985-1997 emission is used for HCFC-142b, a linear fit to 1993-1997 emissions for
HCFC-141b, and a 3V order fit to 1990-1997 emissions for HFC134a. Figure 3-9 shows the global
emissions of these compounds. For the breakdown of total emissions by semi-hemisphere we use
the AFEAS (1997) reported percentage sales by region for 30'N-90'N, 00N-30'N, and 0 S-90'S for
the corresponding time periods for each compound. The apportioning of emissions between the two
southern semi-hemispheres is assumed to be the same as for HCFC-22, and the percentage emis-
Figure 3-9 Annual global emission estimates of HCFC-141b, HCFC-142b and HFC-134a. Details
are discussed in text.
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sions by semi-hemisphere for 1996-1998 were taken to
of emissions take place in Northern mid-latitudes.
be the same as for 1995. The vast majority
3.3.2 Measurements
In situ measurements of HCFC-142b, HCFC-141b, and HFC-134a from the AGAGE network are
currently available at the Ireland and Tasmania stations from October 1994 to December 1998.
Four-to-six-hourly calibrated measurements using on-site automated GC-MS instruments with
cryogenic preconcentration have been recorded at these two stations (Simmonds et al., 1998).
Monthly means of these three compounds showing baseline concentrations are plotted in Figure
3-10. The tropospheric mixing ratios of all three compounds are clearly increasing rapidly as they
replace the CFCs.
An additional resource for measurements of HCFC-142b, HCFC-141b, and HFC-134a comes
from the CMDL flask sampling program. Flask samples of HCFC-142b (since 1992), HCFC-141b
(since 1990), and HFC-134a (since 1994) have been collected at all seven CMDL stations listed
in section 3.2.2 and measured as for HCFC-22 by using a GC-MS system at the Boulder CMDL
lab. The flask measurements are usually taken at a frequency of once to 5 times each month,
and the reported standard deviation by CMDL is again an indication of agreement within a flask
pair. Using the same augmentation procedures (equations 3.2 and 3.3) used for HCFC-22 flask
measurements at the seven CMDL stations as described in Section 3.2.2, the standard deviations
Figure 3-10 The monthly means and standard deviations for HCFC-142b, HCFC-141b and HFC-
134a measured at Ireland and Tasmania by AGAGE.
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were increased to include both the instrumental precision and natural atmospheric variability and
are shown in Figures 3-11, 3-12 and 3-13. Most of the CMDL data used here were obtained
from the CMDL/NOAH world wide web page, and the measurements of HFC-134a have not been
updated since 1996. The intercomparison between the AGAGE and CMDL networks shows the
agreement between the two laboratories (CMDL/AGAGE ratios) is 1.028 i 0.038% for HFC-134a,
0.985 ± 0.012% for HCFC-141b, and 0.910 ± 0.09% for HCFC-142b (P. Fraser, per. comm. 1999).
3.4 Error assessment for trends in measurements
As discussed in Cunnold et al. (1983, 1986, and 1994), the standard error associated with the
monthly means from measurement data, as reported in the above sections, does not necessarily
dominate the total error in trends derived from the observations. The primary source of mea-
surement uncertainty may not be reflected in the monthly standard deviations but in the effects
of tank changes and long term uncertainties in calibration stability. Thus, it is often found that
the spectrum of the residuals after removal of the mean, linear trend, and seasonal cycle from the
observations is reddened for most of the measurement time series. It is necessary for this kind of
measurement uncertainty to be included in the inverse problem when using Kalman filtering.
We address this measurement uncertainty by examining the smoothed spectrum of the residuals
and choosing a value appropriate to wave number 1, which is a reasonable proxy for the estimation
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Figure 3-11 Surface monthly means and standard deviations of HCFC-142b measured at seven
stations globally by CMDL.
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Figure 3-12 Surface monthly means and augmented standard deviations of HCFC-141b measured
at seven stations globally by CMDL.
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Figure 3-13 Surface monthly means and standard deviations of HCFC-134a measured at seven
stations globally by CMDL.
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of long term trends in the data. Specifically, we first generate the residuals by removing the mean,
trend, and seasonal variations from the original measurement time series at each station. Second,
we calculate each month the variance, o-1, of the residuals at each station. Then, we take into
account that the residuals are a colored time series (meaning correlated in time due to the above
mentioned measurement uncertainties) by multiplying o- by a factor M. M is determined from
the smoothed power spectrum of the residual variability of each individual time series at each
measurement site
M =1 +7rkM 2ZAkrcos-
m
k=1
(3.6)
where rk is the autocorrelation coefficient at lag k months, and Ak is a weighting function which
serves to the give less weight to the autocovariance for the longer lags. Here we use the Parzen
window with m degrees of freedom to supply this weighting function
1-6(-), 0 < k < m/2
{2(1--), m/2 < k < m (3.7)
(Chatfield, 1994). A slight advantage of the Parzen window is that it cannot give negative estimates.
The choice of m, also called the truncation point, is rather difficult. It has to be chosen subjectively
so as to balance 'resolution' against 'variance'. A useful rough guide is to choose m to be about
2V N, where N is the number of measurements in the time series. This measure (a 2M) of the
difficulty in estimating long term trends in time series will later be included as a time-independent
portion of the Noise Matrix in the Kalman filter.
We calculate this measure (c!M) of the difficulty in estimating long term trends in both AGAGE
and CMDL measurements of methyl chloroform, HCFC-22, HCFC-142b, HCFC-141b, and HFC-
134a, following the above procedure. To achieve maximum linearity for the inversion study, the
logarithm of mixing ratios is taken. For AGAGE in situ measurements of methyl chloroform, gM
(in In2 (ppt) 10~4) are 8.00 (Ireland), 4.41 (Oregon/Trinidad Head), 3.33 (Barbados), 8.64 (Samoa),
and 3.51 (Tasmania). For AGAGE GC-MS measurements of HFC-134a, HCFC-141b, and HCFC-
142b at Ireland, the goM values are 0.33, 0.19 and 0.15, respectively. The relatively lower values of
01M for the newer titrating gases are mostly because of the shorter measurement records (about
4 years) for these gases. For the CMDL in situ measurements of methyl chloroform, the goM
values are 13.64 (Pt. Barrow), 8.66 (Niwot Ridge), 2.60 (Mauna Loa), 6.98 (Cape Matatula) and
4.66 (South Pole). For the CMDL HFC-134a, HCFC-141b, and HCFC-142b flask data we cannot
compute uOM due to the low frequency of the flask measurements, so the same gM values as
computed from the AGAGE in situ data are utilized.
Chapter 4
Inversion with 12-box Model
4.1 Model Formulation
Two modeling frameworks have been chosen for this multi-gas study. The first framework for
our atmospheric simulations of chemical species and applications to inverse studies is the two
dimensional 12-box model currently used in AGAGE (Prinn et al., 1990, 1992; Cunnold et al.,
1994) which is an extended version of the original 9-box model of Cunnold et al. (1983, 1986 ).
The second framework is a much higher resolution model and is discussed later in Chapter 7.
The reason we chose a relatively coarse resolution 12-box model in this thesis is two fold: first,
the transport in this model, which is an important issue for doing inversions of chemical data
correctly, has been tuned to realistic values using AGAGE CFC-11 and CFC-12 data. Second, this
model is computationally efficient which enables a large number of runs over long time periods.
Hence this model can be used to assess random modeling errors in the inversion studies, which can
involve thousands of random samples in a Monte Carlo sense for each month over a twenty-year
time integration.
The 12-box model transports atmospheric species in the vertical and latitudinal directions as
illustrated in Figure 4-1. The mixing ratio, Xi, in the ith box is determined in the model by
integrating the time-dependent mass continuity equations
=X - -± Transi - kOH, 2[OH]i)Xi - , i = 1, 8 (4.1)
49t MA Locean,
X= Transi - i = 9, 12 (4.2)
t Lstratos, i
Equation 4.1 is for the eight tropospheric boxes and equation 4.2 is for the four stratospheric boxes.
Transi represents the net transport of species into box i. Ei is the net mass surface emission, kOH, i
is the temperature-dependent rate constant for reaction with OH, Mi is the total atmospheric mass
in the box, and q is the ratio of molecular weights of air. Locean, i is the lifetime of the titrating gas
Figure 4-1 Schematic of the 12-box two-dimensional model of the atmosphere with double-headed
arrows denoting eddy diffusion and single-headed arrows denoting advection.
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in box i due to oceanic deposition and Lstratos, i is the lifetime of the gas in the stratospheric box
Transport between boxes in the 2-D model is simulated using zonally averaged meridional
and vertical velocities and eddy diffusion coefficients. These parameters were derived from data
presented by Newell et al. (1969) and appropriately modified to optimize the model's ability to
reproduce the observed distribution of CFCl3 and other gases using the optimal method described
by Cunnold et al. (1986). This model is only good for simulation of long-lived species, given its low
resolution and transport coefficients tuned to the distribution of long-lived species. The compounds
of interest in this thesis satisfy this constraint, because they all have lifetimes longer than a few
years with methyl chloroform having the shortest lifetime of 4 to 5 years. The time step in this
model is one day.
Inputs into the 12-box model are:
" The surface emission (mass/time) of titrating gases in the lower tropospheric boxes as de-
scribed in Chapter 3.
" Reference OH concentration fields (10' radical cm- 3 ) in the eight tropospheric boxes from
Prinn et al. (1995): specifically 4.3, 12.2, 15.9 and 5.5 in the four lower tropospheric boxes
from north to south and 5.7, 13.7, 15.8 and 6.4 in the four upper tropospheric boxes from
north to south.
* Temperature-dependent rate constants for reaction with OH as described in Chapter 2.
Table 4.1 Stratospheric lifetimes (in years) in the four upper atmospheric boxes.
30 S-900S 00-300S 0N-30ON 30 N-90ON
CH3 CC13  16.62 3.78 3.93 15.27
CHF2C1 25.0 20.0 19.0 23.8
HCFC-142b 32.96 32.39 32.22 34.16
HCFC-141b 14.06 10.80 10.84 14.03
HFC-134a 23.0 28.39 27.66 23.01
e Average temperatures in the four lower tropospheric boxes of 278, 293, 293 and 278K and in
the four upper tropospheric boxes of 241, 253, 253, and 241K going from north to south.
e Stratospheric lifetime (years) in the four upper atmospheric boxes (Table 4.1): the lifetime for
methyl chloroform is derived from the average of stratospheric inverse lifetimes in each box
inferred from runs of the Golombek and Prinn (1986, 1993)3D model, the Ko et al. (1991)
2D model, and the Douglass et al. (1989) 2D model. For other titrating compounds, the
stratospheric lifetimes are taken from the recent runs of the Golombek and Prinn (1986, 1993)
3D model. Note that the definition of stratospheric lifetime here is the total stratospheric
mass of the species in box i divided by its stratospheric loss rate in box i.
* Oceanic removal lifetime Locean, i (years) of CH3CCl3 , defined as the amount of CH 3CC13 in
box i divided by its rate of removal by the ocean in box i. For this purpose oceanic uptake
is distributed in proportion to the ocean area in each of the lower tropospheric boxes and
is designed to yield a global oceanic loss lifetime (global CH3 CC13 content divided by global
oceanic uptake) of 85 years consistent with Butler et al. (1991) and Prinn et al. (1995).
No oceanic sink is included for titrating gases other than CH 3CC13, as it is a minor sink
compared to the OH destruction for these other compounds (a more detailed discussion is
given in Chapter 7).
4.2 Global OH estimations
4.2.1 Inversion of methyl chloroform (CH 3 CCl3 ) data
With the model configurations discussed above, we modeled the time evolution of methyl chloroform
from 1951 to 1998. The initial concentrations of methyl chloroform were set to zero because
we believe there was very little emission to the atmosphere of this compound before 1951 (P.
Midgley, per. comm. 1994). The model output in the lowest four boxes in the model from
July 1978 to June 1998 is compared with ALE/GAGE/AGAGE and CMDL data in Figure 4-2.
We see that the initial model mole fractions of CH 3CC13 are slightly larger than the AGAGE
measurements at all five of their stations and smaller than the CMDL measurements at the six
CMDL stations. The seasonal variations of methyl chloroform in the model do not agree very
Figure 4-2 Model predicted mole fractions of CH 3CCl3 (continuous lines) compared to AGAGE
(left panel) and CMDL (right panel) measurements (dots).
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well with the observations. For example, the amplitude of the annual cycle is significantly over-
predicted at Barbados. This is expected since this model is not capable of accurately simulating
oscillations associated with the measurement technique (e.g., periodic renewal of on-site calibration
tanks) and, more important, the natural meteorological oscillations and short-term variations in
the tropospheric OH chemistry. If the other parameters are assumed correct in the model, the
discrepancy between model and observations indicates that AGAGE measurements demands a
slightly larger hydroxyl radical concentration than used in the model, while CMDL measurements
require smaller OH concentrations.
Our next step is to carry out the optimal estimations of global OH concentrations using the
observations from the networks and the Kalman filtering methodology described in Chapter 2.
Monthly mean concentrations from both the observations and the model are used for this purpose.
One of the reasons that we chose monthly mean concentrations instead of daily or weekly means,
which are available for AGAGE and CMDL CH 3CC13 data, is because the error due to the mis-
match between the model-predicated mole fractions and the measured mole fractions needs to be
accounted for. Because each box in the model represents a vast volume of air, short-term average
concentrations observed at a single site cannot accurately represent the average mole fraction in
the corresponding box in the transport model. Therefore, we chose to use the monthly means
(which include up to 900 individual measurements for the AGAGE in situ data). We assume that
the variability within these 900 or so measurements can reasonably represent this mismatch error.
This is also the reason why we need to augment the assumed errors in the flask measurements as
already described in Chapter 3.
In order that the linear stochastic system possess maximum linearity during the optimal esti-
mation procedure, we take the logarithm of CH3CC13 concentrations in both the model and the
observations. Also, the model predicted monthly means have been filtered by using 12-month run-
ning means before the optimal estimations are made. This path is taken because of the incapability
of the model to simulate the seasonal variations correctly as noted earlier.
We estimate OH concentrations using two approaches called the "content" and "trend" methods
respectively.
Content method
The "content method" focuses on optimally fitting the measured absolute concentrations of trace
gases in the atmosphere. Specifically for using the Kalman filter, we define the observations z*
as the monthly mean concentrations with local pollution events removed. The measurement error
covariance (noise) matrix R is defined as a diagonal matrix. Because the observational stations are
far apart for both the AGAGE and the CMDL networks, there are no significant spatial correlations
between the measurements which would lead to non-zero off-diagonal elements in R. The non-zero
diagonal elements of the noise matrix include two parts: one is the standard error associated with
the monthly means accounting for both the instrumentational precision and the mismatch error,
and the other accounts for the effects of tank changes and long term uncertainties in calibration for
the measurements as discussed in Chapter 3 . In the first study, the state vector x* includes only
pne variable: the global OH scaling factor FOH which multiplies the prescribed OH concentrations
in the 12-box model. Moreover we assume FOH is invariant in time so that the transition matrix
<D = I. The system random model error covariance matrix Q is set to zero, and the effects of the
bias errors will be assessed using the brute-force approach.
As discussed in Chapter 2, for an Eulerian chemical transport model, it is necessary to define
the state vector as x = x*- x*,f and the observables as z = z*-z*,f. Here x*,f is the state vector
for the reference state, and z*ef is the mole fraction computed 'n the reference run. We choose the
initial reference state 2*,e of the state variable FOH to be unit. The a priori estimate of the state
vector is set to be 0 i 1.0 with the a priori state error conservatively taken to be as large as L*,e
itself. The computation of the measurement matrix H involves two runs of the transport model:
one using a positively perturbed value of FOH, and the other using a negatively perturbed value
of FOH. The perturbation is set to be 5% of the a priori FOH value for convenience, but given the
linearity of the system other choices are equally valid. In summary, the estimation procedure using
the above assumptions is as follows:
1. Make initial guess of the state vector for the reference state 2* f (F00H in this case),
2. Calculate the concentrations, for the entire time period using the 12-box model with
the reference state 2X*,
3. Calculate the measurement matrix H for the entire time period-using the 12-box model with
the reference state X,,
4. Make initial a priori estimates of both the state vector 20 and its estimate error covariance
matrix Po (in this case simply a scalar denoted o 2),
5. At each time step k (each month here) during the estimation:
(a) update the model predicted observables 2 with the current best estimate of the state
vector Zk = Hik, i.e., i*=iref + H(2* -N2*,
(b) calculate the Kalman gain matrix Kk using Eq. 2.16, update the state vector using Eq.
2.10, and update the state error covariance using Eq. 2.19,
(c) repeat steps (a) and (b) for all the time steps,
6. After all the data have been processed, the best estimate of 2* (FOH in this case) is derived
from the best estimate of the state vector Rend i o- as X* = (Xend i £*,f) i - (F+ ±-*of in
this case),
7. If F% does not fall inside the range [F*Hd - ed ed+ en ,then we repeat the steps 2
to step 4 assigning F",d as the new reference state for the next run of the estimation, until
the reference state and the end estimate of FOH converge.
Depending on the length of the measurement time series, the number of iterations of the above
seven-step estimation procedure for the AGAGE and CMDL methyl chloroform data is usually 2
to 3. The underlying assumption of step 5(a) is that the response of the calculated concentrations
from the 12-box model to small variations of the state vector elements is approximately linear,
because the transport is linear and the sink due to reaction with OH is linear in the concentration
of the trace gas (Chapter 2).
Figure 4-3 shows the estimates (using the content method) of the global OH scaling factor FOH
and its uncertainties (error bars) estimated in the second (and in fact the last) inversion run. We see
that the assumed, large a priori estimated errors in FOH decrease significantly as more measurements
are included. This is expected based on the discussion in Chapter 2 that the error covariance matrix
for the state vector decreases across each measurement update, i.e. Pk (+) < Pk (-) when there is
no random modeling error Q introduced in the filtering. The error estimates shown here include the
errors due only to the measurement variances and the mismatch errors contained in noise matrix Rk,
but they do not include modeling errors and industrial emission estimate errors. Due to the almost
complete recent cessation of emissions of methyl chloroform and the resultant disappearance of large
spatial gradients in this gas, the standard deviations in the measurements decrease considerably
in the last few years (Fi re 3-3) which causes the error estimates in Figure 4-3 in the last few
years to get even smaller. igure 4-4 shows the model predicated mixing ratios using an optimally
estimated global OH scaling factor of 1.004 from the'content method,) compared with the AGAGE
measurements. Comparing Figure 4-3 with the results shown in Figure 4-2, it is noticeable that
the optimal FOH improves the simulations in the early years, but the difference between model and
observations in the recent years, while still very small, is increased. This is explainable because we
assume a time invariant state vector, and therefore the optimal estimate of this global OH scaling
factor is a compromise based on all of the measurements. We could, however, guess from Figure
4-4 either that the emission estimates from industry for recent years are somewhat underestimated
or there exists a small trend in the OH concentrations for the time period considered here.
As discussed earlier, the uncertainty associated with the state vector so far is only due to the
propagation of the random measurement errors. If we want a more meaningful error estimation for
the state vector, we should also include the errors caused by industrial emission estimate uncer-
tainties, model imperfection, and systematic measurement (i.e. calibration) errors.
The uncertainties in industrial emission estimates basically come from: errors in reported pro-
duction, errors in estimates of unreported production, errors in estimates of inadvertent production,
uncertainties in the emission functions (time patterns of release), and uncertainties in stored (i.e.
banked) amounts of the chemical. Emissions of chemicals used in applications where they are re-
leased soon after production (for instance, methyl chloroform is used mainly as solvent) can be
Figure 4-3 Global OH scaling factor estimation (content method) using AGAGE CH 3 CC13 data
in the last full run of filter. The initial estimate is Fg0 = 1.004 1.004 and the final best estimate
is F" = e 1004-±-0.00L
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estimated much more easily (and presumably more accurately) than for applications where materi-
als are held for very long periods (e.g., HCFC-142b as a blowing agent in closed cell foams). Hence,
there is less uncertainty in the emission function for methyl chloroform than for HCFC-142b. It
is also true that the uncertainties for the banked amount are greater for applications experiencing
longer service life and smallest for applications involving complete release soon after production.
For methyl chloroform, the main uncertainties are associated with the imprecision in the survey
of reported emission (±2.1%) and the error in assessment of the non-reported production (1.5%)
(Midgley, 1989). Including other small sources of error, the total random error in CH 3 CCl3 emission
estimates is ±2.2%, and the total systematic error is 1.5% (Prinn et al., 1995). We use the system-
atic errors in emissions to construct absolute maximum and minimum emission scenarios. We use
the random emission errors to construct maximum (Emitrend) and minimum (Emitrend) emission
trend scenarios. Specifically, we use Emitrend (t) = Emitd (t) ± 4o(t - tmid)/At, where t is in
years, tmid is the mid-point of the time period of concern, and a is the lowest random error in the
standard emission for the time period At of interest. This formula creates the maximum/minimum
emission time series such that the total amount of emissions are unchanged and the average differ-
ence between standard and maximum/minimum emissions is approximately la. Considering the
recent cessation of CH3 CCl3 emissions, we deliberately break the full time periods into three sub-
periods: 1978-1990, 1990-1995, and 1996-1998. It is obvious that there would be no very significant
effect on the inversion results using the content method by using the maximum/minimum emission
trend scenarios, because integrated emissions are unchanged from the standard. We also want to
Figure 4-4 Model predicted concentrations (continuous line) of CH3 CC13 compared with AGAGE
measurements (dots). Global OH scaling factor is 1.004 in the model from estimation using the
content method with AGAGE CH3CC13 data.
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find out how the uncertainties in the emissions before 1978 are going to affect the estimation of
global OH concentrations; thus, we create another emission scenario. Specifically, as discussed in
Chapter 3, there is a small difference in the emission functions between the Prinn et al. (1995)
method and the AFEAS method. For our uncertainty analysis, we include a run using AFEAS
emissions before 1978 and MIT emissions afterwards.
The systematic uncertainties in the measurements come mainly from the uncertainties in ab-
solute calibration and nonlinearity errors. As discussed in Prinn et al. (1995), the accuracy of
the absolute standards for AGAGE CH 3CC13 measurements is estimated conservatively as +2%.
To take into account errors associated with production of on-site standards from previous stan-
dards and nonlinearity errors in the ALE/GAGE phase of AGAGE, the uncertainty in the AGAGE
absolute calibration is generously increased to ±5%.
For the systematic modeling errors in the 12-box model, we consider the uncertainties in the
following model parameters, and the error analyses will be done using the brute-force method for
all five gases. Note that we will later in Chapter 6 regard the following errors also as (1a) random
errors in the Q-inclusion approach.
9 The rate constant in reaction of CH3 CCl3+OH. Uncertainty is evaluated as ok(T) = 6k(298)
exp - 1 ), where T is temperature (OK), R is the gas constant, i is the factor
R a T 298 R
used to extrapolate of the error in the rate constant at 298K to other temperatures (LE is 150
for CH 3CC13) (JPL, 1997), and ok(29 8) (= 1.1) accounts the uncertainty of the rate constant
at 298K (JPL, 1997). The factor 6 k is used to multiply/divide by the standard rate constant,
so the uncertainty of rate constant for CH3 CC13 at 298K is 10%.
" The different reference OH distributions and their uncertainties (10' radical cm -3) are: 4.3i±
0.9, 12.2 ± 0.03, 15.9 ± 2.32 and 5.5 ± 0.2 in the four lower tropospheric boxes from north to
south, and 5.7 ± 1.2, 13.7 i 4.7, 15.8 i 4.2 and 6.4 i 1.3 in the four upper tropospheric boxes
from north to south. The uncertainties come from the comparison of three different chemical
transport models: MIT 3D (Golombek and Prinn, 1993), AER 2D (Ko et al., 1991) and
GISS 2D (Douglass et al., 1989). Specifically, two different OH distributions which create the
maximum and minimum equator-to-pole gradients are used in this chapter for assessing the
influence of different reference OH distributions on the global OH estimations. The [OH] field
with maximum gradient is 3.4, 12.23, 18.2, 5.3, 4.5, 18.4, 20.0 and 5.14 and has a global mean
value of 10.5x 105 radical cm--3. The [OH] field with minimum gradient is 5.2, 12.17, 13.6, 5.7,
6.9, 9.0, 11.6 and 7.7 and has a global mean value of 9.Ox 105 radical cm- 3 . Considering the
fact that the three different OH distributions have different global mean values, we can either
compare the derived global OH mean values, or we need to adjust the derived OH scaling
factors FOH from the maximum/minimum gradient OH distributions first. Specifically, we
choose to multiply the derived FOH by a factor [ adient [OHqradie
[OH]8 td {OH] 8 td
* The inverse overall stratospheric lifetime L,~tatos is 0.165 ± 0.068 year-1 (MIT 3D, AER 2D
and GISS 2D), and then the uncertainty is mapped to the four stratospheric boxes. The
uncertainty comes from the comparison among the above three models.
" The exchange rate from the troposphere to the stratosphere t, is 2+ 1 years, which is based on
the results from the three (MIT, AER, and GISS) atmospheric models and the requirement
that we also obtain good agreement between model and observations for CFC--11 and CFC-12
(Prinn et al., 1995).
" The interhemispheric transport factor htrp, which multiplies the eddy diffusion coefficients
across the equator, is 2.45 ± 0.25, which is inferred from the optimal estimation based on the
AGAGE CFC-11 and CFC-12 measurements (Cunnold, per. comm, 1998).
" The uncertainty in the annual average atmospheric temperature in each box is assumed to
be ±1K which is reasonable compared to the observed anomalies of the annual averaged
temperatures (Jones et al., 1999 ) .
" The inverse oceanic lifetimes (year-') for the four surface boxes (from north to south) equals
0.0136 + 0.0021, 0.0243 + 0.0018,0.0239 + 0.0011,and 0.0250 + 0.0022. The uncertainty comes
from the comparison among the three models as noted earlier.
Table 4.2 Error analysis for estimations of FOH using the content method. Data used here are
methyl chloroform measurements from AGAGE and CMDL alone and combined. "short" refers to
the time period when both networks are operating.
AGAGE CMDL BOTH AGAGE BOTH
(short) (short)
measurement errors 0.001 0.001 0.0008 0.001 0.0009
rate constant errors 0.134 0.128 0.130 0.130 0.128
calibration errors 0.058 0.049 0.053 0.050 0.050
temperature errors 0.021 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.019
emission errors 0.018 0.015 0.016 0.015 0.015
Lstratos errors 0.054 0.057 0.056 0.055 0.056
ts errors 0.014 0.011 0.012 0.010 0.011
htrop errors 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
pre-1978 emission errors 0.003 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.001
Locean errors 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006
OH distribution errors 0.009 0.007 0.008 0.008 0.008
total error 0.159 0.151 0.154 0.152 0.151
To evaluate the effects of the above errors on the estimations using the content method, we
repeat the whole inversion procedure many times perturbing one model parameter at one time,
with all other parameters being unchanged. The resultant error analysis is given in Table 4.2.
It is clear that the biggest uncertainty comes from the reaction rate constant which accounts for
70% of the total error with the AGAGE measurements. Here the total error includes the random
measurement errors plus the systematic errors (from measurement, model, and emissions). The
uncertainties in FOH due to random model errors using the Q-inclusion approach will be discussed
later in Chapter 6. Uncertainty in absolute calibration and uncertainty in stratospheric destruction
lifetime also make noticeable contributions to the total error budget. The errors in total annual
emission estimates and the emissions before 1978 have a quite small influence on OH estimation
using the content method. This is because industrial emission estimates of methyl chloroform are in
fact very good. Uncertainties in the interhemispheric transport rates, in the oceanic uptake rates,
and in the OH distributions turned out to be small sources of errors in OH estimations compared
to the other sources of errors (for example, rate constants and calibration errors) considered here.
We have also carried out the above inversion calculations using the CMDL methyl chloroform
data shown in Figure 3.4. Starting from the same initial reference state FH = 1.0±1.0, the filtering
produces an optimal estimate of FOH of 0.937 ± 0.001 after two iterations and a fairly good fit
is obtained to the observations (Figure 4-5). The difference between the optimal FOH estimates
derived from AGAGE and CMDL data is 6.6%. This is expected because there is a roughly 5%-
10% difference between the AGAGE and CMDL calibration scales. Following the above analysis of
modeling errors, industrial emission errors, and calibration errors (we also assume a 5% calibration
uncertainty for the CMDL CH 3CC13 data), the error estimates for FOH using the CMDL data set
are also listed in Table 4.2. Including all uncertainties, we see that the optimal FOH using the
Figure 4-5 Same as Figure 4-4, except using CMDL CH3 CC13 data and FOH = 0.937 in the 12-box
model.
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AGAGE CH 3 CC13 data set (1.004 ± 0.159) agrees well with the FOH using the CMDL CH3 CCb3
data set (0.937 + 0.148).
Finally we did the inversion using CH 3 CC13 data from both networks. The two data sets are
treated as two different trace gases on their own calibration scales. The resultant optimal global OH
scaling factor is FOH = 0.976:L0.001. This value is slightly closer to the FOH value derived using the
AGAGE data set alone than using the CMDL data set alone. Table 4.2 also lists the error analysis of
the global scaling factor when using all the methyl chloroform data simultaneously. Including all the
uncertainties, we estimate FOH = 0.976 ± 0.154 for this case. Noting that AGAGE measurements
start from 1978 while CMDL measurements begin in 1990, we did the FOH estimations for another
two runs. One run uses the AGAGE data set alone but for the time periods when both CMDL
and AGAGE networks are operating ("AGAGE (short)" case). The resultant optimal global OH
scaling factor is FOH = 0.998 t 0.001, and the error comes from measurement errors only. The
other run uses combined AGAGE and CMDL data sets for the time periods when both networks
are operating ("AGAGE+CMDL (short)" case). The resultant FOH = 0.967 i 0.001, and the
error comes from measurement errors only. This value is between the FOH values derived using
the AGAGE and CMDL data set separately. We also carried out the error analysis for these two
cases and the results are in Table 4.2. Using the data for the time periods when both networks
are operating, we see that the errors of the estimated FOH from each individual error source are
comparable when using the AGAGE data set alone and the CMDL data set alone.
Figure 4-6 Global OH scaling factor estimation (trend method) using AGAGE CH 3 CCl3 data in
the last full run of the filter. The initial estimate is FOH = 0.924 i0.924 and the final best estimate
is F8gd =0.924±0.003.
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Trend method
Here, we estimate the global OH values using the "trend method", which focuses on optimally
fitting the measured fractional trend din . It is achieved by including in the state vector x*dt
not only the global OH scaling factor FOH, but also the floating factors ( for each titrating gas as
unknowns. We assign a different floating factor for each trace gas at each measurement site (Chapter
2). These floating factors account for the differences between the absolute calibration scales for
each measurement network as well as possible errors in the latitudinal distributions of the surface
emissions. Any discrepancy between atmospheric mole fraction estimated from measurements and
from model predictions is used to update these floating factors contained in (. Therefore, this
method has the advantage that it is not very sensitive to absolute calibration errors.
Again, we assume the off-diagonal elements of the noise matrix are zero and the random state
equation error covariance Q is also zero. To obtain maximum linearity, we include the logarithm of
the floating factors contained in ( in the state vector x*. To start the estimation, we assume that
FOH = 1.0 and ln (O = 0.0 for the reference state. Also our a priori estimate for each variable in
the state vector x (= xe - x*f) is 0.0 ± 1.0 due to the substraction x*.
We do the optimal estimations using the AGAGE and CMDL data first separately and then
simultaneously. Using the AGAGE CH3 CC13 data set and considering just the measurement errors,
we obtain the optimal estimate of FOH as 0.924 i 0.003 (Figure 4-6) , along with the floating
factors of: 1.066±0.004 (Ireland), 1.065±0.003 (Oregon/Trinidad Head), 1.071i0.003 (Barbados),
Figure 4-7 Calibration factors inferred from the trend method with AGAGE CH 3CCl3 data.
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1.078±0.003 (Samoa) and 1.081i0.003 (Tasmania). These floating factors do change in time during
the filtering (Figure 4-7). Analyzing Figures 4-6 and Figure 4-7, we notice that the FOH values
are mostly close to unity for years 1993, 1994, and 1995, and the corresponding calibration factors
are about 1.05 which agree reasonably well with the assumed 5% uncertainties in the AGAGE
calibration scale for CH3CCl3. Starting in 1996, the FOH values from the content method and the
trend method drift apart from each other and the inferred calibration factors from the trend method
also increase considerably. This may be caused by underestimation of industrial emissions in recent
years, the existence of a small linear trend in OH concentrations, or some recent drift in the AGAGE
calibration scale which is considered to be most unlikely given the AG AGE calibration methodology.
Model predicted mole fractions, which have been divided by the inferred floating factors are plotted
in Figure 4-8. We see a very good agreement between the model and the observations, although
the 12-box model is not perfect.
We repeated the inversion using the CMDL CH3CC13 data. These data yield FOH = 0.835 ±
0.006 and floating factors as: 1.085 ± 0.008 (Alaska), 1.115 ± 0.009 (Niwot Ridge), 1.116 ± 0.008
(Mauna Loa), 1.102±0.007 (Samoa), 1.130±0.008 (Tasmania), and 1.114±0.007 (South Pole) (Figure
4-9). The differences between the inferred floating factors among the CMDL sites are larger than
among the AGAGE sites, and these factors are outside of the assumed +5% uncertainty range of
CMDL calibrations for most of the time. When using all of the methyl chloroform data from both
networks simultaneously, we have FOH = 0.905 ± 0.003 and this value is closer to the result from
using the AGAGE data alone. As we did for the content method, we also include two extra runs
using the AGAGE data alone and the combined data sets for time periods when both networks
Figure 4-8 Model predicted mole fractions of CH 3CCl3 (FOH = 0.924),compared with AGAGE
measurements. Note that model concentrations have been divided by inferred calibration factors.
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Figure 4-9 Same as Figure 4-7, except using the CMDL CH3 CCl3 data.
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are operating: FOH = 0.889 ± 0.006 for the "AGAGE (short)" case, and FOH = 0.862 i 0.004 for
the "AGAGE+CMDL (short)" case, and this value is just in between the FOH values derived from
using the AGAGE and the CMDL data separately.
Following the above discussion of the possible sources of error, the error analysis was performed
using the full AGAGE data set and the CMDL data first alone and then simultaneously, as well
as using the short AGAGE data set when both networks are operating. The results are listed in
Table 4.3. We see that the biggest uncertainty of FOH estimations, again, comes from errors in
Table 4.3 Error analysis for estimation of FOH using the trend method. Data used here are the
full and short methyl chloroform measurements from AGAGE and CMDL alone or combined.
AGAGE CMDL BOTH AGAGE BOTH
(short) (short)
measurement errors 0.003 0.006 0.003 0.006 0.004
rate constant errors 0.102 0.091 0.106 0.094 0.092
emission trend errors 0.021 0.015 0.010 0.014 0.014
Lstratos errors 0.064 0.070 0.067 0.073 0.073
ts errors 0.014 0.016 0.015 0.016 0.015
temperature errors 0.016 0.016 0.016 0.018 0.017
pre-1978 emission errors 0.015 0.001 0.010 0.001 0.001
htrop errors 0.001 0.005 0.002 0.002 0.002
calibration errors 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Locean errors 0.005 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006
OH distribution errors 0.002 0.005 0.003 0.004 0.005
total error 0.126 0.118 0.129 0.122 0.120
the rate constant for reaction with OH, followed by errors in stratospheric destruction, emission
trends, tropospheric temperatures and pre-1978 emission estimates. Other sources of errors listed
in the table have smaller effects on the OH estimations using the trend method. Uncertainty in
the absolute calibration of measurements does not affect the inversion results at all as expected in
the trend method. To compare the trend and content method results, we plot the optimal FOH
values from all of the above discussed cases in Figure 4-10. After including systematic modeling
errors, uncertainties in emission estimates, and uncertainties in calibrations, the FOH values from
the various cases agree with each other reasonably well, and all estimates include unity, except the
case when using the CMDL methyl chloroform data from the trend method.
Time-varying OH method
As suggested by the estimation results from the content and trend methods, there might exist a
linear trend in hydroxyl radicals during the past twenty years. We can estimate this trend by
including it in the state vector. In particular, we now define the global OH scaling factor as FOH =
a (1 + b (t - tmid)). The factor a is the mean OH concentration, the factor b is the relative linear
trend, and tmid is the mid-point of the time period concerned. We assume the factors a and b do
not change with time. Thus, in the content method with time-varying OH we have n + 1 variables
Figure 4-10 Optimally estimated global scaling factor for OH concentrations from the content
and the trend methods using the AGAGE and CMDL methyl chloroform full data records (stars)
and short data records (squares) when both networks are operating.
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in the state vector x*: n is determined by how many trace gases and how many networks are used
to do the estimation. We assign a different value for the mean OH concentration (specifically as
where i varies from 1 to n) to different networks and trace gases because the calibration scale of
each network is different and the possible misestimates of industrial emissions differ for each trace
gas.
To start the estimations, we make our first guess of the reference state x* as: a9 = 1.0 and
b- = 0.0%. In addition, we set the a priori guess of the state vector, x = x* - x*,f, and the errors
as: xai = ai - a9 = 0.0 + 1.0 and Xb = b - bo = 0.0 2.0%. During the successive iterations,
the a priori guess for the uncertainty associated with the OH trend is set to be five times the
actual value of b in the reference state vector. We also tried alternative state errors to start the
estimations, and the results show that the estimates are not very sensitive to the assumed initial
errors of the state variables. This is mainly because we have a long enough methyl chloroform data
record. Table 4.4 lists the estimation results using the AGAGE CH 3CCl3 data alone (both the
full data set and the short data set for the time periods when both networks are operating, i.e.,
the "AGAGE (short)" case), the CMDL CH 3CC13 data alone, and both data sets simultaneously.
The uncertainties in Table 4.4 come from the measurement errors only. We see that the deduced
OH trends from all five cases are negative. With the AGAGE CH 3CCl3 (short) data set (from
1990 to 1998) and the CMDL CH3CC13 data set, the deduced OH trend is more than two times
Table 4.4 OH trend estimations using CH 3CC13 data from AGAGE and CMDL measurements.
The uncertainties are due only to the measurement errors. "short" refers to the time period when
both networks are in operation.
[OH]agage [OH]cmdl OH trend (% yr 1)
AGAGE 1.010 + 0.001 n/a -0.53 ± 0.03
CMDL n/a 0.979 t 0.003 -1.32 + 0.08
AGAGE+CMDL 1.010 + 0.001 0.955 ± 0.002 -0.59 ± 0.03
AGAGE (short) 1.045 ± 0.003 n/a -1.36 ± 0.07
AGAGE+CMDL (short) 1.044 ± 0.003 0.980 ±0.002 -1.34 i 0.05
Figure 4-11 OH trend estimation using AGAGE CH 3CC13 data in the final run of the filter
procedure. Initial guess: bo= -0.0054 ± 0.0270. Final result: b = -0.0053 ± 0.0003.
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larger than the OH trended inferred from the full AGAGE data set. This could be caused by a
real change in the OH trend or an underestimate of the CH3CC13 emissions in recent years. As we
know, only developing countries are allowed to produce this chemical under the Montreal protocol,
while most of these developing countries do not report their production to AFEAS. Therefore, the
non-reported production of CH 3CC13 could be seriously underestimated in recent years.
Figure 4-11 displays the time series of the OH trend using the full AGAGE data and the
excellent match to the observations of AGAGE CH 3CC13 data are shown in Figure 4-12. We see
that the model predicted concentrations are much closer to the observations for recent years when
we include the OH trend in the state vector.
We have also assessed the uncertainty range of the estimated OH trend due to systematic errors
using the brute-force approach. Table 4.5 (on Page 68) lists the individual contributions to the
Figure 4-12 Model comparison to AGAGE CH 3CC13 measurements. Factors a = 1.010, b =
-0.0053 are used in the model.
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total error from each source of error. The units of the errors are % per year. It is shown that
the calibration factor (as emphasized by Prinn et al., 1992, 1995) now contributes the most to the
overall error budget, followed by the error in the troposphere-stratosphere exchange rate, the error
in the estimates of the trends in emissions, and the uncertainty in rate constant (the rate constant
has more significant impact on the mean OH concentrations). Including all the sources of error,
we deduce the OH trend (% per year) using the full data records to be: -0.53 i 0.72% (AGAGE
data), -1.33 + 0.95% (CMDL data), and -0.59 ± 0.73% (both data sets). The derived OH trends
using the AGAGE data alone and the combined AGAGE and CMDL data all include a zero OH
trend reported in Prinn et al. (1995). Using the data records for time periods when both networks
are operating, we deduce the OH trend to be: -1.36 + 0.88% (AGAGE data), and -1.34 ± 0.92%
(both data sets). These values agree well with the OH trend derived from the CMDL data.
4.2.2 Inversion of Chlorodifluoromethane (CHF2Cl) data
To begin our analysis of HCFC-22 (CHF 2Cl) we simulate the time evolution of CHF 2C1 using our
12-box model from 1962 to 1998, with the reference model configurations discussed in Section 4.1.
One of the AGAGE sites for measuring this compound is in La Jolla, California which is close to
the 30'N division line of the 12-box model, and air masses coming from north and south of 30'N
both have considerable influence over this station (Miller et al., 1998). Therefore we use the area-
average values of the two boxes, 0'-30'N and 30'N-90'N, as the model calculated concentrations
Table 4.5 Error analysis for estimations of the OH trends using the AGAGE and the CMDL
CH3CCl3 data alone and combined (in total or for times of concurrent operation only)
AGAGE CMDL BOTH AGAGE BOTH
(short) (short)
measurement errors 0.03 0.07 0.03 0.07 0.05
calibration errors 0.53 0.71 0.56 0.66 0.69
emission trend errors 0.20 0.33 0.12 0.32 0.33
t, errors 0.25 0.40 0.27 0.34 0.35
Lstratos errors 0.08 0.20 0.10 0.20 0.20
absolute emission errors 0.16 0.18 0.17 0.18 0.18
pre-1978 emission errors 0.13 0.02 0.11 0.04 0.03
htrop errors 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.04
rate constant errors 0.29 0.20 0.28 0.22 0.22
temperature errors 0.04 0.08 0.05 0.05 0.05
Locean errors 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
OH distribution errors 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.03
total error 0.72 0.95 0.73 0.88 0.92
for La Jolla. The model outputs from July 1978 to June 1998 are compared with the AGAGE and
the CMDL data in Figure 4-13. We see that the reference model simulation of CHF 2C1 fits well
to the Tasmania observations in the early years, but it is generally larger than both the AGAGE
and CMDL measurements at all nine stations. The discrepancy gets larger in recent years. This is
probably because of the overestimated un-reported production of this gas for recent years.
We then performed the estimations of the OH scaling factors with CHF2Cl data using the same
three methods as we did with methyl chloroform data. The initial guesses of the global OH scaling
factor (a) and the OH trend (b) for the reference state, as well as the a priori values for the
state vector, are the same as with the CH 3CC13 data. From the content method, FOH = 1.075 ±
0.003 using the AGAGE CHF 2Cl data only, and the uncertainties come from the measurement
errors. When using the CMDL data alone, FOH = 1.129 ± 0.001, and the errors are due only to
the measurement errors. There is roughly a 5% difference between the global OH concentrations
estimated from the two networks, which is a little larger than the difference from the calibration
standard intercomparison (Chapter 3). As we know from Figure 4-13, AGAGE Tasmania data go
back to 1978 while CMDL measurements began from 1992. Using only the data after 1992 for
AGAGE HCFC-22, we obtained FOH = 1.092 0.004. The difference in FOH values between the
two networks now decreases to 3%, close to their calibration difference (2%).
When using the data from both networks simultaneously, we obtain FOH = 1.116 ± 0.001 for
full AGAGE data set and FOH = 1.126 ± 0.001 for short data sets. We see that the global OH
scaling factors using the combined data set are closer to the FOH value inferred from using the
CMDL data alone. This is simply because there are more CHF 2Cl data from CMDL than from
AGAGE.
As emphasized in the previous section, a detailed error analysis is an important part in the
Figure 4-13 Model predicted mole fractions
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estimation methodology. We discuss similar types of error sources for CHF 2Cl as for CH 3CCl3 and
report here only those different from CH 3CCl3:
" The assumed uncertainties in industrial emission estimates are: systematic error (error in
assessment of non-reported production) is 1.82% for years before 1990, 2.89% for 1990, 3.15%
for 1991 and 0.3% for years after 1991 (McCulloch, per. comm. 1999); random error (largely
from uncertainty in fugitive emissions) is 1.88% (Midgley and Fisher, 1983) . To estimate the
effect of uncertainty in emissions before 1978 on OH estimations, we use maximum/minimum
emissions before 1978 and standard emissions after that.
* For systematic uncertainties in measurements, we use ±5% as the calibration uncertainty for
both AGAGE and CMDL data. Again, this 5% error for the AGAGE data is larger than the
actual calibration uncertainty discussed in Miller et al. (1998) to take account of possible
errors in transferring primary standard values to on-site calibration tanks.
" The uncertainty in the rate constant for the reaction of CHF 2Cl+OH is evaluated from
6f 22 (T) = 6f22(298) exp I (E) (L- ) I, where 6f22(298) = 1.1, and L = 150 (JPL,
1997).
" The stratospheric lifetime Latratos = 21.8 i 6.0 years, and the uncertainty in this global
atmospheric value is then mapped onto the upper four (stratospheric) boxes. The uncertainty
comes from an updated run of the 3D global chemical-dynamical model of Golombek and
Prinn (1989).
We explore the error range of FOH values due to systematic errors using the brute-force approach.
For the content method including the error sources discussed above, the errors in FOH are listed
in Table 4.6. Again, like methyl chloroform, the error in the rate constant for reaction with OH
contributes the most to the total error of the global OH concentrations in Table 4.6, followed by
the calibration uncertainty. The contributions from errors in industrial emission estimates and
stratospheric sink uncertainties are comparable and of secondary importance. As discussed in
Chapter 3 as well as in Miller et al. (1998), due to the infrequent flask measurements of the
AGAGE HCFC-22 data, the monthly values of the HCFC-22 mixing ratios (xp.,Y) used in the FOH
estimations are obtained from a polynomial fit to the discrete measurements (x). The continuous
monthly values of the standard deviations (o0oy) in the reference run for the FOH estimations are
obtained by multiplying XPoy by a constant factor ( X ) (Eq. 3.4). The bracket (()) denotes the
time average and 0 ,mod is the discrete standard deviation including both the measurement precision
and the meteorological variations (Eq. 3.3). In Chapter 3 we also discussed the possible influence on
the optimal estimations of a change in the time variation of uvery and defined two other polynomial
variations uply (+) and up.1y (-) in equation 3.5 which are also plotted in Figure 3-7. Here we
ran the entire estimation procedure with these two additional assumed series of the measurement
standard deviations upozy (±), and we obtained uncertainties in the FOH estimates up to ±0.005 (
Table 4.6 Error analysis for the estimation of FOH using the content method. Data used here are
CHF2C1 measurements from AGAGE (both the full and short data record) and CMDL alone and
combined.
AGAGE CMDL BOTH AGAGE BOTH
(short) (short)
measurement errors 0.003 0.001 0.001 0.004 0.001
rate constant errors 0.151 0.138 0.147 0.143 0.144
calibration errors 0.116 0.099 0.103 0.103 0.102
emission errors 0.039 0.027 0.029 0.030 0.027
Lstratos errors 0.033 0.030 0.030 0.030 0.030
t. errors 0.024 0.018 0.019 0.019 0.018
htrop errors 0.006 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.001
pre-1978 emission errors 0.007 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.002
temperature errors 0.025 0.023 0.023 0.023 0.023
OH distribution errors 0.007 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008
total error 0.200 0.177 0.186 0.184 0.183
for using the full and short AGAGE data set). These uncertainties are not a big source of error
compared to many of the uncertainties listed in Table 4.6. As far as the CMDL HCFC-22 data
are concerned, they are sufficiently frequent on a month to month basis, so that no polynomial
fittings were performed on these data. Including the error due to the various systematic errors
and random measurement errors using the content method, we have FOH = 1.08 ± 0.20 (using the
full AGAGE data set), FOH = 1.09 ± 0.18 (using the short AGAGE data set), FOH = 1.13 ± 0.18
(using the CMDL data set), FOH = 1.12 ± 0.19 (using both full data sets simultaneously), and
FOH = 1.13 E 0.18 (using the CMDL and the short AGAGE data). These values agree with each
other statistically and all include unity in their ranges.
Next, we estimated the global OH values using the trend method. We do the optimal estimation
using the AGAGE and CMDL data first separately and then simultaneously. Using the AGAGE
CHF2Cl data and considering just the measurement errors, we obtain the optimal estimate of FOH
as 1.20 ± 0.01, along with the floating factors of 0.95 i 0.01 (La Jolla) and 0.94 ± 0.01 (Tasmania).
We see that the deduced FOH 1o- range does not include unity, but the estimated floating factors are
close to each other and consistent with the assumed ±5% uncertainty in calibration. We also notice
that the estimated FOH value does not agree well with FOH (= 1.08) from the content method.
If we only use the data when both networks are in operation, then we derive FOH = 1.35 ± 0.08,
along with two floating factors of 0.90 ± 0.03 (La Jolla) and 0.89 i 0.03 (Tasmania). We see that
the difference of FOH values between using the trend method and using the content method gets
larger when we use only use the data of recent years.
Some possible explanations are that the estimates of the trends in emissions are in error, or that
there exits a trend in the OH concentrations, or that the calibration of CHF2Cl data is in error.
However, the estimates of the trends in emissions are the mostly likely source of the error, since
the non-reported portion of production of this compound is quite large (about 10% before 1992
Table 4.7 Error analysis for estimation of FOH using the trend method. Data used here are the
CHF 2C1 measurements from AGAGE (both the full and short data record) and CMDL alone and
combined.
AGAGE CMDL BOTH AGAGE BOTH
(short) (short)
measurement errors 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.09 0.04
rate constant errors 0.05 0.11 0.06 0.10 0.11
emission trend errors 0.12 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.10
Lstratos errors 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.03
t; errors 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.03
pre-1978 emission errors 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.01
htrop emissions 0.003 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
temperature emission 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.02
OH distribution errors 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.04
total error 0.15 0.17 0.13 0.17 0.17
and 7% in recent years), and we do not know exactly how this non-reported portion changes with
time. Also one of the major application of CHF 2C1 is as a blowing agent for closed cell thermoset
foams, of which the emission function is relatively difficult to estimate (Midgley and Fisher, 1993).
Specifically, to make the trend estimate agree with the content estimate for FOH, we need larger
emissions in earlier years and smaller emissions in recent years than those used here (Chapter 2).
We repeated the trend method using the CMDL data. It yields FOH = 1.40 ± 0.04 and floating
factors of 0.90 ± 0.02 (North West Territories, Canada), 0.90 ± 0.02 (Alaska), 0.92 i 0.02 (Niwot
Ridge), 0.89 ± 0.02 (Mauna Loa), 0.86 i 0.02 (Samoa), 0.85 i 0.02 (Tasmania) and 0.85 i 0.02
(South Pole). The differences between the inferred floating factors at the CMDL sites, especially
between the sites in the two hemispheres, are much larger than those at the AGAGE sites. The
possible explanations are that the estimate of the emission distribution is in error, that the CMDL
calibration standards among measurement sites are not consistent with each other, or that the two
AGAGE sites are insufficient to compare with the seven CMDL sites. As we see that the difference
of the inferred calibration factors (=0.01) between the two AGAGE sites (one in the northern
hemisphere and the other in the southern hemisphere) are much smaller, we thus might question
the consistency in calibration standards for CHF2C1 used at the CMDL stations (although how
such an inconsistency would arise in a flask network with central laboratory analyses is unclear).
When using all the CHF 2Cl data from both networks simultaneously, we have FOH = 1.24±0.01,
which is closer to the FOH value using the AGAGE data set alone. This is because the AGAGE data
set is longer in duration. If we use the short AGAGE data set when both networks are operating,
we estimate FOH = 1.39± 0.04. This value is closer to the CMDL HCFC-22 result (1.40) because
now CMDL has more measurement sites (and hence greater weight in the estimates) than AGAGE
does.
Following our discussion of possible error sources, error analyses are performed for using the
AGAGE and CMDL data alone and combined together. The results are listed in Table 4.7. We see
Figure 4-14 Optimal estimated global scaling factor (FoH) of OH concentrations from the content
and trend methods using AGAGE (full record: stars and short record: squares) and CMDL CHF 2Cl
data alone and combined.
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that the biggest uncertainty in FOH estimates comes jointly from the error in the rate constant for
reaction with OH and the errors in emission trends. The uncertainty in the stratospheric sink for
CHF2Cl (Lstratos is about 22 years in 12-box model) is not as important as for CH3CC13 (Lstratos is
about 3.6 years). The uncertainty in FOH estimates due to the measurement standard deviations
0rpoly (i) for the AGAGE data (discussed above) is very small for the trend method, comparing to
other sources of error.
To compare the trend and content methods, we plot the optimal FOH values from all the above
cases in Figure 4-14. Including systematic modeling errors, uncertainty in emission estimates and
uncertainty in calibrations, the estimated FOH values from the content method all include unity.
However, this is not true for any of the cases using the trend method with CHF 2Cl data.
Lastly, we estimate the linear OH trend using the available chlorodifluoromethane data. As we
did for methyl chloroform data, we define the global OH scaling factor FOH as a (1 + b (t - tmid)).
We assume the factors a and b do not change with time, and the factor a varies from network to
network. The a priori guess of the factors a and b is the same as used for CH 3CC13 . Table 4.8
lists the estimation results using the AGAGE data (both full and short record) alone, the CMDL
data alone, and both data sets simultaneously. The uncertainties in Table 4.8 come only from the
measurement errors. We see that the deduced OH trends from the five cases are slightly positive,
which is the opposite of the estimated OH trends by using the CH3 CC13 data. It is also shown that
Table 4.8 OH trend estimations using CHF 2Cl data from AGAGE and CMDL measurements alone
and~ cmbined
[OH__qa[OH]aaOH] OH trend (%/year)
AGAGE 1.081 ± 0.004 n/a +0.36 ± 0.07
CMDL n/a 1.114 ± 0.003 +0.62 ± 0.09
AGAGE+CMDL 1.082 i 0.003 1.118 ± 0.006 +0.44 ± 0.06
AGAGE (short) 1.084 ± 0.005 n/a +0.51 ± 0.20
AGAGE+CMDL (short) 1.082 i 0.004 1.114 t 0.003 +0.61 i 0.09
Figure 4-15 Model comparisons to the AGAGE CHF2C1 measurements (stars) and CMDL data
(dots). The factors a = 1.08, b = +0.0036 and a = 1.11, b = +0.0062 are used in the model to
calculate the concentrations for AGAGE and CMDL separately.
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the estimated OH trends are getting larger using the CHF 2Cl data in recent years (e.g., CMDL or
AGAGE data after 1992). Our best chance for very properly simulating the observed CHF 2Cl data
comes from the time-varying OH method, and it is illustrated in Figure 4-15.
We also need to assess the uncertainty range due to the various systematic errors for the es-
timated OH trends. Table 4.9 (on page 74) lists the individual contributions to the error in the
deduced OH trend from each error source. It is shown that the errors in the emission trend,
absolute emissions, and calibration contribute the most to the total error in Table 4.9. The error
in the rate constant results in more uncertainty when the measurements get longer in time, so it
most affects the AGAGE Tasmania data analysis. The uncertainty in the derived OH trends due to
including the assumed measurement standard deviations ol (±) for the AGAGE full data record
is ±0.35%, thus adding a moderate source of error for the analysis using the AGAGE data. Includ-
Table 4.9 Error analysis for estimation of OH trend (percent per year) using AGAGE (both full
and short data record) and CMDL CHF 2Cl data alone and combined.
AGAGE CMDL BOTH AGAGE BOTH
(short) (short)
measurement errors 0.07 0.09 0.06 0.20 0.08
calibration errors 0.74 0.30 0.58 0.32 0.30
emission trend errors 0.53 0.29 0.43 0.25 0.30
t8 errors 0.25 0.15 0.21 0.18 0.15
Lstratos errors 0.11 0.06 0.04 0.09 0.06
absolute emission errors 0.40 0.53 0.46 0.53 0.53
pre-78 emission errors 0.24 0.06 0.18 0.09 0.06
htrop errors 0.14 0.04 0.11 0.05 0.05
rate constant errors 0.61 0.09 0.37 0.05 0.08
temperature errors 0.11 0.04 0.07 0.07 0.04
OH distribution errors 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02
total error 1.28 0.62 1.02 0.76 0.73
ing all the error sources, we deduce the OH trends as: +0.36 ± 1.29% yr- 1 (full AGAGE data),
+0.51 ± 0.76% yr- 1 (short AGAGE data), +0.62 ± 0.62% yr-1(CMDL data), +0.44 i 1.02% yr-1
(full AGAGE and CMDL data), and +0.61 i 0.73% yr-1 (short AGAGE and CMDL data). The
estimated OH trends from the five cases agree statistically with each other, when all the possible
error sources are included.
4.2.3 Inversion of HFC-134a, HCFC-141b and HCFC-142b data
To study HFC-134a, HCFC-141b, and HCFC-142b we use the reference model configurations dis-
cussed in Section 4.1 and simulate the time evolution of HFC134a from 1990 to 1998, HCFC141b
from 1991 to 1998, and HCFC142b from 1966 to 1998 using this reference version of the 12-box
model. The emissions of these three gases are discussed in Chapter 3. Particularly for HCFC-142b,
the linear extrapolation of emissions backwards from 1981 to 1966 (assuming emission in 1965 is
zero from Midgley, per. comm. 1998) might cause us to overestimate the total emissions before
1981 (from which year AFEAS began to report the emissions for this gas). However from Figure
3-9, we see that the big increase in emissions of HCFC-142b occurred in 1992. The first surface
measurements of this gas also occurred in 1992 by CMDL. The total emission before 1981 used
in this thesis is about 10% of the total emission before 1992. Moreover even with this possibly
overestimated pre-1981 emission, from the OH estimations discussed later in this chapter, we will
see that the industrial emission estimates of HCFC-142b are still seriously underestimated. The
initial concentrations are set to zero for all three gases since production only began in the indicated
starting years. The model outputs for the corresponding time periods for the AGAGE data and
CMDL data are illustrated in Figures 4-16, 4-17, and 4-18. We see that the model simulations
of HFC-134a seem to agree quite well with both AGAGE and CMDL observations. The model
Figure 4-16 Model predicted mole fractions of HFC-134a compared to the AGAGE and the CMDL
measurements.
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Figure 4-17 Same as Figure 4-16, except for HCFC-141b.
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Figure 4-18 Same as Figure 4-16, except for HCFC-142b.
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Table 4.10 Estimations of global OH scaling factors using the content method. HFC-134a, HCFC-
141b and HCFC-142b data are used separately.
AGAGE CMDL BOTH CMDL BOTH
(short) (short)
HFC-134a 1.05±0.03 -2.67±0.04 0.09±0.03 n/a n/a
HCFC-141b 0.53±0.01 0.44±0.01 0.47±0.01 0.45±0.01 0.48±0.01
HCFC-142b -1.532±0.005 -1.510±0.003 -1.517±0.003 -1.551±0.002 -1.570±0.002
predicted HCFC-141b mole fractions are generally a little bit higher than the measurements, and
the difference gets larger in recent years. Figure 4-18 shows the significant difference (as large as
100% in some years) between the model and the measurements of HCFC-142b from both networks.
This difference is also observed by other researchers (Oram et al., 1995). But one thing quite no-
ticeable is that the simulated rates of change of the mixing ratios for HCFC-142b, defined as
(k is for the kth month), agree much better with the observations than do the simulated absolute
concentrations (Figure 4-19) .
We first use the content method to estimate the global OH scaling factors using the HFC-134a,
HCFC-141b, and HCFC-142b data separately. The initial value FOH is set to 1.0 for the reference
state x*,f and the a priori state vector (x = x* - x*6f) is set to 0.0 ± 1.0. Tests show that the
estimations are not very sensitive to the initial assumed state errors with the content method.
We summarize the results of the FOH estimations in Table 4.10. Errors in this Table come from
the measurement uncertainties only. Not surprisingly, we see that the observations of HCFC-142b
require a physically impossible negative FOH, which means the industrial emission estimates of this
gas are significantly underestimated. As we discussed before, a major application of this gas is as
a blowing agent in closed cell foams where trapped gases are held for very long periods before they
are released to the air. Therefore, it is quite difficult to obtain an accurate emission function for
HCFC-142b. Table 4.10 also shows that the CMDL HFC-134a data demands a negative FOH which
is impossible. This is apparently because the CMDL HFC-134a data are mainly from 1994 to 1995,
at which time the mole fractions of this newly emitted gas are around 0.5 to 3.0 ppt. Thus, the
relative difference between the model and observations are sometimes around 30-50%. Both the
AGAGE and the CMDL HCFC-141b indicate that the industrial emissions for this gas are, like
HCFC-142b, underestimated. This is because this gas is also used as a blowing agent in closed cell
forms, but not as extensively as HCFC-142b. The agreement of the FOH values inferred from the
HCFC-141b data from both networks separately also confirms the intercomparison results between
these two networks (Chapter 3), and similarly for HCFC-142b.
Next, we discuss the error sources for these three trace gases, to explore the error range of the
global OH scaling factor:
* The assumed uncertainties in the industrial emission estimates are: the systematic error from
the non-reported production is minimal for HFC-134a and about 6.8 ± 0.3% for HCFC-141b
and HCFC-142b after 1991 ( McCulloch, per. comm., 1999). The most important systematic
Figure 4-19 Model predicted rate of change of mole fractions of HCFC-142b (expressed as X +
Xk) compared to the AGAGE and the CMDL measurements.
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Table 4.11 Error analysis for estimations of FOH using the content method. Data used here are
the AGAGE HFC-134a measurements and the HCFC-141b data from both AGAGE and CMDL.
" short" refers to times when both networks are operating.
HFC-134a HCFC-141b HCFC-141b HCFC-141b HCFC-141b HCFC-141b
(AGAGE) (AGAGE) (CMDL) (both) (CMDL, short) (both, short)
measurement error 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
rate constant error 0.13 0.12 0.09 0.11 0.10 0.11
calibration error 0.41 0.24 0.30 0.28 0.29 0.28
Lstratos error 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
emissions error 0.0 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
t, error 0.18 0.12 0.15 0.14 0.14 0.14
htrop error 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
temperature error 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
OH dist. error 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
total errors 0.47 0.29 0.34 0.33 0.34 0.33
error comes from the possible bias error of the emission function estimates. Optimal esti-
mations of the HCFC-141b and HCFC-142b emissions are presented in Chapter 5. As far
as the random errors are concerned, there is no published relevant information, except for
the uncertainties in the reported productions. Thus, we use as proxies the random errors (in
percentage terms) in the emission estimates of the gases, which these three gases are replace-
ments for, as proxies: 1.71% for HFC-134a (using F11 as proxy), 6.7% for HCFC-141b, and
6.6% for HCFC-142b (both using F12 as proxy) (Fisher and Midgley, 1994).
" For systematic uncertainties in measurements, we assume i5% as the calibration uncertainty
of these gases for both the AGAGE and CMDL data.
" The uncertainties in rate constants of reactions with OH. Uncertainties at 298K are 10%
for HFC-134a, and 20% for HCFC-141b and HCFC-142b (JPL, 1997). Assumed values for
ZNE for rate constant uncertainties at other temperatures are 200 for HFC-134a, and 150 for
HCFC-141b and HCFC-142b (JPL, 1997).
" The uncertainties in the stratospheric lifetimes for these gases are assumed to be the same
as the errors in CHF2Cl stratospheric lifetimes (in percentage terms), as there is no other
relevant information available.
" The uncertainties in the exchange rate from the troposphere to the stratosphere, the tro-
pospheric temperatures, and the interhemispheric transport factor are the same as used for
CHF 2Cl and CH 3 CC13 .
We explore the error range (using the brute-force approach for systematic errors) of the FOH
values using the content method with the HFC-134a (AGAGE) and the HCFC-141b (AGAGE
and CMDL) data, as only these data give positive FOH values, in Table 4.11. Unlike our FOH
Table 4.12 Estimations of the global OH scaling factors using the trend method. HFC-134a,
HCFC-141b and HCFC-142b data are used separately and simultaneously (both). "short" refers
to times when both networks are operating.
AGAGE CMDL BOTH CMDL BOTH
(short) (short)
HFC-134a 1.63 ± 0.25 3.81 ± 1.05 2.07 ± 0.26 n/a n/a
HCFC-141b 2.12 i 0.13 0.97 i 0.03 1.06 t 0.03 1.20 i 0.04 1.30 i 0.04
HCFC-142b 1.19 ± 0.19 0.78 ± 0.06 0.83 ± 0.06 0.99 ± 0.08 1.02 ± 0.07
estimates using the methyl chloroform data, the calibration uncertainties, instead of the errors in
rate constants, contribute the most to the total error for both gases, followed by the errors in the
exchange rate from the troposphere to the stratosphere. We can see that the resultant errors in
the FOH estimations from the 5% calibration uncertainties are very large for these newly emitted
gases. When including the random measurement errors and systematic errors considered here, we
have FOH = 1.05 ± 0.47 using the AGAGE HFC-134a data, FOH = 0.53 ± 0.29 using the AGAGE
HCFC-141b data, FOH = 0.44 1 0.34 using the CMDL HCFC-141b data, and FOH = 0.47 i 0.33
using all the HCFC-141b data from both networks simultaneously. The FOH value inferred from
the AGAGE HFC-134a data agrees statistically with the FOH values derived from the CH3CC13
and CHF2Cl data from the both AGAGE and CMDL networks.
Second, we estimate the global OH values using the trend method. We do the optimal esti-
mations using the HFC134a, HCFC-141b, and HCFC-142b data from AGAGE and CMDL first
separately and then simultaneously. As the AGAGE time series are shorter than the CMDL time
series, we also include the estimations using the CMDL HCFC-141b and HCFC-142b data only for
time periods when both networks are operating. We summarize the results of the FOH estimations
in Table 4.12. The errors in this Table come from the measurement errors only. The FOH values
inferred from the CMDL HCFC-141b and the HCFC-142b data by the trend method are much
better (i.e. close to unity) than those derived using the content method. This shows the advantage
of the trend method which is not sensitive to the absolute calibration of the measurements and,
similarly, not very sensitive to the estimates of the absolute emissions. We also notice that the
errors in the FOH values from the AGAGE data are larger than from the CMDL data. This is
true when both the full records and the overlapping (short) periods of the CMDL data are used.
So, these smaller errors must occur mainly because CMDL has more measurement stations than
AGAGE for these gases.
We also did the estimations using the trend method with different initial errors in the state
vector. We tried the following two a priori guesses of the state vector: 0.0 ± 0.5 and 0.0 ± 1.5. The
resultant differences in the FOH estimations (due to these differences in the initial Po error) are 0.07
using the AGAGE HFC-134a data, 0.03 using the AGAGE HCFC-141b data, and 0.05 using the
AGAGE HCFC-142b data. The same experiments using the CMDL HCFC-141b and HCFC-142b
full data sets show negligible differences. Using the CMDL data when both networks are operating,
Table 4.13 Error analysis for the estimations of FOH using the trend method. Data used here are
HFC-134a from AGAGE alone and both AGAGE and CMDL.
AGAGE BOTH
measurement errors 0.25 0.25
initial Po errors 0.07 0.14
rate constant errors 0.14 0.24
emission trend errors 0.36 0.30
Lstratoserrors 0.001 0.20
t, errors 0.07 0.16
htrop errors 0.01 0.32
temperature errors 0.03 0.42
OH distribution errors 0.03 0.21
total error 0.47 0.79
final results 1.6± 0.5 2.0 ±0.8
Table 4.14 Error analysis for the estimations of FOH using the trend method. Data used here are
HCFC-141b from both AGAGE and CMDL alone and combined (both). "short" refers to times
when AGAGE and CMDL are both operating.
AGAGE CMDL BOTH CMDL BOTH
(short) (short)
measurement errors 0.13 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04
initial P 0 errors 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01
rate constant errors 0.31 0.19 0.20 0.24 0.26
emission trend errors 0.45 0.55 0.58 0.53 0.52
Lstratos errors 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03
t8 errors 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.02
htrop errors 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.02
temperature errors 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
OH distribution errors 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01
total error 0.56 0.62 0.62 0.59 0.59
final results 2.1+0.6 1.0+0.6 1.1+0.6 1.2+0.6 1.3+0.6
the resultant differences in the FOH estimations increase to 0.01 for the HCFC-141b data and 0.02
for the HCFC-142b data. Using all of the combined data from both networks, HFC-134a data
yield a difference (due to the different initializations) of 0.14 in the estimated FOH. This should
be largely due to the small magnitude of the early CMDL HFC-134a mole fractions as well as its
short record (about one year).
Following the above discussions of possible error sources, the error analyses are performed using
the HCFC-134a (AGAGE), the HCFC-141b (AGAGE and CMDL), and the HCFC-142b (AGAGE
and CMDL) data alone and simultaneously. The results include using both the full data sets and
the partial (short) data sets when both networks are in operation. We list the results of the error
analysis in Tables 4.13, 4.14, and 4.15.
We see that the resultant total errors in the FOH values are largely due to the errors in the
emission trends. The errors due to the rate constant uncertainties are also significant. Except
Table 4.15 Error analysis for the estimations of FOH using the trend method. Data used here are
HCFC-142b from both AGAGE and CMDL alone and combined (both). "short" refers to times
when both AGAGE and CMDL are operating.
AGAGE CMDL BOTH CMDL BOTH
(short) (short)
measurement errors 0.19 0.06 0.06 0.08 0.07
initial Po errors 0.05 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.02
rate constant errors 0.21 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.19
emission trend errors 0.68 0.75 0.74 0.66 0.66
Lstratos errors 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03
t. errors 0.08 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.07
htrop errors 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
temperature errors 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03
OH distribution errors 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02
total error 0.74 0.76 0.76 0.69 0.70
final results 1.2±0.7 0.8+0.8 0.8±0.8 1.0±0.7 1.0+0.7
for using the HFC-134a data, and the AGAGE HCFC-141b data alone, the FOH values from all
the other cases include unity and agree statistically with the estimations inferred from the methyl
chloroform and the HCFC-22 data, partly of course because of the large error bars in the HCFC-
141b, HCFC-142b, and HFC-134a analyses.
Lastly, we estimate the linear OH trends. Again we define the global OH scaling factor as
FOH = a (1 + b (t - tmid)). The three gases used here for the OH trend estimations are relatively
newer in the sense that they have not been widely used on a global basis until a few years ago as
replacements for the CFCs. Thus, their tropospheric mole fractions are only about 0.1pp in the
beginning and increase to about 10 ppt recently. The length of the time series of the measurements
of these gases is only about four to five years. Tests show that the estimations of the OH trends
using these three gases are quite sensitive to the guess of the a priori factors ao and b0 for the
reference state vector x),,f as well as the a priori guess of the state errors P0 . Because the factor
a refers to the time-mean global OH concentration, we decided to use the optimally estimated FOH
(±UOH) values from the content method for each corresponding gas as the initial values of the
factor a for the reference state. The a priori guess of the state error with respect to the factor a
is set to two times the value of -OH. For the factor b, we set bo = 0.0 for the reference state, and
the corresponding a priori guess of the state error as ±0.50% with the end point including the OH
trend deduced from the AGAGE CH 3CCl3 data.
Table 4.16 lists the estimation results using the data for each gas from each network alone and
from the two networks together. The errors in Table 4.16 come from the measurement errors only.
The HFC-134a data show that the OH trend in the past twenty years is almost zero. The HCFC-
141b data show a small positive trend in global OH, while the HCFC-142b data imply a negative
OH trend to fit the observations. The negative OH trends deduced from the HCFC-142b data are
too large to be true, not only by comparison with the trends inferred from the other gases but also
Table 4.16 Estimations of the OH trends using the HFC-134a, HCFC-141b and HCFC-142b data
from AGAGE and CMDL alone and combined (both) "short" refers to the time period when both
networks are operating. ._
[OHIAGAGE [OH]CMDL OH trend (%/yr)
HFC134a (AGAGE) 1.042 ± 0.037 n/a +0.09 i 0.39
HFC134a (CMDL) n/a -2.650 i 0.043 +0.10 ± 0.30
HFC134a (both) 0.454 ± 0.021 -1.006 ± 0.025 +0.03 ± 0.49
HCFC141b(AGAGE) 0.515 i 0.019 n/a +0.46 ± 0.39
HCFC141b (CMDL) n/a 0.425 ± 0.009 +0.82 i 0.28
HCFC141b (both) 0.487 ± 0.008 0.432 ± 0.008 +0.81 ± 0.21
HCFC141b (CMDL, short) n/a 0.438 i 0.009 +0.51 ± 0.28
HCFC141b (both,short) 0.490 ± 0.008 0.440 ± 0.008 +0.49 ± 0.21
HCFC142b(AGAGE) -1.760 ± 0.014 n/a -4.31 i 0.24
HCFC142b (CMDL) n/a -1.649 i 0.006 -4.23 ± 0.14
HCFC142b (both) -1.688 t 0.007 -1.621 i 0.005 -3.41 ± 0.11
by comparison with theoretical estimates. Using the partial (short) CMDL HCFC-141b data when
both networks are in operation, the deduced OH trend is closer to that inferred from the AGAGE
data alone.
Next, we did the error analysis for the above estimated OH trends by combining the errors
associated with the various random and systematic measurement and bias modeling uncertainties.
The error analysis is performed using the brute-force approach only on the HFC-134a and HCFC-
141b data, as the OH trends derived from the HCFC-142b data are not reasonable. The short
CMDL HCFC-141b data are used as well. In addition to the measurement and model errors, we
must also include the errors due to the different guesses of the initial state errors (Po). We estimate
this uncertainty by doubling and dividing the a priori state errors of the factors a and b by a factor
of two. Table 4.17 and Table 4.18 list the individual contributions from each source of error and
the total error for the three gases. The units of the errors are % per year. We see that for the
HFC-134a data, measurement errors make a large contribution to the total uncertainties in the
deduced OH trends. Also, each individual source of error for HFC-134a produces more uncertainty
in the OH trend using the CMDL data than using the AGAGE data. This is mainly due to the very
short record of the CMDL HFC-134a data. For the AGAGE HCFC-141b data, no particular source
of error dominates the overall uncertainty, while for the CMDL HCFC-141b data, the error in the
emission trends and the error in the rate constants dominate the total error in the OH trends.
In summary, it is more difficult to estimate the OH trends using HCFC-141b, HCFC-142b, and
HFC-134a than using methyl chloroform or CHF 2Cl. This is partly because of the short history of
these gases in the atmosphere. However, the studies carried out here show that the deduced OH
trends using the HCFC-141b and HFC-134a data from both networks are fairly close to the value
deduced from the CH3 CC13 and CHF 2Cl measurements. For most cases they agree statistically
(±lo) when the total errors are included.
Table 4.17 Error analysis for estimations of the OH trends (percent per year) using HFC-134a
data from AGAGE and CMDL alone and combined (both).
measurement errors
initial P0 errors
calibration errors
emission trend errors
t. errors
Lstratos errors
htrop errors
rate constant errors
temperature errors
OH distribution errors
Final results
AGAGE
0.39
+0.12
-0.08
0.08
0.11
0.06
0.03
0.09
0.03
0.03
0.01
0.0944
CMDL AGAGE+CMDL
0.30
+0.40
-0.28
0.62
0.32
0.09
0.31
0.11
0.42
0.10
0.13
0.101.02
0.49
+0.24
-0.26
0.58
0.21
0.09
0.29
0.11
0.40
0.09
0.10
0.03 ± 0.99
Table 4.18 The same as Table 4.17, except for HCFC-141b. "short" refers to the period when
both networks are operating.
AGAGE CMDL BOTH CMDL BOTH
(short) (short)
measurement errors 0.39 0.28 0.21 0.28 0.21
initial P errors +0.43 +0.49 +0.41 +0.30 +0.35imil oeros-0.28 -0.39 -0.38 -0.25 -0.25
calibration errors 0.55 0.78 0.72 0.63 0.60
emission trend errors 0.13 1.62 1.00 0.97 0.40
t, errors 0.17 0.40 0.30 0.37 0.28
Lstratos errors 0.16 0.47 0.34 0.45 0.24
absolute emission 0.07 0.52 0.45 0.23 0.20
htrop errors 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.06
rate constant errors 0.36 0.76 0.52 0.45 0.43
temperature errors 0.38 0.44 0.40 0.40 0.40
OH distribution errors 0.05 0.10 0.08 0.07 0.07
Final results 0.46+'0 0.82+. 0.81 ± 1.60 0.51 ± 1.51 0.49+1j1
4.2.4 Inversion of Combined Gases
In this section, we carry out the optimal estimations of the global OH concentrations and trends
using the combined gases. As we have seen from the estimations using individual titrating gases,
using HCFC-142b we derived a physically unrealistic negative OH sink using the content method.
From this gas we also inferred an OH trend of about -4% per year which is too large compared to
the OH trends derived from other gases as well as from theoretical analyses. Therefore, we will not
include HCFC-142b in the combined-gas estimations for the content and time-varying OH methods.
We divide all the available data for all gases into three categories: all the AGAGE data, all
the CMDL data, and all the data from both networks. We treat each gas from each network as a
different gas. Each network is on its own calibration scale. The estimations are performed using
the content, the trend, and the time-varying OH trend method respectively.
Table 4.19 Error analysis for estimations of FOH using the content method. Data used here are
all the measurements from AGAGE and CMDL separately and combined. "short" refers to the
time period when both networks are operating.
AGAGE CMDL Both AGAGE CMDL Both
(short) (short) (short)
measurement errors 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
rate constant errors 0.133 0.130 0.133 0.129 0.130 0.130
calibration errors 0.068 0.077 0.072 0.063 0.080 0.074
temperature errors 0.021 0.021 0.021 0.020 0.021 0.020
emission errors 0.021 0.021 0.021 0.017 0.021 0.020
Lstratos errors 0.051 0.043 0.047 0.052 0.043 0.046
ts errors 0.016 0.016 0.016 0.013 0.016 0.015
htrop errors 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
pre-1978 emission errors 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
Locean errors 0.005 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.004
OH distribution errors 0.005 0.007 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006
final results 1.01±0.17 1.02±0.16 1.01±0.16 1.00±0.15 1.02±0.16 1.01±0.16
First we deduce the global OH scaling factor, FOH, using the content method. The set up
for the Kalman filter is like that for an individual gas, but we add more measurements to the
measurement vector. The estimation is found to be insensitive to the initial guess of the state
variable and its error. Using all the AGAGE data, we have FOH = 1.010 ± 0.001. Using all the
CMDL data, we have FOH = 1.016 t 0.001, and using all the available data from the two networks,
we have FOH = 1.013 ± 0.001. This latter value lies in between the FOH values deduced from each
network separately. To estimate the total uncertainties in the global scaling factors, we analyze
each source of systematic error for each gas using the brute-force method as discussed in previous
sections and summarize them in Table 4.19. Data used in Table 4.19 are the full data records of
AGAGE and CMDL. For the content method, the uncertainties in the rate constants for reactions
with OH are the biggest source of error for deducing the global OH values. The results agree very
well with the estimations from using the AGAGE and CMDL methyl chloroform measurements,
the AGAGE and CMDL CHF 2Cl data, and the AGAGE HFC-134a data. In Table 4.19 we also
listed error analysis for using the data records when both CMDL and AGAGE are in operation. It
appears that the estimated FOH values are very similar to those using the full data sets.
Next we deduce the global OH scaling factor, FOH, using the trend method. For the three
combinations of the data, we get FOH equal to 0.937 ± 0.003 (AGAGE all), 0.856 ± 0.006 (CMDL
all), and 0.918 ± 0.002 (all data). When using the data only when both networks are in operation,
we obtain FOH equal to 0.895 ± 0.006 (AGAGE all), 0.860 ± 0.006 (CMDL all) and 0.878 ± 0.006
(all data). We see that the difference between the FOH values derived from AGAGE and CMDL
is smaller using the shorter data sets. We also list the results of the error analysis using the trend
method in Table 4.20. It shows that the biggest uncertainty in FOH estimations, again, comes
from the errors in the rate constant for reactions with OH, followed by errors in stratospheric
Table 4.20 Error analysis for estimations of FOH using the trend method. Data used here are all
the measurements from AGAGE and CMDL. "short" refers to the time period when both networks
are operating.
AGAGE CMDL Both AGAGE CMDL Both
(short) (short) (short)
measurement errors 0.003 0.004 0.002 0.006 0.006 0.004
rate constant errors 0.097 0.103 0.100 0.110 0.108 0.109
emission trend errors 0.022 0.001 0.015 0.011 0.002 0.004
Lstratos errors 0.060 0.068 0.063 0.072 0.070 0.071
t. errors 0.014 0.015 0.015 0.016 0.015 0.016
temperature errors 0.015 0.017 0.016 0.018 0.017 0.018
pre-1978 emission errors 0.010 0.001 0.007 0.002 0.001 0.001
htrop errors 0.001 0.005 0.003 0.002 0.003 0.002
Locean errors 0.005 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006
OH distribution errors 0.017 0.018 0.017 0.018 0.018 0.018
total error 0.119 0.127 0.122 0.135 0.132 0.133
final results 0.94+0.12 0.86+0.13 0.92±0.12 0.90+0.14 0.86±0.13 0.88±0.13
destruction, emission trend, tropospheric temperatures, and the exchange rate from the troposphere
to the stratosphere. The deduced FOH values from AGAGE and CMDL agree with each other
statistically when total errors are considered. The range of these global OH scaling factors includes
the estimated value using CH3 CC13 alone, HCFC-141b (CMDL alone/both networks) and HCFC-
142b (CMDL alone/both networks). None of the FOH values inferred from CHF 2Cl data using the
trend method agree statistically with the results deduced here. This again shows that the estimated
emission trend of HCFC-22 might be in error.
Lastly, we estimate the linear OH trends using all the available data except HCFC-142b as
explained earlier. Again, we define the global OH scaling factor as FOH = a (1 + b (t - tmid)). The
choices for the initial state errors are not of concern here, because there are long enough data
records for each of the three cases. The estimated global mean OH scaling factors and the linear
OH trends deduced from the full data records are listed in Table 4.21. Table 4.22 shows the results
obtained using the shorter data records when both networks are in operation.
From Table 4.21, the OH trend (-0.40% per year) deduced from the combined AGAGE data
is closer to the value (-0.51% per year) inferred from using the AGAGE CH 3CC13 data alone.
We can see that this result is indeed influenced by titrating gases other than CH 3CC13 which
lead to small positive OH trends being estimated. But this influence of the other gases is small
because AGAGE has more measurements of methyl chloroform both in time and space than the
other titrating gases. However, we can see that the OH trend (-0.31% per year) deduced from the
combined CMDL data is very different from the value (-1.32% per year) inferred from the CMDL
CH 3CC13 data alone. This is because CMDL began their CH3CC13 measurements in 1990 at six
global stations, and the measurements of other titrating gases started in 1992 or 1993 at seven
stations. Therefore the newer titrating gases (HCFC-22, HCFC-141b, and HFC-134a) have more
Table 4.21 Estimations of the OH trend using all the data from AGAGE and CMDL measurements.
The listed uncertainties are due only to the measurement errors.
ALL AGAGE ALL CMDL ALL data
[OH)GCE 1.008± 0.001 n/a 1.008 ± 0.001
[O]CHF 1.066 ± 0.003 n/a 1.066 ± 0.003
-AG AE
[OH]HFC-134a 1.085 ± 0.031 n/a 1.083 ± 0.031
[OH)cFC-G41b 0.552 ± 0.011 n/a 0.551 ± 0.011
[OHCMDL n/a 0.947 ± 0.002 0.949 ± 0.002OH]
[OH]CH L n/a 1.137 ± 0.002 1.139 ± 0.002
CMD[OH]HFC134a n/a -2.478 ± 0.042 -2.488 ± 0.042
[OH]FC-4b n/a 0.453 ± 0.007 0.455 ± 0.007
OH trend (%/yr) -0.40 ± 0.03 -0.31 i 0.06 -0.38 ± 0.02
Table 4.22 Same as Table 4.21, except using only the data in the (short) period when both AGAGE
and CMDL are operating.
ALL AGAGE ALL CMDL ALL data
[OHCCc 1.038 ± 0.003 n/a 1.021+0.002
[OH]AG CE 1.110 ± 0.004 n/a 1.102±0.004
[OH]HGl3E 1. 163 1 0.034 n/a 1.113 ± 0.032[OHHFC-134a '0 '3
[OH FC- 41b 0.591 ± 0.012 n/a 0.566 10.011
CMDL
[OH]CFC-141b
[OH] n/a 0.946 ± 0.002 0.958 ± 0.002CHVC13
[OH FJl n/a 1.137 ± 0.002 1.146 ± 0.002
[OH]HFGMY4I n/a -2.727 ± 0.044 -2.786 ± 0.045
[OIHGFG14b n/a 0.461 ± 0.008 0.474 ± 0.008
OH trend (%/yr) -1.15 ± 0.07 -0.31 ± 0.06 -0.69 ± 0.05
influence on the estimations from the combined CMDL data than the combined AGAGE data. Of
course, the overall weighting is also determined by the measurement errors of each of the individual
gases. That is why the OH trend deduced from the combined CMDL data is still negative and the
CMDL CH 3CCl3 data still give the highest weighting to the OH trend result. The OH trend using
all the combined data from both AGAGE and CMDL is closer to the AGAGE data only case, and
as we can see from Table 4.21 the error in the deduced OH trend from the AGAGE data is smaller
than that from the CMDL data.
From Table 4.22 which uses the shorter data set, we see that the differences between the OH
trends deduced from the two networks are increased. This is because of the increased OH trend
from the shorter AGAGE CH 3CC13 data set, which also results in a larger negative OH trend using
the combined data from AGAGE and CMDL than that inferred using the full data records. This
once again suggests that the industrial emission estimates for CH 3CCl3 in recent years might be in
error.
Table 4.23 Error analysis of the OH trends deduced using all the available data and the shorter
data sets for the time period when AGAGE and CMDL are both operating.
AGAGE CMDL Both AGAGE CMDL Both
(short) (short) (short)
measurement errors 0.03 0.06 0.02 0.07 0.06 0.05
calibration errors 0.56 0.57 0.56 0.64 0.56 0.60
emission trend errors 0.24 0.09 0.10 0.24 0.12 0.18
t8 errors 0.25 0.34 0.26 0.31 0.34 0.33
Lstratos errors 0.06 0.17 0.07 0.17 0.17 0.17
absolute emission errors 0.19 0.41 0.22 0.20 0.40 0.32
pre-1978 emission errors 0.09 0.03 0.08 0.04 0.03 0.04
htrop errors 0.04 0.13 0.05 0.04 0.10 0.08
rate constant errors 0.31 0.10 0.18 0.26 0.11 0.18
temperature errors 0.05 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.06
Locean errors 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
OH distribution errors 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
total errors 0.76 0.85 0.76 0.85 0.87 0.83
In summary, all the measurements from both AGAGE and CMDL networks used in this thesis
suggest that there is a small negative trend in the weighted global average OH over the past twenty
years. How firm is this number? To answer this, we also need to estimate the total error by
combining all the individual errors. Table 4.23 summarizes the individual contributions to the
total error in the OH trends. We see that calibration factor errors now contribute the most to the
overall uncertainties. Including all the sources of error, the deduced OH trends from AGAGE and
CMDL data using both the full and shorter records agree with each other statistically. These trends
are also consistent statistically with the trends deduced using the measurements of individual gases
for most of the cases with some exceptions, for instance, the CMDL HCFC-141b.
4.3 Comparison with Other Studies
In this section we compare the estimations of the linear OH trends from the AGAGE methyl
chloroform data using the method described in this thesis with the OH trends obtained using an
ensemble method by Krol et al. (1998). We refer to this paper as Krol98 hereafter in this section.
In Krol98, an ensemble (Monte Carlo type) technique is used to optimize the OH scaling factor
and to derive the linear OH trend. The titrating gas is methyl chloroform, and the measurements
are from ALE/GAGE/GAGE from July 1978 to the end of 1993. Note that these data are slightly
different from what are used elsewhere in this thesis because CH 3CCl3 data have been re-calibrated
since 1995. The data used in Krol98 are the same as what were used in Prinn et al. (1995),
which will be referred as Prinn95 hereafter in this section. The model simulations of CH3 CCl3 are
performed using a three-dimensional global transport model which includes background chemistry.
The deduced mean OH concentrations in Krol98 agree well with the results in Prinn95. However,
Table 4.24 Optimized Legendre coefficients corresponding to Equation 4.3 (Krol, per. comm.,1998)
Ireland Oregon Barbados Samoa Tasmania
ao 126.7 ± 0.7 121.7 + 0.6 114.6 ± 0.5 95.7 + 0.5 94.0 ± 0.3
ai 31.1 i 1.0 22.3 ± 1.1 29.7 i 0.9 29.1 i 0.8 29.5 i 0.6
a2  -7.1 i 1.5 0.8 ± 1.3 -8.1 + 1.1 -6.6 i 0.8 -6.2 ± 0.8
a3  -6.2 ± 1.4 -0.8 ± 1.6 -3.6 ± 1.3 -0.8 ± 1.2 0.1 ± 0.9
a4  -11.0 ± 1.9 -4.3 i 1.5 -4.0 i 1.3 -3.9 i 1.0
a5  -3.2 A 1.8 -2.6 ± 1.6 -0.1 ± 1.3 -1.9 ± 1.1
a 6  -0.1±1.5 -0.3± 1.1
a7  -1.1 ± 1.6
a positive linear OH trend of 0.46 ± 0.6% per year is deduced by Krol98, which differs from the
zero OH trend (0.0 ± 0.20% per year) estimated by Prinn95.
In Krol98, both the measurements and the model simulated mole fractions are fit to the following
Legendre polynomials:
X (t) = ao±+ ]gakPk ( - 1 (4.3)
where N is half the length of the time series of a particular station (expressed in years), and t runs
from 0 to 2N. Pk corresponds to a Legendre polynomial of order k. The coefficients ak are expressed
in ppt. Note that this fitting function, in which the arguments of Pk are dimensionless, is different
from Equation 7 in Krol98 where coefficients ak are expressed in units of ppt year- k. At first we
tried to reproduce the monthly "measurements" using Eq.7 and the coefficients in Table 3 given in
Krol98, but very unsatisfactory reproductions were found compared with the real measurements.
After several contacts with Dr. Krol, he suggested that we use the above fitting function and
coefficients without time units which were in fact used in his calculations (Krol, per. comm.
1998). Table 4.24 lists the coefficients of ak (in ppt) provided by Dr. Krol. The coefficients are
optimized through weighting each month's concentration by the inverse of its standard deviation.
The standard deviations in Krol98 have been augmented by including an additional 5% error
due to the uncertainties in the absolute calibration of the CH3CCl3 measurements. However, we
consider this augmentation not appropriate, because the calibration uncertainty is not a random
error but systematically increases or decreases all the measurements. The impact of the calibration
uncertainties on the estimations of the OH concentrations and trends should be addressed by
shifting all of the measurements up or down to the same degree. However, to allow a comparison
with Prinn95, we will use the coefficients in Table 4.24 to reconstruct the CH3 CC13 "observations"
used in Krol98. The mole fractions calculated from the transport model in Krol98 are also fitted
using equation 4.3 but with different coefficients. Then, instead of making a direct comparison
between the measured and the modeled concentrations, Krol98 compares the coefficients inferred
from each model run with the coefficients derived from the measurements.
Figure 4-20 Comparison of CH3 CC13 emissions used in Krol98 and Prinn95.
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For comparison purposes, we deduce the linear OH trends using four different combinations of
the actual AGAGE measurements, the reproduced Krol98 "observations", the Prinn95 emissions,
and the Krol98 emissions. The emission estimates used in Krol98 and Prinn95 are somewhat
different especially in the earlier years (Figure 4-19). This is because Prinn95 used a slightly different
definition of the CH 3CC13 end use categories than used in the Krol98 emissions. Figure 4-19 shows
that Prinn95 emissions before 1981 are larger than Krol98, which means that the trend in CH 3CC13
emissions in Prinn95 is smaller than that in Krol98. To construct the Krol98 "observations", we
assume that the coefficients in Eq.4.3 have normal distributions with mean values and 1- standard
deviations as listed in Table 4.24. For each month, the monthly mixing ratio and its error are
the mean and standard deviation from 10, 000 calculations using Eq. 4.3 with different coefficients
randomly chosen from the corresponding normal distributions. Figure 4-20 shows the reproduced
observations in the left panels. We also calculate the relative error, which is defined as the standard
error divided by the monthly means, for both the reproduced and true AGAGE measurements. We
also calculated the ratios of the relative errors, i.e. ,relative error (rouce data), and plot them in the
right panels of Figure 4-20. We see that the reproduced measurements have large standard errors
at both ends of the time series. This is a common problem when using polynomial fittings. When
doing estimations using the Kalman filtering, this leads to significant under-weighting of the data
especially in recent years. When examining the relative errors in the right panels, we see that the
relative errors from the reproduced data in general are one-half or less of the relative errors from
the true AGAGE measurements in the northern hemisphere stations, while the ratios of the relative
errors of the reproduced to the true measurements in the southern hemisphere stations are closer
Figure 4-21 Reproduced Krol98 CH3CC13 "measurements" (left panel) and the ratio of the rela-
tive standard errors in monthly means from the left panels to the true monthly relative standard
deviations for the AGAGE measurements (right panel).
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Table 4.25 OH trends comparison using actual (Prinn95) observations and reproduced (Krol98)
data and different emissions. [OH] 1978 is in 105molecules cm- 3 and the linear trend b is in percent
per year.
Prinn95 Krol98
[OH] 1y78b [OH11g97 b
K98 obs.+K98 emi. 9.79 ± 0.01 +0.42 i 0.02 10.00 ± 0.07 + 0.46 ± 0.09
K98 obs.+P95 emi. 10.13 ± 0.01 +0.12 i 0.02 10.11 t 0.08 + 0.42 ± 0.10
P95 obs.+K98 emi. 9.84 i 0.03 +0.29 i 0.05 N/A
P95 obs.+P95 emi. 10.19 i 0.03 -0.01 ± 0.04 N/A
K98=Krol98; P95=Prinn95.
to unity. This tells us that the reproduced data in the northern hemisphere will be over-weighted
compared with the true observations when doing the estimations.
We then use the aforementioned different combinations of the observations and emissions to
carry out the linear OH estimations using the Kalman filter. The global OH scaling factor is
defined as a (1 + b (t - 1978)), and we compare the global mean OH concentrations (a) in 1978 and
the linear OH trends (b) in Table 4.25 for the four combinations. The deduced OH trend using
the reproduced "observations" and the Krol98 emissions is +0.42% per year which agrees very
well with the trend (+0.46% per year) derived in Krol98 paper. The difference between the two
emission scenarios leads to a 0.30% difference in the derived OH trends, and the difference between
the reproduced and true observational data adds another 0.13% difference to the derived OH trend
using the Kalman filtering. One thing noticeable is that the method used in Krol98 is not very
sensitive to the emissions since a positive OH trend as large as +0.42% is also derived with Prinn95
emissions being used.
In summary, the difference between the linear OH trends derived in Prinn95 and Krol98 is
explainable, and it leads to the following conclusions: First, the actual time series of CH 3CC13
measurements should be used in the estimation studies, rather than polynomial fittings; and second,
uncertainty analysis should include different emission scenarios before 1978, as we have done in all
the error analyses in this thesis.
4.4 Summary
In this chapter, we deduced the global OH scaling factors and the relative linear OH trends using all
the available titrating gases measured by the AGAGE and CMDL networks. The Kalman filtering
technique is used, which combines the observations and the model predicted mole fractions together
to produce the required optimal estimations. A 12-box model was used for this purpose. The error
analyses for the deduced OH scaling factors and OH trends due to systematic model, measurement,
and emissions errors are performed using the brute-force method.
Concerning the global OH concentrations, we plot the derived global OH scaling factors from
the various cases (using full data records) in Figure 4-21. We find the following combinations of the
Figure 4-22 Derived global OH scaling factors from the five titrating gases alone and combined
(All) using the trend and the content method: circles (AGAGE), stars (CMDL) and squares
(AGAGE ± CMDL). Error bars include the random measurement errors and the bias errors, but
not random model errors.
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Table 4.26 Derived OH trends from the titrating gases using full data records. Units are percent
per year.
AGAGE CMDL both
CH3 CC13  -0.53 i 0.72 -1.32 i 0.95 -0.59 ± 0.73
HCFC-22 +0.36 ± 1.28 +0.62 ± 0.62 +0.44 ± 1.02
HFC-134a +0.09 i 0.45 +0.10 ± 1.02 +0.03 ± 0.99
HCFC-141b +0.46 i 1.09 +0.82 ± 2.27 +0.81 i 1.42
All -0.40 ± 0.76 -0.31 ± 0.85 -0.38 ± 0.76
titrating gases deliver reasonable results which agree with each other statistically: the CH 3CCl3
data from both AGAGE and CMDL network using either the content or the trend method; the
AGAGE HCFC-22 and HFC-134a data using the content method; the CMDL HCFC-141b and
HCFC-142b data using the trend method; all AGAGE data combined and all CMDL data combined
using both methods. Using the above FOH values weighted by their uncertainties, we estimate the
global scaling factor as FOH = 0.9602. Given that the global mean tropospheric concentration is
9.7 ± 0.6 x 105 radicals cm-3 from the prescribed OH field, we then estimate the global mean OH
concentration from 1978 to 1998 as 9.35.3 x 105 radicals cm-3.
Concerning the linear OH trend over the past twenty years (Table 4.26), we find that the
derived values from each titrating gas are basically consistent with each other when the total errors
are included. The weighted OH trend is then -0.16 ±:8 %yr- 1, which essentially indicates no
statistically significant trend in the global OH concentrations from 1978 to 1998.
Concerning the comparison between the AGAGE and CMDL network data using the full data
records, we find that the difference between the derived FOH values using the content and trend
methods is 7% for all AGAGE measurements and 15% for all CMDL measurements. Using the
data only when both networks are in operation, these differences become closer to each other for
the two networks.
Concerning the use of the new titrating gases for OH in Kalman filter-based estimations, we
find that the uncertainty in the absolute calibrations of these new gases is a very important source
of error for the OH estimations, especially when using the content method. Although the industrial
emission estimates for some of the new gases have large uncertainties, estimations using the trend
method still generate reasonable results. Considering the short time series of data for these new
titrating gases, the initial guess of the state vector and its error have to be chosen carefully. The
error analysis must, in particular, include the errors associated with different choices of the initial
state vector.
Chapter 5
Emission Estimations
As we see from the discussions in Chapter 4, the estimations of FOH using the HCFC-142b mea-
surements from both AGAGE and CMDL networks all suggest that there is a negative, physically
impossible OH sink needed to reconcile observations and model. This implies that the industrial
emissions of this gas are seriously underestimated. In this chapter, we optimally estimate the emis-
sions of HCFC-141b and HCFC-142b, assuming that the OH concentrations derived in Prinn et al.
(1995) are correct.
From Chapter 2, we know that about 99% of the emissions of HCFC-141b and HCFC-142b
occur in the northern hemisphere. We are thus more interested in getting a better idea about the
global total emissions, rather than the distributions. We know that emissions of these gases are
changing in time and have increased rapidly in recent years. A time-varying filtering procedure
is used to deduce these emissions. We use the same 12-box model as discussed in Chapter 4 to
predict the mixing ratios. As we did in the estimations of the global OH concentrations, we use the
monthly average of both the model predictions and the measurements in the emission estimations.
As discussed in Hartley and Prinn (1993), there is a time lag for a remote station in the southern
hemisphere to have a response to a change in an emission source in the northern hemisphere. Here
we used a different way of estimating the time lag for HCFC-142b and HCFC-141b than used by
Hartley and Prinn (1993). For example, for the CMDL HCFC-141b data analysis, we first run the
emission estimations using only the CMDL NH mid-latitude measurement sites. Second, we run
the emission estimations using only the CMDL Tasmania site. The deduced global total emissions
of HCFC-141b from the second run have a roughly 12 month lag from those derived from the first
run, i.e. Etotaltas(t + 1) ~ EtotalNH(t) where t is in years. We decided to use the sites in the
northern hemisphere to estimate the monthly emissions of these two gases as a first study. Later
we can include all the measurement sites in the estimations by including the corresponding time
lag for each different site in the partial derivatives.
First we need to initialize the concentrations of the gases. This is different from the initialization
problem in the OH estimations. We cannot use observations to initialize the model in the latter case,
because the initial model concentrations are constrained by our estimation of FOH. Here, however,
because the emissions of the initial year have nothing to do with the emissions in the subsequent
years, we could theoretically initialize the model with the available observations. Unfortunately,
we lack the needed information about the vertical profiles of both gases of interest. What we do
then is to multiply all the emissions before the first measurement is available by a factor to be
estimated. This factor is obtained through a similar procedure to that used for the estimation of
the global OH scaling factor. Specifically, emissions prior to the first measurement are multiplied
by the factor needed to yield mole fractions which agree with the first available observational data.
Our a priori guess of the first month's emission once observations have started is then the industry
emission estimate multiplied by this factor. And our a priori guess of the error is usually set to be
the same size as the emission itself (i.e. ±100%).
After the emissions are put into the model, it is run for one month to perform three tasks: first, to
calculate the concentrations for the reference run using the best estimates of the emissions; second,
to calculate the concentration with a perturbed value of the global total emissions; and third, to
calculate the measurement matrix H using the results of these two runs. At the end of this month,
the filtering routine begins. In the filtering routine, the global total emission and its associated
uncertainty which are contained in the state vector get updated using the standard Kalman filtering
procedure using the information from the model and the observations. The estimated update to
the total emission is then fed back to the 12-box model which alters the emissions at the surface
and the process repeats itself. The a priori guess of the emission error for the subsequent month is
set to be the same as the updated emission covariance from the previous month. The calculations
of the concentrations and the measurement matrix are therefore fully consistent with the latest
updated emissions for each month.
5.1 Estimation of HCFC-142b monthly emissions
To make sure that the filtering procedure works properly, we first use the so-called "pseudo-data"
approach to provide a test of the inverse method. We first construct an emission scenario to produce
the pseudo- data for HCFC-142b at Ireland where the first real time measurements are available:
in this scenario the annual total emissions are assumed to be two times the published industrial
emission estimates. We also allow substantial fluctuations in the month-to-month emissions. This
is accomplished by adding a sinusoidal function (i.e., 0.1 x sin(""6 '4)) to the mean monthly value
(which is equal to the annual emission divided by 12). The length of the pseudo-data record is the
same as that for the real measurements from October 1994 to the end of 1998.
We set our first guess of the source to be the industrial estimate of 1994 emissions and set the
initial error to be the same size as the source. Figure 5-1 shows the results of this pseudo-data
test. The right panel in this figure tells us that the Kalman filtering is basically working correctly
for the emissions before 1997. However, it cannot catch the substantial monthly variations and
the big jump in the pseudo-data emissions starting from the beginning of 1998 (this same emission
Figure 5-1 Estimation of HCFC-142b monthly emissions using the pseudo-data. The left panel is
the comparison of the pseudo- data mole fractions (dashed lines) and the modeled values. The right
panel provides the estimation of monthly emissions and their errors compared to the pseudo-data
emissions (dashed line).
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jump occurs in the real industrial emissions). This is also shown on the left panel, where the
differences between the model and the pseudo-data are quite large for 1998. This happens because
of the "diminishing gain" problem. In our estimation scheme, there are no random modeling errors
included in the extrapolation of the state vector between each time step (meaning the state equation
error matrix Qk = 0). Thus, the covariance matrix Pk decreases when more data are processed,
and so does the gain matrix. When the difference between model and pseudo-data mole fractions
increases, the size of the diminishing gain is not large enough to provide the needed correction in
the state vector. This is clearly shown in Figure 5-2, especially for year 1998. This problem is also
discussed in Hass et al. (1995). One way to solve this problem is to reset the covariance matrix P
to its initial value once a critical value for the difference between the model and the observation
is detected. This technique is sometimes called "adaptive filtering". Of course, there is a one-step
time lag in this method, but we clearly see the marked improvement made using the adaptive
filtering in Figure 5-3. The adaptive filter does a better job in catching the jump in emissions of
1998 and the assumed monthly variations in the pseudo-data emissions, compared to the results
using the regular Kalman filtering. The improvements are also shown in Figure 5-2 where the
adaptive filter is able to correct the difference between model and pseudo-data more rapidly than
the non-adaptive Kalman filter especially in the later time steps. In summary, the adaptive filtering
technique works reasonably well in estimations of monthly emissions for the pseudo-data case.
Figure 5-2 Differences between the model and the pseudo data mole fractions. Initial standard
error 0 Eo = f x Eo. f = 1.0 is used for both the Kalman filter (stars) and the adaptive filter
(pluses).
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Figure 5-3 Same as Figure 5-2, except using an adaptive filter with 0 Eo = 1.0 x E0 .
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Table 5.1 Comparison between the industrial emission estimates (in thousand metric tons per
year) and the optimally estimated annual emissions of HCFC-142b using AGAGE data at Ireland.
1994 1995 1996 1997 1998
Industrial estimates 11.4 12.8 12.5 12.4 16.3
optimal estimates 20.9 ± 14.0 26.1 ± 11.5 28.5 i 13.5 29.9 ± 12.6 27.0 ± 11.3
smoothed estimates 15.7 ± 10.7 27.4 ± 8.9 27.9 ± 10.3 30.2 t 10.3 26.0 t 8.5
We now estimate the real emissions of HCFC-142b using the AGAGE measurements at Ireland
from October 1994 to December 1998 using the adaptive Kalman filter. To initialize the 12-box
model, we multiply the monthly emissions before November 1994 by a factor of 2.071. This value is
obtained through a similar procedure as the estimation for the global OH scaling factor, by fitting
the first month's measurement. Figure 5-4 shows the results from this emission estimation. The
top panel in the plot tells us that the industrial emissions in most of the months are significantly
underestimated. The annual emissions estimated from the industrial data shown in the second
panel are all much too small from 1994 to 1998 compared to the optimal estimations. They barely
touch the lower ends of the error bars in the optimal estimations. To compare in more detail, we
list the annual emissions from industry and from our adaptive filter in Table 5.1. A reasonably good
match between the measurements and the model at both Ireland and Tasmania using the optimally
estimated emissions are observed in the bottom two panels of Figure 5-4. Note that Tasmania data
are not used directly in the filter as noted earlier.
In Chapter 2, we mentioned that the accuracy of a smoother is generally superior to that of
a filter, because it uses more measurements for its estimate. We also argued that the state is
smoothable only if the state vector is time variant and with random modeling errors Qk included
at each time step. Our estimations of monthly emissions meet both these conditions technically.
Although we do not have random modeling errors included in our procedure, the adaptive filtering
technically has the same effect. The two-pass Rauch- Tung-Striebel smoother discussed in Chapter 2
(equations in Table 2.5) is applied here. The smoothed monthly emissions are plotted in Figure 5-5.
The smoothed emissions have smaller error bars (red) than those before the smoothing (before).
We also list the annual emission estimations after smoothing in Table 5.1.
We perform the same emission estimations using the CMDL HCFC142b measurements. Again
we assume that industrial emission spatial distributions are correct, and we use the three CMDL
stations in the northern mid-latitudes to optimally estimate the global total emissions month by
month. The three CMDL stations are North West Territories (Canada), Pt. Barrow (Alaska), and
Niwot Ridge ( Colorado). The measurement data are available from January 1993 to June 1998.
To initialize the 12-box model, we multiply the monthly emissions before January 1993 by a factor
of 1.829 to fit the first month's measurements. The annual global total emissions calculated from
the monthly emission estimations are listed in Table 5.2. The derived annual emissions from the
CMDL data in general agree statistically with those inferred from the AGAGE data. The 12-box
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Figure 5-4 HCFC-142b emission estimations using the AGAGE measurements at Ireland. Top two
panels: monthly and annual emissions (solid lines with error bars) and industrial estimates(dashed
lines). Bottom two panels: comparison of the modeled (solid lines) and the measured (stars) mole
fractions.
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Figure 5-5 HCFC-142b monthly emission estimations before (blue squares and error bars) and
after (red stars and error bars) applying Rauch-Tung-Striebel smoothing. The solid line is the
industrial emissions.
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Table 5.2 Deduced optimal estimates of the global total emissions of HCFC-142b from both
AGAGE and CMDL data. Units are thousand metric tons per year.
industrial estimates CMDL data AGAGE data
1992 11.5 18.1±13.1 n/a
1993 10.9 27.3 ± 12.0 n/a
1994 11.4 27.0 ± 7.6 20.9 ± 14.0
1995 12.8 23.0 ± 7.6 26.05 i 12.2
1996 12.5 27.0 ± 6.3 28.5 i 13.5
1997 12.4 25.1 i 7.9 29.9 ± 12.6
1998 16.3 19.2 i 8.3 27.0 ± 11.3
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Table 5.3 Deduced annual global total emissions of HCFC-141b from both AGAGE (A) and CMDL
(C) data. Units are thousand metric tons per year. Also given are the ratios of A and C to the
industrial estimates (I).
Industrial emission AGAGE ratio(A/I) CMDL ratio(C/I)
1993 14.0 n/a n/a 16.3±3.1 1.17+0.22
1994 26.5 33.5±12.5 1.26±0.47 29.7±4.4 1.12±0.17
1995 39.1 39.3±12.1 1.01±0.31 42.3±3.9 1.08±0.10
1996 42.2 49.2±11.7 1.17±0.28 45.8±5.1 1.09±0.13
1997 45.6 57.5±14.9 1.26±0.33 51.4±5.3 1.12±0.12
1998 57.2 48.2±10.9 0.84±0.19 52.0±6.1 0.91±0.11
model also produces fairly good fits to the observations at all seven CMDL stations when the
optimally estimated emissions are fed into the model (Figure 5-6). The good fit also suggests that
the industrial estimates of the HCFC-142b spatial emission distribution are approximately correct,
and our method which uses the measurements at northern hemisphere sites only to estimate the
global total emissions is quite reasonable.
5.2 Estimation of HCFC-141b monthly emissions
The results from the OH estimations using the content method with industrial HCFC-141b emis-
sions in Chapter 4 suggested that we need to reduce unrealistically the reference global OH concen-
trations by a factor of two, in order to match the measurements. This implied that the industrial
emission estimates for HCFC-141b are significantly underestimated. Here as for HCFC-142b, we
seek optimal estimations of the monthly emissions, assuming that the reference OH concentrations
are certain.
We keep the same assumption as used for HCFC-142b that the industrial estimates of the
spatial distributions for HCFC-141b emissions are correct. Then we use separately the AGAGE
measurements at Ireland and the CMDL data at their three northern mid-latitude stations to deduce
the monthly global total emissions separately. To initialize the transport model, we multiply the
monthly emissions before November 1994 by a factor of 1.292 for the AGAGE data to fit the first
AGAGE observations. We multiply the emissions before January 1993 by a factor of 1.073 for
the CMDL data to fit the first CMDL observations. The results derived for annual emissions are
listed in Table 5.3. We see that the derived emissions from the two networks agree reasonably
well. The 1998 industrial estimated emission is an extrapolation from the emissions of previous
years, and it appears to be a little high according to this estimation study. Figure 5-7 shows
the comparisons between the model and the measurements of HCFC-141b from both networks.
Using the deduced global total emissions from the three CMDL mid-latitude stations, the model
predicted mole fractions agree very well with the observations at all seven CMDL stations, which
means that our assumptions about the industrial emission spatial distributions are correct. The
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Figure 5-6 Comparison between the CMDL HCFC-142b measurements and the modeled concen-
trations (solid lines) using the optimally estimated monthly emissions inferred from the CMDL
observations.
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Figure 5-7 Comparison of HCFC-141b mole fractions between the model and the measurements.
The 12-box model uses the optimally deduced emissions from AGAGE Ireland station for the
AGAGE sites and uses the optimally deduced emissions from three CMDL mid-latitude sites for
the seven CMDL sites.
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model predicted mole fractions using the optimally derived global emission from Ireland site also
match the AGAGE measurements fairly well at both AGAGE stations.
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Chapter 6
Random Model Errors in the Kalman
Filtering
6.1 Methodology
In Chapter 4, we estimated the errors in the deduced global OH concentrations and linear trends
due to the systematic errors in the chemical transport model using the so-called "brute-force"
method. In this brute force method, we simply repeat the entire inverse method many times using
different possible values of the measurement matrix H.
In this chapter, we explore a Q-inclusion technique for treating the random model errors. It
represents the errors from chemical transport models as an unknown random forcing, wk, in the
state equation (Eq.2.6) xk+1 = Xk + Wk. The covariance matrix Qk of wk appears in the extrapo-
lation formula for the state error covariance from one step to the next: Pk+1 (-) = Pk (+) + Qk-
We can interpret this forcing term as indicating how different the estimation of the state vector
would be if we used different choices of the measurement sensitivity matrix H in the filtering. This
forcing term w must be random in time and have a zero mean, so that the extrapolation of the
state vector from one step to the next is not biased by adding this error term.
To make sure that the w term is random in time, we use a Monte-Carlo type random sampling
method to choose different values of the uncertain parameters in the transport model for each
month. First we need to define the probability distribution functions of those uncertain parameters:
for simplicity, we assume these parameters are normally distributed. The standard deviations of
some parameters are based on knowledge obtained from several different transport models and
others are arbitrarily chosen. As noted earlier, we assume in particular that individual (1-) random
errors in the Q-inclusion approach are the same as the systematic errors in the brute force approach
with the exception of emission (for which we have separate estimates of systematic and random
errors).
For example, we treat the following parameters as uncertain in the 12-box model for methyl
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chloroform: inverse of stratospheric life times equals 0.165 t 0.086 (yr- 1); troposphere-stratosphere
exchange time equals 2.0 i 1.0 (yr.); interhemispheric exchange rate equals 2.45 ± 0.25; oceanic sink
(yr.-1) for the four surface boxes (from north to south) equals 0.0136 i 0.0021, 0.0243 i 0.0018,
0.0239 i 0.0011, and 0.0250 t 0.0022; and 1' Kelvin as the standard deviation for the temperature
fields. In addition, we also choose monthly emissions with 2.2% random errors (Midgley, 1989) Next
we run the 12-box model 20,000 times for each month with different values of the above uncertain
model parameters, chosen from a Gaussian random number generator. For each model realization,
we compute the mixing ratios with our best estimate of OH values and another perturbation
run with OH values increased by 10%. Thus for each random sampling, m, of the uncertain
parameters, we first compute the measurement sensitivity matrix Hm and then estimate the error
wm in the state vector for this particular model realization through wm=Hmizm -Hn9 s Zbest, where
Hbet is the best estimate of the measurement matrix using the best knowledge of those uncertain
parameters. Note that in Chapter 2 we define the state vector x = x* - x*,f and the observable
z = z* -e z*e, Thus, here we have zm = z*m - z* and Zbest = Z*est -z where zbest is the model
predicted mixing ratio using the best estimates of the uncertain parameters (Hbest), and z*,f is
the model predicted mixing ratio of the reference state x*,f used together with the best estimate
of those uncertain parameters (Hbest). As we consider the reference state x*ef to be errorless, the
model errors wm are therefore the errors with respect to x* as well as x.
6.2 Experiments with methyl chloroform
With the above methodology, we now do the experiments using the content method with the
AGAGE CH 3CC13 measurements. In this case, the state vector x* contains only the global scaling
factor FOH. We compute the state error wm 20,000 times for each month, and for illustration
Figure 6-1 shows the histograms of the state errors for July of 1978, 1988, and 1998 from the
20,000 random samplings. In general, we see that the state errors are normally distributed and
the expectation values of wm are approximately zero. Figure 6-2 shows the times series of the
calculated state error of each month from 1978 to 1998. It is clear that the state equation error
decreases quickly when the measurement sensitivity matrix H increases in magnitude. Usually one
tends to think that the modeling error in the transport model does not change much from month
to month. But here the influence of errors from the transport model on the state vector, namely
the global OH scaling factor, is through the measurement sensitivity matrix H. As we see from
the discussion in Chapter 4, the observational data in the first three years tend to contribute much
more to the evolution of the state vector than the data in the later years. That is why roughly
the same amount of error in the transport model at each time step has a different influence on the
state vector over different time periods.
In this new inverse study for handling random model errors using the content method, we
include this time the system model error covariance matrix Qk = E [wkwT] at each time step k. To
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Figure 6-1 Histograms of state errors of the global OH scaling factor for the months July 1978
(top), 1988 (middle) and 1998 (bottom).
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Figure 6-2 Time series of: (a) the mean value of the variables in the measurement matrix H and
(b) state error of CH 3CC13 from 1978 to 1998.
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Figure 6-3 Kalman filtering with and without the state error covariance Q included: (a) time
evolution of the state variable x. Solid line is for Q = 0 and dashed line is for Q = E[wwT]; (b)
ratio of the square root of the error covariance V/IA (Q # 0) over VTPfi (Q = 0); (c) ratio of the
error in the state equation V/I over the error in the state variable Vj (Q = 0).
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compare with the previous (Qk = 0) calculations, we choose the reference state as x*,f = Fo1 = 1.0
and the a priori value of state variable as: x = x* - x*,f = 0.0 ± 1.0. Then, we run the Kalman
filter for two cases: with and without the system model error covariance Qk included. Figure 6-3
shows the results: We see that, in the top panel, the evolution of x with the error covariance Q
included in the filter has more fluctuations than the case when Q = 0. Specifically, FOH (= x+xref)
decreases to 0.964 with the case Q $ 0 after all the data have been processed. However, when no
state errors Q are added, we have FOH = 1.004 (Chapter 4). The middle panel tells us that the
error associated with the state variable increases significantly when adding the state errors Q into
the filtering process: the ratio of V/AY(Q 4 0) over V/IA(Q = 0) reaches 6 around 1992.
Our underlying assumption for the above estimations is that the global OH concentrations have
not changed during the past twenty years. If this assumption is correct, after all the data have been
processed using the filter, and the optimally estimated FOH (= 0.964) from the end is put back into
the chemical transport model, we should expect a fairly good match between the model predicted
concentrations and the measurements. However, the left panel in Figure 6-4 does not show such
a good match for most of the time except for the last several months, when we put FOH = 0.964
(which is the also the final result from the second iteration) back into the 12-box model. But when
we use the estimated FOH (= 1.004) from the case where Q = 0, we do see the 12-box model
produces a satisfactory match to the observations (Chapter4, Figure 4-4).
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Figure 6-4 Model-predicted mole fractions of CH 3CC13 compared to the AGAGE measurements.
Left panel for FOH = 0.964 and right panel for FOH = 0.995.
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So we need to ask: does the final estimation of FOH in the case where Q = 0 really represent
the information from all the data, or just the data in the final several months? To answer this we
examine the bottom panel in Figure 6-3 which shows the ratio of the error in the state equation
V/1H to the error of the state variable VAT when Q = 0. We know that, when Q = 0, the error
associated with the state vector only represents the measurement errors in the data. The lowest
panel in Figure 6-3 shows that the error associated with the state variable due to the imperfection
of the transport model is bigger than the error due to the uncertainties in the measurements for
most of the time. As discussed in Chapter 2, the Kalman filter tends to have a shorter memory
about the information gained from previously processed observational data, as the error in the
state equation Q is increased. As we know, the gain matrix in the filter is proportional to the
uncertainty in the estimated P matrix and inversely proportional to the measurement noise matrix
R. When we include the unknown forcing term, interpreted as the random error from the chemical
transport model in the state equation, the P matrix at each time step is increased. This makes
the filter consider the current estimate of the state vector to be more uncertain, compared with
the case where no forcing exits. Therefore, the filter tends to consider each upcoming measurement
more valuable and hence makes a stronger correction to the estimate. That is why the filter is
said to possess a shorter memory than before. However, owing to the assumption that global OH
concentrations are time invariant and our goal is to estimate the OH scaling factor using all the
available measurements, we will instead take the average of all the FOH values weighted by the state
error at each time step and obtain FOH = 0.995 ± 0.062. The uncertainty comes from the standard
deviation of the time series of the state variable x. We see that those results (FOH = 1.004 versus
0.995) now agree fairly well with each other. Moreover, the chemical transport model produces a
fairly good match to the measurements when we feed FOH = 0.995 back in the model, which is
shown in the right panel of Figure 6-4. When we include the systematic errors (= 0.159) in FOH
calculated in Chapter 4 using the brute-force method, we have FOH = 0.995 t 0.171.
Next we repeat the FOH estimation using the trend method with Q = E [wwT] and the AG AGE
methyl chloroform data. Figure 6-5 (left panel) shows the time evolution of FOH estimations (note
that FOH is contained in x) . The center line (left panel) is the mean values of FOH for each
month, and the outer two lines draw the upper and lower limits due to random measurement errors
and the random errors in the 12-box model. Comparing Figure 6-5 with Figure 4-6, we see that
each individual mean FOH value falls nicely within these limit lines for most months, due to the
increased state errors. Using the above weighted average method, we derive the FOH value for
the trend method (Q # 0) as: FOH = 0.906(i0.042), which agrees well with FOH = 0.924 when
no state equation errors are included (Chapter 4). The corresponding derived calibration factors
(also contained in x) are: Ireland (1.07 ± 0.03), Oregon/Trinidad Head (1.08 t 0.04), Barbados
(1.08 ± 0.03), Samoa (1.10 ± 0.04), and Tasmania (1.10 ± 0.04). These factors all agree with each
other (but not with the official factor 1.00) statistically. The right panel in Figure 6-5 shows the
model comparison to the AGAGE observations using the optimal estimate of the global OH scaling
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Figure 6-5 Left panel: the FOH estimation time series using the trend method with Q :4 0 and
the AGAGE CH 3CC13 data. Right panel: the modeled concentrations compared with the AGAGE
data using FOH = 0.906 along with the derived calibration factors (see text).
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Figure 6-6 Time series of the state equation errors of the mean OH concentrations (v/Q) and the
linear trend (V) .
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factor and these calibration factors. When we include the systematic errors (= 0.126) in FOH
calculated in Chapter 4 using the brute-force method, we have FOH = 0.906 ± 0.133.
Finally, we estimate the linear OH trend for the past twenty years by adding the state equation
errors from the chemical-transport model. The top panel in Figure 6-3 implies that there is a
negative OH trend which is consistent with the results derived in Chapter 4. As shown above,
the state equation error Q is proportional to the inverse of the measurement sensitivity matrix
H. When using the global OH scaling formula FOH = a0 (1 + b0 (t - tmid)), where t = t - 1978
and tmid = 10 is the mid-point of 1978-1998, we notice that the measurement sensitivity variable
associated with the relative linear trend bo is close to zero around year 1988. After some filter runs,
we found that the corresponding state equation errors are very large compared to the values for
other months. In other words, the variations of w and its covariance Q in time are very different
from the shape of the error covariance P matrix. The values of the P matrix are larger in the
beginning and decrease with time. Therefore, we reformulate the global OH scaling factor here as
FOH = a(1 +bt). The relationship between the coefficients of the two formulas are: ao = a+tmidab;
bo = ab/ao. Thus, the state vector is x = x* - x* = aref . We use the same
xb b - bref
methodology as described above to quantify the state equation error w and the covariance Q.
Figure 6-6 shows the time series of the state equation errors associated with the mean OH factor
and the linear trend. We see that this plot has the same features as Figure 6-2, such that the errors
are larger in the early years and decrease quickly with time.
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Figure 6-7 Time series of the factors (a,b) for the case where Q $ 0.
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Next we run the Kalman filter to estimate the OH trend with the above calculated state equation
error Q. After three multiple runs, we obtain the following results: when we set the initial values
to be x, = 0.0 ± 0.078 and Xb = -0.00 + 0.050 (the corresponding reference state is aref = 1.078
and bref = -0.0073), we get the end points as Xa = 0.007 i 0.025 and Xb = -0.0002 t 0.0014.
Figure 6-7 shows the time series of the derived (a, b) for this case. This figure shows the nature of
the irreducible errors of the estimates (especially of the factor a) when the errors from the 12-box
model are included directly into the filter through Q. Due to the filter having a shorter memory
(Q $ 0), in order to get the estimations from all the observations, we again use the above-mentioned
weighted-average from the (a, b) time series. This leads to: a = 1.038±0.028 and b = -0.27i0.49%
per year. Then we have the mean OH (ao) and the relative linear trend (bo) as: ao = 1.010 ± 0.027
and bo = -0.28 +0.50% per year. It is not surprising that the 12-box model produces a fairly good
fit to the AGAGE data when these optimally estimated values are used in the model. When we
include the systematic errors (= 0.72) in the OH trend calculated in Chapter 4 using the brute-force
method, we have the OH trend = -0.28 ± 0.88%yr- 1 . This error range includes the deduced OH
trend (= -0.53%yr-') obtained when Q = 0 in the filter (Chapter 4).
Next we repeated the above three experiments using the CMDL CH 3CC13 data. We summarize
the estimation results as follows (we also combine the errors due to random model errors with the
bias induced errors estimated in Chapter 4 together and present the total errors in the parentheses):
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from the content method, FOH = 0.93+0.03 (0.93+0.15), from the trend method, FOH = 0.81+0.07
(0.81 ± 0.14), and from the time varying OH method, the relative OH trend is -1.15 i 0.82%
yr-1 (-1.15 ± 1.25% yr- 1). In Chapter 4 we calculated the FOH factors and OH trends with Q = 0
in the filter, and we also analyzed the errors due to the systematic errors. Now if we combine the
bias induced errors with the random model errors together, we have the results as follows: from
the content method, FOH = 0.94 i 0.15, from the trend method, FOH = 0.84 ± 0.14, and from the
time varying OH method, the relative OH trend is -1.32 + 1.25% yr-
6.3 Experiments with HCFC-22, HCFC-141b, HCFC-142b, and
HFC-134a
In this section, we do the estimations using the same methodology as used above but utilizing the
HCFC-22, HCFC-141b, HCFC-142b, and HFC-134a data. First, we calculate the state equation
errors Q due to the random errors in the uncertain parameters of the 12-box model. The model
errors and probability density functions of these model-related parameters are the same as those
defined in the previous section, and all gas-specific parameters are the same as defined in Chapter
4. We plot the state equation errors for the global scaling factor FOH (for the content and the trend
method) and the relative OH trend and the associated mean OH scaling factor (for the time-varying
OH method) in Figure 6-8.
With these defined state equation errors, we then run the filter using the content, the trend,
and the time varying OH methods one by one. The measurements of these four titrating gases
from AGAGE and CMDL are processed separately. To determine the importance of this state
equation error Q in the filtering procedure, we define a ratio as rqp = where Pi is the
error covariance of the state variable with Q = 0 in the filter. Although a bit arbitrary, we choose
to use the weighted average value of the state variable from all time steps, if rqp > 1 for most of the
months (i.e. if the memory of the filter is fairly short). Otherwise, the value of the state variable
at the last step is used.
For the AGAGE HCFC-22 data, the state equation errors overwhelm the measurement er-
rors in the filter for the content and the trend method but not the time-varying OH method.
Using the content method, FOH = 1.085 + 0.076 (errors are due to the random model and mea-
surement uncertainties), and FOH = 1.085 ± 0.214 (when the systematic errors which are cal-
culated using the brute-force method in Chapter 4 are added). In Chapter 4 we calculated the
OH scaling factors with Q = 0 in the Kalman filter. We denote this as the "Q = 0" case. If
we combine the errors due to both the random and bias errors, we have FOH = 1.075 + 0.214
for the "Q = 0" case. Using the trend method, FOH = 1.293 + 0.113 from the Q-inclusion ap-
proach, and FOH = 1.293 ± 0.188 when the systematic errors are added. For the "Q = 0" case,
FOH = 1.210 + 0.188. Using the time-varying OH method, the relative OH trend is 0.38 ± 0.30%
yr-1 from the Q-inclusion approach, and the relative OH trend is 0.38 + 1.31% yr- 1 when the
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Figure 6-8 The state equation errors v/(5 of HCFC-22, HFC-134a, HCFC-141b and HCFC-142b
in four rows panels. The left column is v4Q 1 for FOH in the time-invariant OH case. The middle
and right columns are x/VQ for the factor a and V/2 for the factor b in the time varying OH case.
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systematic errors are added. For the "Q = 0" case, the deduced OH trend is 0.36 i 1.31% yr- 1.
Using the CMDL HCFC-22 data, the ratio rqp is significantly less than unity for most of the
months for both the trend method and the time-varying OH method, so the weighted average of
state variable is only applied to the content method. From the content method, FOH = 1.127 ±
0.027, and FOH = 1.127 ± 0.179 when the systematic errors are added. For the "Q = 0" case,
FOH = 1.129 ±0. 179. From the trend method, FOH = 1.329 ± 0.208 with the Q-inclusion approach,
and FOH = 1.329 ± 0.266 when the systematic errors are added. For the "Q = 0" case, FOH =
1.404+0.266. From the time-varying OH method, the relative OH trend is 0.39 ± 0.30% yr- 1 using
the Q-inclusion approach, and the relative OH trend is 0.39 ± 0.68% yr- 1 when the systematic
errors are added. For the "Q = 0" case, the relative OH trend is 0.62 i 0.68% yr- 1 .
Using the HFC-134a, HCFC-141b and HCFC-142b data with the Q-inclusion approach , the
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ratios rep using the trend and the time-varying OH method are much less than unity. This is
mostly because the observational records of these gases are shorter, the concentrations are lower,
and the measurements are noisier. As discussed in Chapter 4, the initial guess of the state variables
is also an important source of uncertainty for these gases, especially when the trend method and
the time varying OH method are used. We should also include this as an uncertainty here. For
the trend method, we estimate this error using the initial state errors in FOH as: 1.0 ± 0.5 and
1.0 i 1.5 compared to the standard 1.0 i 1.0. For the time varying OH method, we follow the same
procedure as described in Chapter 4 to determine the best initial guess for the state variables and
their errors. What is different here is that we now have available the estimations of the initial state
errors from Q, so we use the combination of Q and the initial guess estimated in Chapter 4 as our
best guess a priori state error. The uncertainties in the deduced OH trends due to the different
initial state errors are estimated using the same procedure as described in Chapter 4.
Using the AGAGE HFC-134a data with the content method, FOH = 1.037±0.443, and FOH =
1.037 i 0.645 when the systematic errors are included. For the "Q = 0" case, FOH = 1.047 ± 0.645.
Using the trend method, FOH = 1.69 ± 0.47 from the Q-inclusion approach, and the uncertainty
due to the initial guess of the state error is 0.02 which is smaller than 0.07 in the Q = 0 case. We
have FOH = 1.69 ± 0.60 if we add the systematic errors. For the "Q = 0" case, FOH = 1.63 ± 0.62.
Note that the slightly different total error for the Q = 0 case and Q-inclusion approach is due
to the different uncertainties caused by the initial guess of the state error for these two cases.
From the time-varying OH method using the Q-inclusion method, the OH trend is 0.04 4% yr- 1,
and the errors are increased to 05% yr- 1 when the systematic errors are included. Errors coming
from the uncertainty in the initial state errors do not contribute much to the overall uncertainty in
OH trends. For the "Q = 0" case, the OH trend is 0.09+05% yr- 1.
Using the AGAGE HCFC-141b data with the content method, FOR = 0.450 ± 0.280 from the
Q-inclusion approach, and the errors are increased to 0.402 when the systematic errors are included.
For the "Q = 0" case, FOH = 0.534 ± 0.402. From the trend method, FOH = 2.04 ± 0.38 with
the Q-inclusion approach , and FOH = 2.04 ± 0.66 when the systematic errors are added. For the
= 0" case, FOH = 2.12 ± 0.66. From the time-varying OH method, the OH trend is 0.53i.0%
yr-1 from the Q-inclusion approach, and errors coming from initial state errors play a big role in the
positive error direction. When we combine the systematic errors calculated using the brute-force
method, the OH trend is 0.53+.4% yr- 1. For the "Q = 0" case, the OH trend is 0.46% 108yr- 1.
Using the CMDL HCFC-141b measurements with the content method, FOH = 0.465 ± 0.229
from the Q-inclusion approach, and FOH = 0.465 ± 410 when the systematic errors are added.
For the "Q = 0" case, FOH = 0.438 ± 0.410. Using the trend method, FOH = 0.53 ± 0.63 from
the Q-inclusion approach, and FOH = 0.53 ± 0.88 when the systematic errors are added. For the
"Q = 0" case, FOH = 0.97± 0.88. We see that the deduced best values for FOH from the Q-inclusion
approach and the Q = 0 case are quite different, but agree statistically with each other owing to
the large total errors. Using the time-varying OH method, the OH trend is 0.31 ± 0.81%yr~1 from
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Table 6.1 The derived global OH scaling factors and the OH trends. The random model errors are
included in the Kalman filtering the matrix Q. The errors in this table include both the random
and the systematic uncertainties with the effects of the latter computed after the Kalman filter
step.
Content Trend OH trend (% yr
CH 3CC13 (AGAGE) 1.00 t 0.17 0.91 ± 0.13 -0.28 ± 0.88
CH 3CC13 (CMDL) 0.93 ± 0.15 0.81 ± 0.14 -1.15 ± 1.25
HCFC-22 (AGAGE) 1.09 i 0.21 1.29+0.19 ±0.38 ± 1.31
HCFC-22 (CMDL) 1.13 ± 0.18 1.33 ± 0.26 +0.39 ± 0.68
HFC-134a (AGAGE) 1.04 ± 0.65 1.69 ± 0.60
HCFC-141b (AGAGE) 0.45 + 0.40 2.04 ± 0.66
HCFC-141b (CMDL) 0.47 ± 0.41 0.534-0.88 ±0.31 ± 2.33
HCFC-142b (AGAGE) n/a 0.97 ± 0.87 n/a
HCFC-142b (CMDL) n/a 0.69+±0.88 n/a
the Q-inclusion approach, and the uncertainty due to the different a priori state errors does not
make much of a contribution to the total error. When we include the systematic errors we have
the OH trend = 0.31 ± 2.33%yr-1. For the "Q = 0" case, the OH trend is 0.82% ±-2.37yr 1 .
For the HCFC-142b data, we emphasize only the trend method as only the results from this
method make sense from the discussions in Chapter 4. Using the AGAGE HCFC142b data, FOH =
0.97 ± 0.50 with the Q-inclusion approach. The error due to the different choices of the initial state
errors, however, does not contribute much here. When we combine the systematic errors we have
FOH = 0.97±0.87. For the "Q =0" case, FOH = 1.19 ± 0.87. Using the CMDL HCFC-142b data,
FOH = 0.69 ± 0.44 with the Q-inclusion approach, and FOH = 0.69 ± 0.88 when the systematic
errors are added. For the "Q = 0" case, FOH = 0.78 ± 0.88. We see good agreement between the
best values for FOH from the Q-inclusion approach and the Q=0 case.
6.4 Summary
In this chapter, we deduced the global OH scaling factor and the linear OH trend using the available
titrating gases measured by the AGAGE and CMDL networks. We explored a new technique for
handling the random errors from the transport model in the Kalman filter. In particular we treat the
random errors as an unknown state forcing and include them in the state equation error covariance
Q.
The derived global OH scaling factor and the relative OH trend largely are consistent with
those estimated in Chapter 4 where Q = 0 in the ifiter. The estimations with the new titrating
gases are less sensitive, for most cases, to the different a priori state errors (o), compared with the
estimations conducted in Chapter 4. The derived FOH values and OH trends are tabulated in Table
6.1. Note that the errors in this table also include the errors due to the systematic uncertainties
estimated in Chapter 4 using the brute-force method. Comparing the effects of the systematic errors
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with the uncertainties due to the random model errors, we see that systematic uncertainties are
more important for the content method than for the trend method, as far as CH 3CC13 and HCFC-
22 are concerned. Except when using the CH3 CC13 data, the trend method is more sensitive to
the random model and measurement uncertainties. We finally calculate the average global scaling
factor and the OH trends from Table 6.1. Using all the individual FOH values from this table, we
compute the mean OH scaling factor to be 0.98ji*52. The errors are the standard deviation of the
derived individual FOH values. This mean FOH value yields a mean global OH concentration of
9.54+5o x 105 radicals cm-3. The weighted average OH trend is +0.05 i 0.59% yr-1.
In this chapter we also calculated the overall errors (due to the random model errors using
the Q-inclusion approach from this chapter and due to the systematic errors using the brute-force
approach in Chapter 4). Here we summarize the results for the content and trend method in Figure
6-9. The derived best values of FOH in this figure were calculated in Chapter 4. Note that because
we do not have combined gas calculations using the Q-inclusion method, the errors due to the
random model errors for the combined-gas cases (labeled "both" in Figure 6-9) are derived using
the average of the error due to the random model errors for each individual gas case weighted
by their corresponding total errors. Using the FOH values in this Figure weighted by their total
uncertainties, we have our best estimate of the global scaling factor FOH = 0.95+0-5. Given that
the global mean tropospheric concentration is 9.7 t 0.6 x 105 radicals cm- 3 from the prescribed
OH field, we then estimate the global mean OH concentration from 1978 to 1998 as 9.2+. x 105
radicals cm-3. The total errors associated with the deduced OH trends are listed in Table 6.2.. The
Table 6.2 Total errors (random+systematic) in derived OH trends estimated in Chapter 4 from
the titrating gases using full data records. Units are percent per year.
AGAGE CMDL both
CH3 CCl3  -0.53 i 0.88 -1.32 t 1.25 -0.59 i 0.89
HCFC-22 +0.36 i 1.30 +0.62 ± 0.68 +0.44 ± 1.06
HFC-134a +0.09 ± 0.54 +0.10 ± 1.10 +0.03 ± 1.03
HCFC-141b +0.46 ± 1.10 +0.82 i 2.37 +0.81 ± 1.43
All -0.40 ± 0.91 -0.31 ± 0.94 -0.38 ± 0.89
weighted OH trend from Table 6.2 is -0.09 ±.88 %yr-1, which essentially indicates no statistically
significant trend in the global OH concentrations from 1978 to 1998.
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Figure 6-9 Derived global OH scaling factors from the five titrating gases alone and combined
(All) using the trend and the content method (from Chapter 4): circles (AGAGE), stars (CMDL)
and squares (AGAGE + CMDL). Error bars include the total random and bias errors.
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Chapter 7
Inversion With 2D-LO Model
7.1 Model description
The MIT two-dimensional grid model is also called the land-ocean-resolving (LO) statistical-
dynamical model (Sokolov and Stone, 1997). It is a modified version of the GISS (Goddard Institute
for Space Studies) 2D model which was developed from the GISS 3D General Circulation Model
(GCM). It has similar numerical schemes and parameterizations of physical processes as those in
the GISS 3D model. This model resolves the ocean and land separately at each latitude and has
fully interactive climate and chemistry modules. It is able to reproduce many characteristics of the
current zonally-averaged observed climate (Wang et al., 1998).
The MIT 2D-LO model consists of 24 grids in latitude (corresponding to a resolution of 7.826
degrees) and nine layers in the vertical, with two in the planetary boundary layer, five in the
troposphere, and two in the stratosphere. Specifically, the vertical layers are at 959 hpa, 894 hpa,
786 hpa, 634 hpa, 468 hpa, 321 hpa, 201 hpa, 103 hpa and 27 hpa. This model is designed to assess
the effects of long-lived trace gases on climate. It is 20 times faster than three-dimensional models
with similar latitudinal and vertical resolution. Thus it is suitable for doing long time integrations
and repetitive model runs for uncertainty assessments. This specialty makes it a suitable tool for
the inversion studies carried out in this thesis, which require 20-year integrations and multiple runs.
The chemistry sub-model solves the mass continuity equation for each species in sigma coor-
dinates as an initial value problem. The transport of chemical species is driven by dynamical
variables predicted by the climate model. The advection scheme used in this model is an improved
Bott scheme (1989) with a mass adjustment for correcting the error induced when time-splitting
and non-convergence-free wind fields are used (Wang et al., 1998).
The parameterization of meridional and vertical eddy diffusion follows the parameterizations of
eddy heat flux and eddy moisture flux in Stone and Yao (1990). To eliminate numerical noise and
correct an apparent underestimate of the horizontal eddy fluxes in the tropical regions, Wang et al.
(1998) included a second-order horizontal cross-equator diffusion term in the model with a constant
diffusion coefficient KH of 8 X 105 m2/s, which is much smaller than the typical eddy coefficients
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of 2 to 4 x 106 m2/s in mid-latitudes. Wang et al. (1998) used a trial and error method for
determining KH to get a better agreement between the model produced and the observed gradients
of the passive tracer CFC13 . The gradients are defined as the differences between the mole fractions
in the mid-latitudes of the northern and southern hemispheres. Transport in the model is a very
important issue for inverse studies. Erroneous transport leads to incorrect estimations of emissions
or sinks of trace gases. Thus, we use Kalman filtering to further tune this eddy diffusion term. In
particular, we include KH in the state vector and use both CFC13 and CFC12 as the indicators. A
KH value of 8.32 x 105 m2/s, which is 4% larger than what Wang et al. (1998) derived, is required
from the Kalman filter.
The MIT 2D chemistry and climate LO model also includes vertical transport of trace species
by convection and turbulence in the boundary layer. The chemistry module includes 41 gas-phase
and 12 heterogeneous reactions in the troposphere. The destruction of gases in the stratosphere
currently adopts the rates from the recent runs of a global three-dimensional stratospheric model
(Golombek and Prinn, 1993). Parameterizations of wet and dry depositions of certain species are
also included in this model (Wang et al., 1998).
7.2 Simulation of the titrating gases
In this section, we use the 2D-LO model to calculate the mole fractions of CFCl3 and CFC12 for
tuning the model's transport and to calculate the mole fractions of CH3 CC13, CHF2C1, CH 2FCF 3,
CH3 CFC12, and CH3 CF 2 Cl for doing the OH estimations.
7.2.1 Initialization
The 2D-LO model runs start from January 1 of 1977. Any trace gases with emissions before this
date need appropriate initial concentrations to start the model runs. We have two different types of
initialization: one is for the usual simulations of trace gases, and the other is for the initialization
with different global OH values for the inversion studies.
For the reference run of the model simulations, we use the available observations to generate the
initial concentrations by appropriate interpolations. For CFC-11 and CFC-12, we use the initial
values from Wang et. al. (1998) which are based on the AGAGE observations of 1978 (Figure 7-1).
For methyl chloroform, we first use the time averaged concentrations from July 1978 to June 1979 at
the AGAGE surface observations to obtain the relative latitudinal profile using the concentration at
the Ireland station as the base value. We then multiply this relative profile by the January 1, 1977
concentration at Ireland, which is back-extrapolated from the AGAGE measurements which began
in July 1978 at this station. For CHF2Cl and CH3CF 2C1, we follow the same general procedure.
The latitudinal profile of CHF 2Cl comes from the average of the CMDL surface measurements from
July 1991 to June 1992, and the latitudinal profile of CH 3CF2Cl is from the average of the CMDL
surface measurements from July 1991 to December 1997. We use the Tasmania site as the base
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Figure 7-1 Initial latitudinal proffiles of CFC-11 and CFC-12 normalized to Ireland measurements.
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value and obtain the initial concentration for CHF2C1 by back-extrapolation of the AGAGE flask
measurements at Tasmania. We use the 12-box model to calculate values for CH 3CF 2C1 on January
1, 1977, since there are no measurements available close to 1977. Figure 7-2 shows the latitudinal
profiles of these three titrating gases. For HCFC-141b and HFC-134a, the initial values are zero
as the emissions of these two trace gases start around 1990. Because the measurements vertical
profiles of all these species are too sparse, we use the 12-box model to predict values to construct
the vertical profiles.
As for the initializations for the global OH estimation studies, we cannot constrain the initial
values using the observations, since we have to feed the global OH values derived from the estimation
procedure back into the model. Instead, we aggregate certain important model variables (OH
values, total stratospheric destructions, and temperature fields) used in the 2D-LO model to obtain
the equivalent resolution of the 12-box model, and run the 12-box model to produce the initial
concentrations for the 2D-LO model using these aggregated values.
7.2.2 Emissions
The emissions of the two chlorofluorocarbons and the five OH titrating gases are purely anthro-
pogenic. For the global emissions of CFC13 we use: Hartley and Prinn (1993) for 1977 to 1989;
Fisher et al. (1994) for 1990 to 1992; AFEAS (1998) for 1993 to 1996; and for 1997-2001, we
assume emissions decrease linearly to zero (Wang et al., 1998). For the global emissions of CF2Cl 2,
we use: Fisher, et al. (1994) for 1977 to 1978 and 1991; Cunnold et al. (1994) for 1979 to 1992;
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Figure 7-2 Initial latitudinal profiles of CH3 CC13 , HCFC-22 and HCFC-142b normalized to Ireland
(for CH 3CCl3) and Tasmania (for HCFC-22 and HCFC-142b) measurements.
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AFEAS (1998) for 1993 to 1996; and again for 1997-2001, we assume emissions decrease linearly
to zero (Wang et al., 1998). According to the Montreal Protocol (WMO, 1988), no developed
country production of these two CFCs are allowed after January 1, 1996. Our assumptions that
the emissions of CFC-11 and CFC-12 after year 2000 are zero might possibly underestimate the
emissions of these two gases for 1997 and 1998. However, this possible underestimate only affects
the simulations of CFC-11 and CFC-12 for the last 1.5 years, and we do not expect this to have
much affect on tuning the model's horizontal transport which will be addressed later in this chapter.
The spatial distributions of the emissions of both chlorofluorocarbons are taken from Hartley and
Prinn (1993) and are assumed to not change with time. Figure 7-3 shows the global emissions and
their latitudinal distributions of CFC13 and CF 2Cl2 .
For the titrating gases, the global emissions have been discussed in Chapter 3. Here, we focus
on the latitudinal distributions of these gases. For methyl chloroform, we first adopted the "country
by country" emissions from McCulloch et al. (1994) which takes a country's GDP (Gross Domestic
Product) as the proxy for mapping the global total into each country. Using NCAR Graphics
which assigns each country a unique code, we then create the gridded country code on 1 x 1
basis. After obtaining the 1 x 1 population information, we are ready to compute the 1 x 1
emissions based on this formula: Emission |= Emission |contryxPopulation grid
emisinsbaedonthi frmla E is i grzd= msin1onr Populationl country' 7 where
Population |g,id is the population in each grid and Population I country is the total population of
a country. The latitudinal distributions of CHF 2Cl are taken from the GEIA emission inventory
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Figure 7-3 Global emissions and latitudinal distributions of these emissions for CFC-11 and CFC-
12.
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latitude latitude
(Kleiman, per. comm. 1998) which essentially uses a similar method as used above for CH 3CC13.
The relative latitudinal distributions of the emissions of CH 3CC13 and CHF 2Cl are the same for all
years. For HCFC-141b, HCFC-142b and HCFC-134a emissions, we currently use the same relative
latitudinal distributions as for HCFC-22, since there are no country-by-country emissions estimates
currently available for these species. However, we do take into account the time evolution of the
distributions for the three large geographic regions: 0'-30'N, 30 N-90'N and 0'-90'S, which are
reported by AFEAS (1998). Figure 7-4 shows the emission distributions of CH3 CC13, CHF 2Cl,
HCFC-134a and HCFC-141b in 1995 and HCFC-142b in 1990 . We see that all of these proffiles
have the same characteristic: the northern hemispheric mid-latitudes are the largest source. To
achieve reasonable mixing efficiency and numerical stability, all emissions of the seven species
considered here are added each day uniformly into the lowest two layers of the model, following the
same method as suggested by Wang et al. (1998).
7.2.3 Oceanic sink
As discussed earlier in Chapter 2, due to the very slow hydrolysis rate in sea water for the OH
titrating gases, the oceanic loss mainly occurs in the deep ocean (non-mixed layer). We parametrize
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Figure 7-4 Latitudinal emission profiles of methyl chloroform, HCFC-22, HCFC-141b, HCFC-142b
and HFC-134a (see text).
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the oceanic deposition following Kanakidou, et al. (1995):
HRTokebn
Locean = focean X ocean (AZkH + v/Dlk) (7.1)
where focean is the fraction of the ocean surface in the specific grid box, H is the Henry's law
coefficient (M atm- 1), R is the gas constant (0.083 atm M- 1 K- 1), kH is the hydrolysis rate
(s- 1), D2 is the vertical diffusion coefficient (cm 2 s- 1) in the deep ocean, AZ1 is the height of the
atmospheric mixed layer and AZ2 is the height of the oceanic mixed layer. The oceanic surface area,
the oceanic mixed layer depth, and the deep ocean diffusion coefficients are annual averaged values
taken from the MIT 2D climate model. These values are functions of latitude (Figure 7-5). This
set of vertical diffusion coefficients was computed to reproduce the zonally-averaged tritium profile
in the ocean as a function of latitude (Holian, 1998). When averaged and weighted by area, the
mean value of the diffusion coefficients is 2.4 cm 2/s, owing to the distribution of area in the surface
ocean that biases the weighted average towards low latitudes (Figure 7-5). The temperatures of
the deep ocean are assumed to be one half of the ocean surface temperatures (in 'C) (Butler et al.,
1991) and vary with time. The Henry's law coefficients H (M atm-1) are taken from McLinden
(1989):
1013 (h
H = qwexp (hi + T 3(7.2)
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Figure 7-5 Annual averaged values for: (a) oceanic mixed layer depth (m), (b) deep ocean diffusion
coefficient (cm2s- 1) and (c) oceanic surface area (1012m2), as a function of latitude
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where MW is the molecular mass of each gas and T is temperature in K. The hydrolysis rates
kH(s 1 )and the coefficients, hi, h2 and h3, in Eq.7.2 are tabulated in Table 7.1: The hydrolysis rate
Table 7.1 Coefficients hi, h2 and h3 (dimensionless) for Henry's law coefficients and hydrolysis
rates (sec- 1 ).
hi h 2  h3  kH (sec-)
CH3 CCl3  -20.29 4655 0 3.1x10-Oexp(-1000( -
CHF2Cl -8.689 205.9 -255.1 6 x 10-10
HCFC141b -24.61 5248 0 2 x 10-9
HCFC142b -15.11 2544 0 2 x 10- 9
HFC134a -15.35 2633 0 < 1 x 10-70
of CH3CCl3 is calculated from Gerkens and Franklin (1989), and rates for the others are taken from
Wine and Chameides (1989). In addition, we multiple the Henry's law coefficients in pure water by
a factor of 0.78 (McLinde, 1989) for use with sea water. Using the above parameterization, the total
oceanic loss of the gases of interest that are calculated here agree pretty well with other modeling
studies as well as the flux measurements (Butler et al., 1991; Lobert et al., 1995). We see that
oceanic loss is a small sink for CH3CC13 and negligible for the others, compared to stratospheric
loss and destruction by OH.
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Table 7.2 Oceanic loss of the titrating gases. Flux measurements are from Butler, et al (1991)
and Lobert, et al (1995)
Locean (years) CH3 CC13  CHF2Cl CH 2FCF 3  CH 3 CFCl2  CH 3CF 2Cl
Kanakidou et al (1995) 63 986 N/A 1856 1455
Flux measurements 59-128 700 N/A N/A N/A
This work 85 548 5280 1025 1105
7.2.4 Stratospheric sink
The current version of the MIT 2D-LO model does not have its own sophisticated stratospheric
chemistry module. We thus adopt the stratospheric destruction rates for the gases of interest from
recent runs of the MIT global three dimensional chemical transport model (Golombek and Prinn,
1993) which has a much more complete stratospheric submodel. This model has 22 vertical layers in
the stratosphere and mesosphere from 198 hpa to 0.0396 hpa. The stratospheric destruction rates
are mapped into the top two layers of the 2D-LO model by using integrations and interpolations
from the appropriate layers of the 3D model. A closer look at the two models shows that the mass
transfer from the troposphere to the stratosphere is slower in the 2D-LO model than in the MIT 3D
model. The mapping of the destruction rates is done in such a manner that the total stratospheric
lifetimes in the 2D-LO model, defined as the total atmospheric content of the species divided by the
total stratospheric loss rate, agree well with the values reported in the literature. This is achieved
by a simple "trial and error" method and finally results in the following total stratospheric lifetimes
(Table 2.2): 34 yrs (CH 3 CC13 ), 191 yrs (CHF 2Cl), 320 yrs (CH2FCF 3), 92 yrs (CH 3CFC12), and
260 yrs (CH3 CF2Cl). Following the relatively simpler method used in Wang et al. (1998), our
stratospheric destruction rates yield global atmospheric life times of 46 years for CFC13 and 120
years for CF2Cl2.
7.2.5 Model results
OH concentrations
As stated in Chapter 1, the production of OH in the troposphere is related to the concentrations of
03, H20 and NO,, as well as the to ultraviolet fluxes, while the consumption of OH is mainly due
to the reactions with CO and CH 4. Figure 7-6 shows the seasonal variation of OH concentrations
in 1988 which is the mid-point of the time record from 1977 to 1998. Regions with predicted high
mole fractions of OH switch from the northern hemisphere summer to the southern hemisphere
summer, following the movement of sunlight UV input and the tropical convective zone. The high
OH in the tropical upper troposphere in the 2D-LO model results from the enhanced NO2 levels
(from lightning and transport of NO from the lower troposphere), high ultraviolet fluxes, and
ample H20 and 03 levels present there (Wang et al., 1998).
Figure 7-7 shows the trend of OH concentrations from 1977 to 1998 in this model. OH levels
decrease from 10.9 x 105 radicals cm- 3 in 1977 to 10.3 x 105 radicals cm- 3 in 1998, at a rate of
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Figure 7-6 Seasonal variation of OH concentrations in the MIT 2D-LO model: top panel for
January 1988 and bottom panel for July 1988. Unit is 105 radical cm-3.
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Figure 7-7 Trend of the global average OH concentrations from 1977 to 1998 in the MIT 2D-LO
model.
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roughly -0.30% per year. The predicted decrease is due to the relatively large increases of the
CH4 and CO emissions and hence the concentrations from the mid-1980s in this model. These
CO and CH 4 increase are offset by the increased NO, emissions and modulated by changes in
temperature and humidity in their effects on OH (Wang et al., 1998) . The global annual mean
OH concentration is 10.6 x 105 radicals cm-3 which is a little bit larger than the value of 9.7 x 105
radicals cm- 3 estimated in Prinn, et al. (1995). The integrated OH values in the 2D-LO model for
the corresponding boxes of the 12- box model are (101 radicals cm- 3): 11.2, 18.6, 18.6, 7.7, 5.5, 11.6,
11.8 and 5.1, from north to south and bottom to top. We see that the OH concentrations in this
2D-LO model are somewhat lower in the upper troposphere and higher in the lower troposphere,
compared to the results from Prinn, et al. (1995).
Horizontal transport
Long-lived species, such as CFC13, and CF 2C12 have been observed and predicted as generally
well-mixed vertically in the free troposphere. However, latitudinal gradients of their concentrations
exist because of the latitudinal distributions of their sources. The magnitude of this north-south
gradient is also dependent upon the interhemispheric transport rate. Therefore, comparisons be-
tween their observed and predicted surface mixing ratios as functions of latitude and time are a
good indicator of the accuracy of the horizontal transport rates in the model, provided that the
latitudinal distributions of emissions are known. Moreover, as discussed earlier in this chapter, we
have to first make sure that the horizontal transport in the model is correct before we begin to do
any type of estimation studies. For this purpose, we take advantage of the fact that the transports
of 2D models are tunable using the Kalman filter. Specifically, a transport factor, Ftrans, which
multiplies the second order eddy diffusion coefficient discussed in Section 4.1 in the MIT 2D-LO
model, is included in the state vector. The surface monthly-mean measurements of CFC13 and
CF 2Cl2 from ALE/GAGE/AGAGE are used in this estimation. The measurement vector of the
Kalman filter includes the difference of the mole fractions between the Ireland and the Tasmania
stations, as well as the difference of the mole fractions between the Barbados and the Samoa for
CFC13 and CF 2C12 separately. As stated earlier, the second order eddy diffusion coefficient has
been tuned by Wang et al. (1998) to match the observed gradient of CFC13 using a simple trial and
error method. The optimal estimate of Ftrans from this inversion study using the Kalman filtering
is therefore fairly close to unity (Ftrans=1.041±0.011) and correspondingly we need a second order
horizontal diffusion coefficient of 8.3 x 105 m2/s which is small compare to typical mid-latitude
values..
Figure 7-8 shows the comparison between the observed (ALE/GAGE/AGAGE measurements)
and modeled (2D-LO) gradients of CFC13 and CF 2C12. We see that the model agrees reasonably
well with the observations. Because the sources of these two chlorofluorocarbons are predominately
in the Northern Hemisphere, this agreement demonstrates that the simulation of inter-hemispheric
transport in the tuned model is very good. The variations in time of the predicted and measured
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Figure 7-8 Comparisons of the modeled (lines) and the observed (stars, AGAGE measurements)
gradients defined as the difference between mole fractions at the Ireland and the Tasmania AGAGE
stations.
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latitudinal gradients of these species (as measured by the difference between the Ireland and Tas-
mania stations) also agree very well. For CFC13 this difference has decreased both in the model and
in observations from 15 to 25 pptv before 1990 to 5 pptv in 1998, which is consistent with the rapid
reduction in the Northern Hemisphere emissions of this compound. For CF 2Cl2, the gradient has
dropped from 20-40 ppt before 1990 to 10 ppt in 1998 both in the model and in the observations.
Comparisons with observations
Using the configurations described above, we calculate the mole fractions of the five OH titrating
gases on line using the MIT 2D-LO model. The comparisons between the model and the measure-
ments are shown from Figure 7-9 to Figure 7-13. We see that the differences between the simulations
and the observations have quite similar features to the differences found earlier between the 12-box
model predictions and the measurements. Basically, the model simulations fit best to the AGAGE
methyl chloroform and AGAGE HCFC-22 measurements. The model overestimates the AGAGE
CH 3CCl3 mole fractions a little in the early years, while it underestimates them in recent years
at all five stations. The CMDL CH3 CC13 measurements are significantly larger than the model
predictions for all of the time due to their different absolute calibration. The AGAGE HCFC-22
measurements in Tasmania in early years are simulated by the model, but are higher than the
model in recent years. The same comparison occurs with the CMDL HCFC-22 data. The HFC-
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Figure 7-9 The predicted concentrations of CH 3CCl3 by the MIT 2D-LO model (solid lines)
comparing to the AGAGE (left) and CMDL (right) measurements.
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134a concentrations predicted by this model are higher than that calculated from the 12-box model,
mainly because the stratospheric sink of HFC-134a is smaller in this model. The opposite happens
to the HCFC-141b simulations. The seasonality in the concentrations simulated by the MIT 2D-
LO model agrees reasonably well with the observations, as this model has its own comprehensive
CO-NOx-HOx chemistry module. The MIT 2D-LO model, like the 12-box model, significantly un-
derestimates the HCFC-142b concentrations largely due to the underestimated industrial emissions
of this compound.
7.3 Estimations
In this section, we discuss the estimations of the global OH concentrations and the OH trends
using the concentrations predicted by the 2D-LO model. We first present the results using the
best known values of the model parameters and other factors, such as the emissions of the titrating
gases. We refer to this case as the standard run for the estimations. We then discuss the influence
on our estimations of the systematic uncertainties in this model, as well as the uncertainties in the
measurements using the brute-force approach.
7.3.1 Standard run of the estimations
We perform the estimations using the three methods described previously: namely the content
method, the trend method and the time-varying OH trend method. These three techniques have
been fully discussed in Chapter 4 with the 12-box model. The underlying assumptions are the
same for the estimations here: for the content and trend methods, the global OH scaling factor
FOH does not change with time; for the time-varying OH method, the mean OH scaling factor
and the linear OH trend are time invariant. For all three methods, the state equation errors Q
in the Kalman filter are zero, as we cannot afford to include the random 2D-LO model errors in
the Kalman filtering procedure. This is because the 20,000 Monte Carlo runs for each month with
a twenty-year integration are computationally too burdensome for the 2D-LO model. Instead, we
will later in the summary section include the same amount of error due to the random model errors
estimated using the Q-inclusion approach (with the 12-box model addressed in Chapter 6) in the
overall errors of the deduced global OH factors and trends.
We carry out the estimations using the various combinations of the available data (complete and
short data record): measurements of five individual titrating gases from each network (10 cases),
measurements of five individual titrating gases from both networks combined (5 cases), all the
measurements for all gases from each network (2 cases) and all the measurements of all gases from
both networks combined (1 case). By doing this, we can clearly see the differences in the derived
OH values from each titrating gas and the differences in the estimations from each network. We
summarize the FOH values derived from the content method in Table 7.3 and the FOH values from
the trend method in Table 7.4. The errors in these tables are due only to the measurement errors.
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Figure 7-10 Comparison of the HCFC-22 mole fractions predicted by the MIT 2D-LO model (solid
lines) with the AGAGE (bottom 2 panels) and the CMDL (upper 7 panels) measurements.
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Figure 7-11 The same as Figure 7-9, except for HFC-134a.
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Figure 7-12 The same as Figure 7-9, except for HCFC-141b.
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Figure 7-13 The same as Figure 7-9, except for HCFC-142b.
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Table 7.3 The derived global OH scaling factors using the 2D-LO model from the content method.
AGAGE CMDL Both AGAGE CMDL Both
(short) (short) (short)
CH3CC13  0.960i0.001 0.899±0.001 0.935±0.001 0.951i0.001 0.899±0.001 0.925±0.001
CHF2 Cl 1.092+0.003 1.145±0.001 1.133 +0.001 1.123+0.003 1.145±0.001 1.142±0.001
HFC-134a 1.510+0.025 -2.873+0.034 0.178+0.021 1.510±0.025 -2.873±0.034 0.178±0.021
HCFC-141b 0.770±0.009 0.592±0.007 0.652±0.005 0.770±0.009 0.606±0.007 0.667±0.005
HCFC-142b -1.321±0.004 -1.309±0.003 -1.313±0.002 -1.321±0.004 -1.353±0.002 -1.340±0.002
all 0.981±0.001 1.007±0.001 0.995 ±0.001 0.971±0.001 1.008±0.001 0.994±0.001
Table 7.4 The derived FOH values using the trend method with the 2D-LO model. Both the full
and short data sets are used.
AGAGE CMDL Both AGAGE CMDL Both
(short) (short) (short)
CH3 CC13  0.856±0.003 0.780±0.006 0.840±0.002 0.834±0.006 0.780±0.006 0.808±0.004
CHF 2 C1 1.295±0.011 1.547±0.048 1.300±0.010 1.419±0.099 1.547±0.048 1.498±0.040
HFC-134a 0.791±0.125 2.529±0.179 0.383±0.034 0.791±0.125 2.529±0.179 0.383±0.034
HCFC-141b 1.815±0.096 1.374±0.029 1.494±0.034 1.815±0.096 1.462±0.042 1.515±0.038
HCFC-142b 1.090±0.157 0.864±0.061 0.883±0.058 1.090±0.157 1.024±0.075 1.045±0.066
all 0.865±0.003 0.816±0.005 0.861±0.002 0.828±0.006 0.811±0.005 0.818±0.004
For the same reason given for the inversions with the 12-box model, we do not include HCFC-142b
in the estimations using the content and time-varying OH methods.
The OH concentrations, which the scaling factors FOH are multiplied by, are calculated on line
in the 2D-LO model. The 2D-LO OH concentrations (Figure 7-7) have a global mean value of
10.6 x 10 radicals cm- 3 over the period from 1978 to 1998, which is 9.3% higher than the average
OH concentration used in the 12-box model. From the results using the content method, the FOH
value deduced from the full AGAGE CH 3CC13 data set is about 6% higher than that from the
CMDL CH 3CCl3 data set using the 2D-LO model. As explained in Chapter 4, this difference is
caused by both the different calibration scales and the different measurement periods of these two
networks. The derived FOH values from the content method and from the trend method have larger
differences using the 2D-LO model than those obtained using the 12-box model. For instance, there
is a 14% difference using all the AGAGE plus CMDL data (full records) with the 2D-LO model
while the difference is only about 9% with the 12-box model. Due to the smaller stratospheric
destruction role for HFC-134a in the 2D-LO model (which is designed to be consistent with this
sink as reported in the literature), the FOH value inferred from the content method and the AGAGE
HFC-134a data is much higher using the 2D-LO model than that inferred using the 12-box model.
However, FOH is 0.8 using the trend method with this 2D-LO model. This value generates a global
mean OH concentration [OH] of 8.5 x 105 radicals cm-3, This [OH] is more reasonable than the
[OH] = 15.9 x 105 radicals cm-- derived from the FOH value (= 1.5) using 2D-LO model with
the content method, and it is also more reasonable than the [OH] = 15.5 x 10 5 radicals cm- 3
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Table 7.5 The derived linear OH trends (in percent per year) using the 2D-LO model. Both the
full and short (CMDL and AGAGE both operating) data sets are used.
CH 3 CCl3  CHF2Cl HCFC-134a HCFC-141b HCFC-142b all
AGAGE -0.83±0.03 +0.59+0.07 -0.62+0.26 -0.15±0.22 -2.80+0.24 -0.62+0.02
AGAGE (short) -1.73±0.07 +0.08±0.20 -0.62+0.26 -0.15±0.22 -2.80+0.24 -1.55±0.07
CMDL -1.84+0.08 +0.38±0.09 +3.10+0.14 +0.72+0.21 -3.98+0.15 -0.70±0.06
CMDL (short) -1.84±0.08 +0.38±0.09 +3.10+0.14 +0.64±0.21 -3.66+0.18 -0.69±0.06
Both -0.90±0.03 +0.57+0.05 +2.53+0.37 +0.45+0.14 -2.82±0.12 -0.63±0.02
Both (short) -1.79+0.04 +0.36±0.08 +2.53+0.37 +0.07+0.24 -2.51+0.13 -1.13±0.05
inferred from the FOH value (= 1.6) found using the 12-box model and the trend method. The
estimations from the HCFC-142b data using the trend method, again, show the advantage that this
method is not very sensitive to either the absolute calibration or the estimates of the total amount
of emissions.
As did with the 12-box model, we also carried out additional estimations using the data when
both networks are in operation. The corresponding results are also listed in Tables 7.3 and 7.4 for
the content and trend methods, respectively. We see that the differences for using AGAGE data
and using CMDL data alone are reduced quite a lot for most of the estimation cases if we use only
the data when both networks are operating.
To determine to the linear OH trend, we use an off-line version of the 2D-LO model. In
particular, the model uses the meteorological fields, temperatures and the OH concentration fields
of 1988 for all the time period of interest. As in Chapter 4 with the 12-box model, we define the
global OH scaling factor as FOH = a (1 ± b (t - tmid)). The factor a is the mean OH concentration,
the factor b is the relative linear trend and tmid is the mid-point of the time period concerned. We
assume that the factors a and b do not change with time. We use the same method for the initial
guess of state variables and their errors as were used in Chapter 4. The derived OH trends are
summarized in Table 7.5.
From Table 7.5, we see that the OH trends deduced from the CH 3CC 3 data are all negative, and
are generally larger than those inferred from the 12-box model. The positive OH trends deduced
from the HCFC-22 data agree well with the results from the 12-box model. The AGAGE HFC-
134a and HCFC-141b data result in small negative trends as opposed to the small positive OH
trends using the 12-box model. The OH trends deduced from the HCFC-142b data and the CMDL
HFC-134a data are too large to be realistic. Thus we do not include HCFC-142b and CMDL
HFC-134a data for the combined data cases for the estimations for the OH trend. The differences
in the derived OH trends using the full AGAGE data and from using the full CMDL data can be
partially explained by the different time periods of operation for the two networks. Thus we also
carried out additional estimations using only the data when both networks were operating, and the
corresponding results are also listed in Table 7.5.
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7.3.2 Error analysis for the estimations
Like the 12-box model, the 2D-LO model is also not perfect. We have to assess the uncertainties in
the derived global OH scaling factors and the linear OH trends caused by the model uncertainties,
measurements calibration errors, and emission estimates errors. In this section, we will use the
brute-force method to analyze the uncertainties in the estimations due to the systematic errors.
We assume a 5% error in the calibrations for all the five titrating gases. The errors in emissions
are categorized as: errors in the estimates of the total emissions, errors in the estimates of the
emission trends, and errors in the estimates of the emissions before 1978. These three categories of
emission errors were defined in Chapter 4. As for the model related uncertainties, errors in the rate
constants and the tropospheric temperatures are the same as those used in the 12-box model. The
fractional uncertainties in the stratospheric destruction rates (Lstratos) and the interhemispheric
transport (EddyH) are the same as defined for the 12-box model. In particular, we take 10% of
the second-order eddy diffusion coefficient deduced in Section 7.2.5 as the error in the horizontal
interhemispheric transport. The main transport across the tropopause in the 2D-LO model comes
from the calculated vertical advection (Wang, per. comm., 1999), while the 12-box model adopts
a simple parameterization of the exchange rate to account for the across-tropopause exchange.
Therefore, it is more difficult to assess the uncertainty in the troposphere-stratosphere exchange in
the 2D-LO model than in the 12-box model. Thus we assume the contribution to the total error
with the brute-force approach from the uncertainty in the troposphere-stratosphere exchange in
the 2D-LO model is the same as that in the 12-box model. As shown in Chapter 4, this source
of error is only important for the estimations of the linear OH trends. Therefore, we could safely
decide not to include this error for estimation of average OH concentrations using the trend and
content methods. In addition, we see from Chapter 4 that the uncertainty in the OH distribution
is a minor source of error for all three methods. Therefore, we do not consider this source of error
here.
Since each individual source of error has a different impact on the derived global OH concentra-
tions, we perform the error analysis using the three methods separately, and summarize the results
in 13 tables which follow. Error analyses are carried out only using the gases and measurements
that generate physically reasonable results in the standard runs (Tables. 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5). Tables
7.6 to 7.9 shows the error analysis for the global OH scaling factors using the content method. The
total errors from each titrating gas are comparable with those using the 12-box model. Specifically
the error due to rate constant uncertainties is dominant for CH 3CC13 and HCFC-22, while the
calibration uncertainties contribute the most to the total errors in the FOH values derived from
HFC-134a and HCFC-141b data.
For the trend method ( Tables 7.10 to 7.14), the total errors derived from each gas are again
comparable with the 12-box model. Specifically the error due to rate constant uncertainties and
the error due to emission trend uncertainties are dominant for CH 3CC13 , HCFC-22, HCFC-141b
and HCFC-142b. For HFC-134a, the contribution from each source of error is comparable.
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Table 7.6 The uncertainties in the derived FOH values from the content method. Data used are
the full and short AGAGE and CMDL CH3 CC13 alone and combined, as well as the full AGAGE
HFC-134a data.
CH3CCl3  CH3CCl3  CH3CCl3  CH3CCl3  CH3 CCl3  AF134a
(AGAGE) (CMDL) (Both) (AGAGE,short) (Both,short) (AGAGE)
measurement errors 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.025
rate constant errors 0.131 0.126 0.128 0.124 0.123 0.158
calibration errors 0.057 0.049 0.052 0.048 0.048 0.342
Lstrat errors 0.049 0.050 0.050 0.048 0.049 0.008
emission errors 0.017 0.015 0.016 0.015 0.015 0.000
temperature errors 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.033
EddyH errors 0.007 0.009 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.017
Locean errors 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 n/a
total errors 0.152 0.146 0.149 0.144 0.143 0.380
We also did the error analysis for the derived FOH values using the shorter data records obtained
when we use only the data when both AGAGE and CMDL data are in operation. The results are
also listed in Tables 7.6 to 7.14 for the content and trend methods. We see that most of the
differences in the errors from using the full AGAGE and CMDL data sets are reduced when the
shorter data sets are used.
For the time-varying OH method (Tables 7.15 to 7.18), the total errors in the OH trends derived
from CH 3CC13 and HCFC-22 are in general consistent with the results using the 12-box model. For
the AGAGE HFC-134a data, the total error in the derived OH trend is larger than that inferred
using the 12-box model. For HCFC-141b data, the total errors obtained using the 2D-LO model
are smaller than those using the 12-box model. Similar to the content and trend methods above,
we also list the error analysis using the shorter data records in the corresponding tables. We see
that the overall errors in general agree with those using the 12-box model. However, the individual
sources of error have a different impact from the 12-box model results. For instance, the errors in
the derived OH trends due to the initial state errors using HCFC-141b data are smaller than those
using the 12-box model. Also, the errors in the horizontal inter-hemispheric transport generates
more errors in the OH trends using the 2D-LO model than the 12-box model with this time-varying
OH trend method.
7.4 Summary
In this chapter, we first utilized the MIT 2D-LO model to simulate the concentrations of the five
OH titrating gases. An oceanic uptake parameterization was used for the CH3CC13 simulations.
We then deduced the global OH scaling factor and the linear OH trend using all the available
titrating gases measured by the AGAGE and CMDL networks. The error analyses due to the
systematic errors are also carried out using the brute-force approach. The error due to the random
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Table 7.7 The uncertainties in the derived FOH values from the content method. Data used are
the full and short AGAGE and CMDL HCFC-22 data alone and combined.
HCFC-22 HCFC-22 HCFC-22 HCFC-22 HCFC-22
(AGAGE) (CMDL) (Both) (AGAGE,short) (Both,short)
measurement errors 0.003 0.001 0.001 0.003 0.001
rate constant errors 0.163 0.145 0.149 0.142 0.140
calibration errors 0.114 0.097 0.100 0.097 0.095
Lstrat errors 0.007 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004
emission errors 0.037 0.026 0.028 0.029 0.026
temperature errors 0.025 0.022 0.023 0.022 0.022
EddYH errors 0.014 0.010 0.011 0.010 0.010
total errors 0.204 0.178 0.183 0.176 0.173
Table 7.8 The same as Table 7.7, except for HCFC-141b.
HCFC-141b HCFC-CF141b HCFC-141b HCFC-141b HCFC-141b
(AGAGE) (CMDL) (Both) (CMDL,short) (Both,short)
measurement errors 0.009 0.007 0.005 0.007 0.005
rate constant errors 0.151 0.122 0.132 0.124 0.128
calibration errors 0.203 0.287 0.257 0.276 0.246
Lstrat errors 0.006 0.007 0.007 0.008 0.008
emission errors 0.017 0.026 0.023 0.020 0.019
temperature errors 0.016 0.015 0.015 0.017 0.017
EddyH errors 0.020 0.011 0.014 0.007 0.011
total errors 0.256 0.313 0.290 0.304 0.279
Table 7.9 The same as Table 7.8, except using all the AGAGE and CMDL data (full and short
record) alone and combined.
AGAGE CMDL Both AGAGE CMDL Both
(short) (short) (short)
measurement errors 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
rate constant errors 0.132 0.130 0.131 0.127 0.130 0.129
calibration errors 0.065 0.073 0.070 0.057 0.073 0.067
Lstrat errors 0.041 0.024 0.032 0.041 0.024 0.030
emission errors 0.020 0.021 0.020 0.017 0.020 0.019
temperature errors 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.019 0.020 0.020
EddyH errors 0.008 0.009 0.008 0.008 0.009 0.008
Locean errors 0.005 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.003 0.004
total errors 0.155 0.154 0.154 0.147 0.154 0.151
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Table 7.10 Error analysis of the derived FOH values using the trend method. Data used here are
the full and short
HFC-134a data.
meas. err.
rate cnt. err.
Lstrat err.
emi. trend err.
temp. err.
EddyH err.
pre-78 emi. err.
Locean err.
total errors
AGAGE and CMDL CH3 CCl3 alone and combined, as well as the full AGAGE
CH 3 CCl3
(AGAGE)
0.003
0.099
0.044
0.021
0.015
0.009
0.014
0.005
0.113
CH 3 CCl3
(CMDL)
0.006
0.099
0.046
0.015
0.015
0.002
0.001
0.006
0.111
CH 3 CCl3
(both)
0.002
0.100
0.045
0.016
0.015
0.006
0.010
0.006
0.113
CH 3 CCl3
(AGAGE, short)
0.006
0.100
0.049
0.013
0.016
0.007
0.001
0.006
0.114
CH 3 CCl3
(both, short)
0.004
0.100
0.049
0.014
0.016
0.007
0.001
0.006
0.114
Table 7.11 Error analysis of the derived FOH values using the trend method. Data used here are
the full and short AGAGE and CMDL HCFC-22 data alone and combined.
HCFC-22 HCFC-22 HCFC-22 HCFC-22 HCFC-22
(AGAGE) (CMDL) (both) (AGAGE,short) (both,short)
measurement errors 0.011 0.048 0.010 0.099 0.040
rate constant errors 0.047 0.107 0.053 0.106 0.107
Lstrat errors 0.010 0.014 0.010 0.018 0.014
emission trend errors 0.157 0.125 0.135 0.116 0.124
temperature errors 0.007 0.016 0.009 0.015 0.016
EddyH errors 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.006 0.002
pre-78 emission errors 0.034 0.012 0.032 0.011 0.012
total errors 0.168 0.174 0.150 0.188 0.171
Table 7.12 The same as Table 7.11, except for HCFC-141b
HCFC-141b HCFC-141b HCFC-141b HCFC-141b HCFC-141b
(AGAGE) (CMDL) (both) (CMDL, short) (both, short)
measurement errors 0.096 0.029 0.034 0.042 0.038
rate constant errors 0.298 0.078 0.090 0.286 0.288
Lstrat errors 0.017 0.005 0.005 0.009 0.010
emission trend errors 0.536 0.650 0.623 0.535 0.524
temperature errors 0.064 0.012 0.024 0.026 0.034
EddyH errors 0.018 0.031 0.027 0.017 0.020
total errors 0.625 0.655 0.635 0.616 0.601
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HFC-134a
(AGAGE)
0.125
0.190
0.156
0.129
0.264
0.197
n/a
N/A
0.448
Table 7.13 The same as Table 7.11, except for HCFC-142b.
HCFC-142b HCFC-142b HCFC-142b HCFC-142b HCFC-142b
(AGAGE) (CMDL) (both) (CMDL, short) (both, short)
measurement errors 0.157 0.061 0.058 0.075 0.066
rate constant errors 0.253 0.127 0.150 0.134 0.153
Lstrat errors 0.043 0.025 0.029 0.055 0.054
emission trend errors 0.632 0.702 0.653 0.576 0.602
temperature errors 0.050 0.010 0.036 0.020 0.050
EddyH errors 0.033 0.045 0.035 0.010 0.027
total errors 0.703 0.720 0.675 0.599 0.632
Table 7.14 Same as Table 7.11, except using all the AGAGE and all the CMDL data alone and
combined.
AGAGE CMDL Both AGAGE CMDL Both
(short) (short) (short)
measurement errors 0.002 0.005 0.002 0.006 0.005 0.004
rate constant errors 0.094 0.099 0.097 0.110 0.107 0.109
Lstrat errors 0.039 0.045 0.041 0.049 0.049 0.049
emission trend errors 0.021 0.005 0.013 0.011 0.004 0.008
temperature errors 0.014 0.015 0.015 0.017 0.018 0.017
EddyH errors 0.008 0.002 0.006 0.006 0.003 0.005
pre-78 emission errors 0.010 0.001 0.007 0.001 0.001 0.001
Locean errors 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.006 0.006 0.006
total errors 0.099 0.110 0.108 0.123 0.119 0.122
Table 7.15 The uncertainties in the derived OH trends. Units are percent per year. Data used
are CH3 CC13 from AGAGE and CMDL alone and combined.
CH 3 CCl3  CH3 CCl3  CH3 CCl3  CH3 CC13  CH 3 CCl3
(AGAGE) (CMDL) (both) (AGAGE, short) (both, short)
measurement errors 0.03 0.06 0.03 0.07 0.04
rate constant errors 0.31 0.32 0.31 0.24 0.23
calibration errors 0.50 0.72 0.53 0.64 0.66
Lstrat errors 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.04
emission trend errors 0.20 0.39 0.23 0.34 0.36
emission errors 0.15 0.23 0.16 0.20 0.21
pre-78 emission errors 0.12 0.08 0.11 0.02 0.01
temperature errors 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.03
EddyH errors 0.03 0.13 0.05 0.08 0.07
Locean errors 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
t, errors 0.24 0.43 0.26 0.34 0.34
total errors 0.69 1.02 0.74 0.87 0.89
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Table 7.16 Same as Table 7.15, except using HCFC-22.
HCFC-22 HCFC-22 HCFC-22 HCFC-22 HCFC-22
(AGAGE) (CMDL) (both) (AGAGE, short) (both, short)
measurement errors 0.07 0.09 0.05 0.20 0.08
rate constant errors 0.47 0.07 0.44 0.07 0.10
calibration errors 0.56 0.29 0.56 0.30 0.29
Lstrat err. 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.04
emission trend errors 0.44 0.31 0.45 0.31 0.31
emission errors 0.39 0.46 0.42 0.47 0.47
pre-78 emission errors 0.22 0.03 0.15 0.04 0.03
temperature errors 0.11 0.04 0.07 0.01 0.01
EddyH errors 0.18 0.03 0.12 0.03 0.02
t8 errors 0.20 0.16 0.20 0.17 0.14
total errors 1.01 0.66 0.98 0.70 0.67
Table 7.17 Same as Table 7.15, except using HCFC-141b and HFC-134a data.
HFC-134a HCFC-141b HCFC-141b HCFC-141b HCFC-141b HCFC-141b
(AGAGE) (AGAGE) (CMDL) (both) (CMDL, short) (both, short)
meas. err. 0.26 0.22 0.21 0.14 0.21 0.24
iit. PO err. 0.10 +0.22 +0.29 +0.28 +0.25 +0.25mi.POer 01 0.10 -0.21 -0.20 -0.14 -0.13
rate cnt. err. 0.18 0.22 0.30 0.28 0.25 0.25
cali. err. 0.05 0.21 0.40 0.39 0.25 0.28
Lstrat err. 0.07 0.75 0.24 0.24 0.84 0.86
emi. trend err. 0.41 0.26 0.14 0.20 0.41 0.35
emission err. 0.00 0.28 0.58 0.42 0.53 0.29
temp. err. 0.18 0.18 0.26 0.26 0.14 0.17
EddyH err. 0.45 0.28 0.54 0.31 0.38 0.35
t. errors 0.10 0.15 0.19 0.16 0.31 0.31
total errors 0.72 0.93 1.06 0.85 1.28 1.20
Table 7.18 Same as Table 7.15, except using all AGAGE and all CMDL data alone and combined.
AGAGE CMDL Both AGAGE CMDL Both
(short) (short) (short)
measurement errors 0.02 0.06 0.02 0.07 0.06 0.04
rate constant errors 0.33 0.39 0.33 0.29 0.39 0.31
calibration errors 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.55 0.49 0.52
Lstrat errors 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.05
emission trend errors 0.22 0.29 0.24 0.24 0.21 0.21
emission errors 0.17 0.40 0.20 0.21 0.37 0.30
pre-78 emission errors 0.08 0.01 0.08 0.01 0.01 0.01
temperature errors 0.05 0.11 0.09 0.08 0.12 0.10
EddyH errors 0.05 0.10 0.07 0.08 0.03 0.06
Locean errors 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
t. errors 0.22 0.37 0.26 0.28 0.33 0.31
total errors 0.72 0.92 0.76 0.76 0.84 0.78
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Table 7.19 The derived linear OH trends (in percent per year) with full errors using the 2D-LO
model and full data records of the measurements.
CH 3 CC13  CHF2C1 HCFC-134a HCFC-141b all
AGAGE -0.83±0.85 +0.59±1.05 -0.62±0.77 -0.15±0.94 -0.62±0.90
CMDL -1.84±1.30 +0.38±0.72 too large +0.72±1.30 -0.70±1.00
BOTH -0.90±0.92 +0.57±1.04 too large +0.45±0.87 -0.63±0.89
model errors however cannot be easily done using the Q-inclusion approach as stated earlier. We
therefore assign the same error due to the random model errors as estimated in Chapter 6 using
the Q-inclusion approach with the 12-box model.
For the global OH concentrations, we plot the derived global OH scaling factors from various
cases (using full data records) in Figure 7-14. Derived global OH scaling factors from all the five
titrating gases using trend and content methods are shown as follows: circles (AGAGE), stars
(CMDL) and squares (AGAGE + CMDL). Note that we have already increased the error bars by
including the error due to the random model errors. We find the following titrating gases deliver
reasonable results which agree with each other statistically: CH 3CC13 data from both AGAGE and
CMDL network from either the content or the trend method; AGAGE HCFC-22 and HCFC-141b
from the content method; AGAGE HFC-134a and HCFC-142b (AGAGE, CMDL, Both) data from
the trend method; all AGAGE data combined and all CMDL data combined with both methods.
Using the FOH values in Figure 7-14 and weighted by their uncertainty, we have our best guess of the
global OH multiplier as FOH = 0-92 - Given that the global mean tropospheric concentration
[OH) in the MIT 2D-LO model is 10.6 x 105 radicals cm 3 , we then have our best guess of the
global mean OH concentration from 1978 to 1998 as 9.7 105 radicals cm-.
For the linear OH trend over the past twenty years (Table 7.19, note that we have already
included the random model errors in this table), we find that the derived values (using full data
records) from the combined gases are basically consistent with the values deduced when using those
particular individual gases alone for which negative OH trends were deduced. However the deduced
OH trends from those individual gases alone which yielded positive trends are not inside the error
ranges obtained from the combined-gas cases. The weighted relative OH trend from averaging all
values using individual gases alone and using all the AGAGE plus CMDL data in this table is
-0.43. %yr-1, which indicates a negative trend in global OH concentrations existing from 1978
to 1998 but indicates positive values as a possibility.
For the errors in the derived estimations due to the uncertainties in the MIT 2D-LO model,
we find that the horizontal interhemispheric transport in this model is more important than in the
12-box model. For the comparison of the estimations of OH using the 2D-LO model and the 12-box
model, we find that the estimations of both global OH concentrations and trends from these two
models are not exactly the same but agree statistically for most of the cases. Figure 7-15 shows the
comparison of the simulated ratios of CH3CC13 concentrations at the Ireland, Barbados and Samoa
stations to the Tasmania station from these two models. We can see that there are similarities in
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Figure 7-14 Derived global OH scaling factors from all the five titrating gases with the MIT
2D-LO model, using trend and content methods: circles (AGAGE), stars (CMDL) and squares
(AGAGE + CMDL). Error bars include the total random and systematic errors.
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Figure 7-15 Comparison of the simulated ratios of CH3CCl3 concentrations at the Ireland, Bar-
bados and Samoa stations to the Tasmania station from the 2D-LO model and the 12-box model.
1988 1990 1992 1994
YEAR
the simulations between the two models, but the differences are also of interest because these two
models are very different in many aspects. Note the reversal of the Samoa/Tasmania ratio in 1994.
This is due to the rapidly decreasing CH3CC13 emissions combined with the tropical maximum in
OH causing Samoa CH3CCl3 levels to become less than those at Tasmania after 1994.
Regarding the use of the new OH titrating gases for OH estimations with the Kalman filter, we
find, like the 12-box model, that the uncertainty in the absolute calibrations is a significant source
of error for the OH estimations when using the 2D-LO model, especially for the content method.
The estimations using the trend method indicate that the measurements of the new titrating gases
could generate useful information using this method for gases whose absolute emissions are poorly
qualified but whose relative emission trends are well known. Similar results were seen for the 12-box
model.
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Chapter 8
Summary and Conclusions
Hydroxyl radicals (OH) are the most important oxidant in the troposphere. Reactions with OH
provide the dominant removal path for a variety of greenhouse gases and ozone-depleting sub-
stances. Accurate determination of the global tropospheric OH concentrations is an important
issue. Previously the OH titrating gases CH3CCl3 and "CO have been used individually for this
purpose.
The goal of this thesis is to reduce the dependence of the estimation of [OH] fields on a single
species and thus to improve our knowledge of global OH concentrations and their trends. To achieve
this goal, we developed a scheme using multiple titrating gases. It combines all the possible available
surface measurements of five OH titrating gases (CH 3 CC13 , CHF 2Cl (HCFC-22), CH2FCF3 (HFC-
134a), CH3 CFCl2 (HCFC-141b) and CH 3CF 2C1 (HCFC-142b)) from two observational networks
(AGAGE (Advanced Global Atmospheric Gas Experiments, 5 global stations) and CMDL/NOAH
(Nitrous Oxide And Halocompounds Group, 7 global stations)). This new method provides, for
the first time, optimal estimates of the absolute OH concentration and its trend by minimizing
the weighted difference between the model-predicted mixing ratios and the observational data for
several species at the same time.
The state-space Kalman filter was chosen as the optimization method in this thesis project.
We used three different techniques which optimally fit different features of the measurements and
have different sources of errors. The three techniques are denoted the trend method, the content
method, and the time-varying OH method. The trend method focuses on optimally fitting the
measured rate of change of the relative concentrations. Its state vector includes an OH scaling
factor and several floating factors. Any discrepancies between atmospheric content estimated from
measurements and from model predictions are used to update these floating factors. Thus the
trend method is not sensitive to the absolute calibration scales and the absolute emission estimates
of the titrating gases, but it is sensitive to the estimated emission trends. The content method
focuses on optimally fitting the measured absolute concentrations of trace gases in the atmosphere.
It is sensitive to absolute calibrations. Its state vector includes a scaling factor to estimate the
weighted temporal and global averaged OH concentrations. The time-varying OH trend is designed
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to estimate the linear OH trend. Its state vector includes one variable representing the OH trend
and several others representing temporal and global averaged OH concentrations deduced from each
gas and from each network.
Two modeling frameworks were chosen for this multi-gas study. One is the two-dimensional
12-box model currently used in the AGAGE program. The reason that we chose a relatively coarse
resolution 12-box model is two fold: first, the transport in this model, which is an important
issue for doing inversions of chemical data correctly, has been tuned to reality using AGAGE
CFC-11 and CFC-12 data. Second, this model is computationally efficient which enables a large
number of runs over long time periods. Hence this model can be used to assess modeling errors
in the inversion studies which can involve thousands of random samples in a Monte Carlo sense
for each month over a twenty-year time integration. This model has prescribed transport and
prescribed concentration patterns of tropospheric OH. The reference OH distributions are derived
from three different chemical transport models, namely the MIT 3D, AER 2D, and GISS 2D, and
we define the reference weighted global average OH concentrations to be 9.7 x 105 radicals cm .
Another chemical transport model used in this project is the MIT two dimensional land-ocean-
resolving statistical-dynamical model. This model consists of 24 grids in latitude and nine layers
in the vertical, with two in the planetary boundary layer, five in the troposphere, and two in
the stratosphere. It is 20 times faster than three-dimensional models with similar latitudinal and
vertical resolution. Thus it (like the 12-box model) is suitable for doing long time integrations and
repetitive model runs for uncertainty assessments. This property makes it a suitable tool for the
inversion studies carried out in this thesis project. The 2D-LO model has fully interactive climate
and chemistry modules. The chemistry module includes comprehensive tropospheric OH chemistry
and predicts a global mean OH value of 10.6 x 105 radicals cm 3 , which is about 10% higher than
the reference global OH value used in the 12-box model. The current version of the 2D-LO model
does not have its own sophisticated stratospheric chemistry module, so we used the destruction
rates for the 5 titrating gases from recent runs of a 3D chemical transport model constructed by
Golombek and Prinn (1993) with adjustments to agree with the stratospheric lifetimes reported
in the literature, specifically WMO (1998). A parameterization of ocean uptake for CH 3CC13 was
also included in this model for this thesis study. The across-equator transport in the 2D-LO model
was also optimally tuned using a Kalman filter and the AGAGE CFC-11 and CFC-12 data before
any OH estimations were carried out.
We also tested whether the AGAGE five-station network is adequate to deduce the global OH
concentration. For this purpose, a 24-pseudo-station network was constructed using the monthly
mean predictions from the 24 surface grid points in the 2D-LO model. The residuals between the
real monthly-mean AGAGE measurements and the monthly-mean model outputs from the 2D-
LO model at the AGAGE station latitudes (with reference OH concentrations) are also used to
construct pseudo-data. Specifically, the Ireland/Oregon, Barbados, Samoa, and Tasmania residuals
are added to the 2D-LO model predictions from the grid points closest to each station to produce
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the pseudo-measurements. The pseudo- measurements are assumed to have the same percentage
standard deviations as the real AGAGE observations at the station closest to them. Using the real
AGAGE CH 3CC13 data with the content method, the global OH scaling factor is 0.960, and using
the pseudo-data from the 24 imaginary stations the global OH scaling factor is 0.962. We thus
conclude that a five-global-station network is adequate to deduce the global OH concentrations.
One feature of this thesis project is that the errors in the measurements, industrial emission es-
timates, and chemical transport models are included in great detail for the OH estimation problem.
The measurement errors are both random and systematic. Random errors include instrumental
precision, and the systematic errors include calibration errors and nonlinear instrumental response.
Because we compare the model predicted concentration in a grid volume with the actual measured
concentration in a point site, this creates a so-called "mismatch" error. This type of error can be
considered as either an error in the measurements or as a modeling error. We chose to treat the
mismatch error as a measurement error here. We estimated this error by using the standard devia-
tion of the monthly average of the in situ measurements. Most of the global emissions are obtained
from AFEAS. The uncertainties in the industrial emission estimates of the five titrating gases are
derived mainly from the errors in the reported production, unreported production, chemical end
use, and release time for each end use. Emissions of chemicals used in applications where they
are released soon after production (for instance, methyl chloroform is used mainly as a solvent)
can be estimated more easily and more accurately than applications where materials are held for
very long periods (for example, HCFC-142b is mainly used as a blowing agent in closed cell foams
with a multi-stage release time over 20 years). Therefore, the industrial emission estimates are
the most accurate for CH3CC13 and the least accurate for HCFC-142b. As far as the unreported
production is concerned, unreported production for CH3 CC13 up to 1993 is estimated to be 1.5% of
total production, compared to about 7-10% for the HCFCs. However, we believe the non-reported
production of methyl chloroform may have increased in recent years, since only developing coun-
tries were allowed to make this chemical after 1995 and most of the developing countries do not
routinely report to AFEAS. In addition to the mismatch error, the main uncertainties from the
chemical-transport models considered in the error analyses are the uncertainties in: rate constants
for reaction with OH, stratospheric destruction rates, inter-hemispheric exchange rates, transport
between the troposphere and stratosphere, and temperature fields. For CH 3CC13 , we also included
the error in the oceanic destruction rate. The assumed errors in the reference distributions of OH
turned out not to be an important source of error in the global OH estimation problem as discussed
in Chapter 4 (although they could be important in estimates of regional OH fields).
The random measurement errors and mis-match errors are included in the noise matrix in the
Kalman filter. For other random errors from the emission estimates and chemical transport models,
we used the Q-inclusion method. For the systematic errors in calibration, model and emissions, we
used the brute-force method. For the brute-force method, we repeated the entire inverse method
many times using different possible values of the measurement sensitivity matrix H in the Kalman
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filtering. The Q-inclusion method uses the Q-matrix to represent the imperfect model-computed
H matrix, and thus includes the random model error internally in the filter. To calculate this Q
matrix, we used 20,000 Monte Carlo samples at each time step to ensure that Q matrix elements
are uncorrelated in time, and random with zero means.
Using the 12-box model with the brute-force method for analyzing systematic errors, we found
that CH 3CC13 delivers the best (least error) estimations of the OH scaling factor. This is not
only because the derived values from this gas have least errors, but also because the difference
between the content and the trend method results is the smallest. We know that the agreement
between the estimations from these two methods can tell us how good the absolute calibration of
the gas is, and how good the estimates of both the absolute emissions and the emission trends are.
From the estimations using HCFC-22 alone, we found that this gas could be the next best OH-
titrating gas provided the estimated un-reported production over time can be improved. Using the
three new CFC substitutes (HFC-134a, HCFC-141b, and HCFC-142b), we found that the AGAGE
HFC-134a measurements give the closest estimation for the OH scaling factor to the results derived
using the CH 3CC13 and HCFC-22 data. This is because industrial emission estimates for this
gas are apparently the best among the three newer compounds. We also found that HCFC-142b
measurements and emissions require a physically unrealistic negative OH scaling factor using the
content method which is most likely caused by the underestimation of its emissions since AGAGE
and CMDL measurements are in reasonable agreement. The results derived from HCFC-141b data
also suggest that the industrial emission estimates of this gas are underestimated but not as badly
as for HCFC-142b. However, these two gases are not totally without merit in the estimations of OH
because, by using the trend method, both the HCFC-142b and HCFC-141b data gave physically
reasonable OH scaling factors. This is because the modeled percentage trends for these two gases
are much closer to the observed ones than are the modeled absolute values, and the trend method is
not sensitive to the absolute calibration and the absolute emissions. When using the multiple gases
simultaneously, we found that the CH3CC13 data had the greatest weight in the overall estimation,
followed by HCFC-22 and then the other three newer gases. This is because we have more CH 3CC13
data in time and more stations measuring it.
The uncertainties in the derived OH values due to the systematic errors using the brute-force
approach are then combined with the uncertainties due to the random model errors analyzed using
the Q-inclusion approach. If we use the estimations derived from using multiple gases simultaneously
(which is a measurement-weighted average), and both the content and trend methods, our best
guess of global OH scaling factor is 0.9515 , and this gives us a global mean OH concentration of
9.3+1 x 105 molecules cm- 3. Our best estimated OH trend for 1978-1998 is -0.38 ± 0.89% per
year. If we combine all the gases including using individual gas cases, both networks, and both the
content and trend methods, our best guess of the OH trend is -0.09ji"% per year. And our best
guess of the global OH scaling factor is 0.95it0., and this gives us a global mean OH concentration
of 9.2 x 105 molecules cm-3. This global mean OH value is derived using the weighting by
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mass of CH3CC13 in each box. Therefore, this global mean OH concentration is more suitable for
calculation of tropospheric lifetimes for long-lived species, like CH 4 which has a lifetime about 8
years. For a short-lived gas, like CO whose lifetime is about one month, we calculate a global mean
OH concentration of 9.4-0 x 105 molecules cm-3using a simple average with equal weighting for
each box in the 12-box model. Hence the weighting is not significant for the global mean, but it is
obviously important for regional (e.g. NH mid latitude) average OH estimates.
Using the 12-box model with the Q-inclusion method, we found that the deduced best-guess
OH values with this new technique agree well with the approach in which Q = 0 in the Kalman
filter for most of the cases with a few exceptions. When averaging the results from all gases and
both networks (weighted by the combined random and systematic errors), our best estimate of the
global OH scaling factor is 0.98+0.52 which produces a global mean OH concentration of 9.5+5 x 105
molecules cm- 3 . Our best estimate of the OH trend for 1978-1998 time period is +0.05 + 0.59%
per year. This small positive OH trend still agrees statistically with the small negative OH trend
deduced from the Chapter 4 method where Q = 0 in the filter.
Using the MIT 2D-LO model with the brute-force method to analyze the systematic errors,
we found that the estimations of OH concentrations were similar to those using the 12-box model.
Again, CH 3CC13 is the most accurate titrating gas to deduce the global mean OH concentration
with this model. The total errors associated with the OH scaling factors and the OH trends
are roughly the same as the total errors using the 12-box model. However individual sources of
error had small differences in their contributions to the total error compared to the 12-box model
analysis. Most of all, the uncertainties in the inter-hemispheric transport in the 2D-LO model
gave greater contributions to the total errors than they did using the 12-box model. We assign
the same uncertainties due to random model errors to the 2D-LO model as computed with the
12-box model, because we cannot afford to run the Q-inclusion approach with the 2D-LO model.
If we use the estimations derived from using multiple gases simultaneously, and both the content
and trend methods, our best guess of global OH scaling factor is 0.91+0.23 , and this gives us a
global mean OH concentration of 9.7 +2 x 10' molecules cm- 3. Our best estimated OH trend for
1978-1998 is -0.63 ± 0.89% per year. If we combine all the gases including using individual gas
cases, both networks and both the content and trend methods, we have a global OH scaling factor
of 0.92 +0., and this gives us a global mean OH concentration of 9.7 i:. x 10' molecules cm-3.
Our best estimate of the OH trend from this model is -0.43i1-4% per year. The estimated global
average OH concentration and OH trend agree statistically with the 12-box model.
As far as the major sources of the errors in the OH estimations are concerned, we found that
using each individual titrating gases separately the uncertainties in absolute calibrations, rate
constants, and industrial emissions estimates are important sources of error for all five titrating
gases. For CH 3CC13 and HCFC-22 which have been in the atmosphere for over 30 years, the
measurement errors from AGAGE and CMDL and the initial a priori guesses in the Kalman filter
are not important in the estimation problem considered here. However, for the other three newer
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Table 8.1 Principle sources of errors in OH estimations using individual gases (prioritized).
0 CH3 CC13 and CHClF 2:(1) rate constant, calibration, emission
(2) stratospheric sink
(3) troposphere-stratosphere exchange
* CH 3 CFC12 , CH 3CF 2Cl and CH 2FCF3:
(1) calibration, emission, rate constant
(2) measurement errors
(3) initial guess of error covariance in the Kalman filter
(4) troposphere-stratosphere exchange
titrating gases, the estimations are quite sensitive to the measurement errors and the assumed
initial state vectors used in the filter. This is largely due to their much lower mole fractions (about
0.1ppt in the beginning and 10ppt for recent years) as well as the short measurement records of
these newer gases compared to CH3CC13 and HCFC-22. The above discussed sources of errors are
prioritized in Table 8.1. If we combine the multiple gases together to do the OH estimations, we
find that the errors in the industrial emission estimates result in the largest uncertainty in the OH
estimations.
Using the multiple gases simultaneously (measurement-weighted), both CMDL and AGAGE
data, two chemical-transport models and including both random and systematic errors, our overall
best estimate of the linear OH trend is -0.51 t 1.02% per year during 1978-1998. How well does
this derived OH trend agree with the observed OH sources and sinks for the past twenty years?
As far as the tropospheric sources of OH are concerned, people are not so certain of the global
trends of tropospheric 03, NOx, and UV flux during the past twenty years. The global trends of
CO and methane, which are the two biggest sinks of OH in the troposphere, are well documented.
Carbon monoxide concentrations were increasing from 1980 to 1988 (Khalil and Rasmussen, 1988),
and Novelli et al. (1998) reported that CO levels were decreasing from 1990 to 1995. Methane
concentrations have been increasing in the atmosphere since the industrialization period but with
a slower growth rate in recent years (Dlugokencky et al., 1998). However, the non-linearity of the
tropospheric OH chemistry makes the OH trend more uncertain if one tries to determine the OH
trend using current knowledge about the trends of major OH sources and sinks. Some scientists
suggest that changes in the sources of CO and methane could partly explain the observed trends
of these two gases. For instance, biomass burning, which is an important source for both gases,
has been decreasing for years. This is not to say that changes in [OH] could not be related to the
observed trends in CO and methane. Our analysis shows that a positive OH trend up to 0.5% per
year is within our range of uncertainties; if it were the case, then it could be helpful to partially
explain the decreasing CO and the decreasing methane growth rate.
In addition to the OH estimations, we also carried out the optimal estimates of the monthly
global emissions for HCFC-142b and HCFC-141b in this thesis. In this different inverse problem, we
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assumed the OH concentrations are known from the inversion of CH 3CC13 data (Prinn et al.,1995)
in the 12-box model. As the emissions of these two HCFCs have increased quickly in recent years,
we used a time-varying Kalman filter which allows for the monthly variations in the state vector.
The filter is applied together with an adaptive technique to solve the diminishing gain problem.
Our studies showed that the industrial estimates of global HCFC-142b emissions need to be at least
doubled, and the emissions of HCFC-141b need to be increased by about 20 to 30% percent.
To summarize, the major conclusions of this thesis are as follows:
" Using multiple gases, both CMDL and AGAGE data measurement-weighting, two chemical-
transport models, and selected content and trend results, our best estimate of the global mean
tropospheric OH concentrations is 9.4j+2. x 105 radicals cm-3
* Using multiple gases, both CMDL and AGAGE data, and two global chemical-transport
models, our best estimate of the linear OH trend is -0.5 ± 1.0% per year over 1978-1998 time
period.
" Incorporating random model errors (other than mismatch errors), using the Q-inclusion
method generated satisfactory agreement for best guess estimates with the approach in which
Q = 0 in the Kalman filter. However the Q-inclusion method provides an estimate of the
effect of random model error.
" Newer titrating gases generally yielded OH estimates comparable to those from CH 3CC13 but
with larger uncertainties. One of the exceptions is using HCFC-142b data with the content
method.
" The measurements of the newer OH titrating gases can be used effectively with appropriate
techniques to ultimately replace the use of CH3CCl3 (which is disappearing from the atmo-
sphere), provided estimates of their emissions are improved and particularly for HCFC-142b.
Based on this thesis work, some suggested future studies on tropospheric OH are as follows:
" The hemispheric mean OH concentrations and trends could conceivably be determined using
the same multi-gas scheme as developed in this thesis. Lacking enough measurement sites
over the globe, the optimal determination of OH distributions and trends at smaller regional
scales is probably not feasible at present.
* The integration of the random model error into the Kalman filter with the Q-method could
be applied to the MIT 2D-LO model. To compute the random model error for each month
during a twenty year integration, we have to first use or develop a computationally efficient
representation of this model. For example, the probabilistic collocation method (Tatang
et al., 1997) could be applied to parameterize this model. This method uses the probability
density functions of the inputs to generate a set of orthogonal polynomials. These polynomials
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are then used as the basis for a polynomial chaos expansion that would approximate the
actual response of the CTM to its inputs. This simplified version would be much more
computationally efficient than its parent model, and thus could be used as a tool to estimate
the effect of random model error for the Kalman filtering.
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